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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Check

a

Don't run around paying your bills in currency when you can
as well send a check.
No trouble about making change when you pay by check.
No dispute can ever arise abont a payment male by check. The
bank, after cashing it, hands it back to you, making an iudisputeable receipt.
No danger of losing money, or being robbed of it when you put
it in the bank and pay by check.

I

temptation
your pocket.

spend

to

I,ess

it if it's In the bank Instead of In

You’re money ahead and leave worry behind when you have

checking

of

BANK,

AT ELLSWORTH POSTOPPICR.

Ellsworth

effect June 23, 1913.

From Wbst—*6.56. •11.18 am: 4 21, $6.18 p m.
From East— 12.24, 5.35 and 11.07 p m; Sunday
at 10.0? p m.
MAIL CLOSES AT

m:

m.

York,

George H. Gould has purchased
mobile to be used

public

as a

an

is

auto-

Rev. Arthur H. Goar

ill

w

car.

preach

at

the

Unitarian church next Sunday morning.
Miss Ruth Mitchell, of Chicopee Falls,
Mass., is tbe guest of Austin H. Joy and

Mail"

wife.

EASTERN TRUST
BASf.OR Mf.

BANKING COMPANY

OIPTUWX

PLXTEH

MAC H1A3

|

Mrs. Walter L. Foster, of Portland, is
visiting her husband’s mother, Mrs. L. D.

]

I,]—jLl

Foster.

Brown, of Banger, the organist, is
guest of Miss Dorothy Mathews at
East Surry.
Miss

the

special

At the

polls

the

j
I

rest

for

every

article; it

assures

Misses Ida MacDonald and Bernice Var-

George
daughter Florence, of Providence, K. I., were guests of
H. W. Dunn and wife over Sunday.
W. Bartlett and

quality.

i

E. F. Robinson Oo.
Kl.LHWOKTH,

wife and two

num, of South Penobscot, were the weekend guests of Miss Kuth Goodwin.

Agents for Victor Talking Machines.

mother, Mrs. Annie M. Smith.

Healy,

riARK
Liilie-'. Misses
•nil Children’s
on

E.

IS/IISS

MOORE,

THIS

price.

A1

this season’s

style-

at

AA*TQ
I

DON'T

A.

SALE

DOWN

=

SALE.

IVIo

MONEY
Oa Improved, Prodactive Real Etiatc:

on

loan

Municipal and Other Hoads of approved legality and ascertained strength.

C. c. BURRILL & SON,

16 State St, Ellsworth, Me

5l)c Discount
on $3.50 Shoes on

Main and Hancock Streets,

ELLSWORTH,
f all in and

waing-room;
*e serte

Osats.

inspect

our

ME.
kitchen and

pride.
highest grade of

cleanliness is

only

the

our

Single Meals, 35c

RNE ROOMS BY DAY OR WEEK.

c. R. CIRONE.

Col. John F.

hour.

temporary clerk.

Whitcomb,

of

one

Ella-

highly-esteemed citizens,
seriously ill a long time, is

most

who has been

very low.

Stetson Foster, of Boston, is spending
Their
here.
August with his family
bungalow on the Surry road has been
open since

early

in

July.

Assistant-postmaster
wife have
on

P.

Bridge
Joy on

A Monuemnt of Strength
represented

in our baking
and industry is
of fine bread ana cake, and other gooc
things for your consuming. If you wan!
a
large, crusty loaf of pure and sweel
bread, you want to try our

Cream Loaf.
The

StafTof Life

may aa well be palatable, since it ia t(
last lor a long Journey through life. Out
baked stuff hits the palate just right at thi

Sanitary Bakery.
A. holz, Proprietor.
Phone 61-2.

I*

KALB B

Cf

W. ALLEY’S Livery Stable, Electrical Supplies aud Fixtures
ELLSWORTH, MAINE
fr»tklin st., Ellsworth.
Tel. 81-8

of

anniversary
has

worth

was

visit

a

the

been

ith

l. r.

Higgins

ana

moved from the Morrison house
hill to the house of the

late C.

Pleasant street.

have

returned to their

settlement of

abandoned.

in

novelty

at

the

Bijou picture

theatre

Monday and Tuesday will be the
laughing, singing, talking pictures, the
Edison
kinetophone, one of Edison’s
sensational inventions.
Members of Irene

chapter, O. E. 8.,

are

boyhood.

The list of teachers for the Ellsworth
schools has been completed.
A. S. Adams,
B. S., of Newport, a graduate of the Uni-

officers for another year.

E. G. Allen, of Lynn, Mass., gave a
marshmallow bake to a few of his friends
in Ellsworth last Friday evening at the
home of his aunt, Mrs. George W. Whiting. L. G. Higgins was toast-master of
the evening. The bake was followed by

Union Trust

Minerva

Jordan, who was re-elected
The rural schools
accept.
will open Tuesday, Sept. 2, and the higt
A

not

quiet wedding

Monday, Sept.
celebrated at

was
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“Look most to your spending.
No matter how
comes in, if more goes out, you will
always be

poor.”
Start

a

Savings Account Nowand Let the Interest Help You.

HANCOCK CO. SAVINGS BANK

;

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

Progressive Meeting.
The first progressive meeting

Established 1873.
MOUTH OF THE RIVER.
of

the

Herbert E. Johnson and bride, after a
short wedding trip, visiting Skowhegan,

campaign in Ells worth will be held Tuesday evening of r.^xt week at Hancock hall,
when lion

James II. Garfield, of Ohio, will

speak.
Mr. Garfield was secretary of the interior during President Roosevelt’s administration, and former commissioner of
corporations of the department of commerce

and labor.

He is

a

son

15

brewer, Bangor, Greenville, Lily Bay and
Waterville, are now residing at the Augusta house, Augusta. Mrs. Johnson was
formerly Miss Lillie G. Swett, of this place.

ELLSWORTH.

Thursday evening, Aug. 14,

President

Wednesday

EVENTS.

COMING

of the late

next

Colby, has been elected assistant at
high school. Rena F. Sargent has
been elected teacher at the Bayside school
and Wesley Moore at Beechland in place

schools

ral

much

the

city

[Gy

Our

■

ate of

school and

[fDj

k=n

Company of Ellsworth, Me.

James A. Garfield.
Mr. Garfield will speak at Bar Harbor in
the forenoon of Tuesday, and in Bluehill
in the afternoon, returning to Ellsworth
for the evening meeting. He w ill go from
here into Washington county, speaking

versity of Maine, for the past two jears
principal of the Winter Harbor high
school, has been elected sub-master of the
high school. Miss Pearl Mitton, a gradu-

but did

rai

H

plan

Society

at

hall—Dance.

Wednesday evening, Aug. 20,

at Green

Inn—Reunion and dinner of Ellsworth high school alumni association.
Lake

FAIR DATES.

at Macbias and Calais.

Tuesday, Wednesday and Thursday,
campaign,
Sept. 2, 3 and 4—Bluehill fair.
bert J. Beveridge, of Indiana, and ConWednesday and Thursday, Sept. 10 and
gressman Victor Murdock, of Kansas,
11—Eden fair.
progressive leader on the floor of the
Narramissic
Wednesday, Sept. 24
House, will address progressive meetings
Later in the

ex-Senator Al-

—

in Hancock

Orland.

grange fair at

county.

Wednesday

the

Sheriff

Big Liquor
Silsby last

Friday

and

Thursday, Sept.

24 and

25—North Ellsworth fair.

Seizure.
seized

FAMILY REUNIONS.

at

Bucksport 580 gallons of whiskey, in fiftysix five-gallon kegs, which had been
landed by a power-boat.

Aug. 15—Stratton family at Hardison’s
grove, Franklin.
Aug. 14—Butler family at Waltham.

bj I The liquor was not marked, but des! tined, it is believed, for Bangor.
attired in a dress of white crepe de chine
There will be a bearing on the libel in
The couple was unattended. The ring
the Ellsworth muncipai court Aug. 23.
service was used, Rev. P. A. A. Killarr
An unusual complication enters into the
officiating. After the ceremony refresh- case through the less during shipment
ments were served by Mrs. Hattie Brown
from Bucksport to Ellsworth of fifty galof Somesville, Mrs. Fox and Miss S. F
lons of the liquor. The liquor w as shipped
Mr. and
Royal, a sister of the groom.
by freight. Somewhere in transit, preMrs. Royal will reside at the Fox home sumably at Bangor, or Brewer, ten kegs
for the present, while Mr. and Mrs. Foa
were stolen from the car.
are spending the seasou at Bar Harbor.
This brings the Maine Central railroad
The members of the Three-B class of the into the case, and a rigid investigation, it
is understood, will be instituted by that
church had an
time last

Aug. 16—Salisbury family at Salisbury’s
point, Otis.
Aug. 20—Hodgkins family at Blunt’s

The ceremony

relatives and

near

Baptist

social

a

Southard at
the

witnessed

The bride

All

good

her

given by Miss Winnie
home

time that

was

evening

provided.

was a

ability

of the company.
arranged, and there

ments

were

Maple

East

on

present entered heartily intc

delicious,

The

rebus contest,

which tested the wits and the
were

wa>

enjoj'able

night at
street.

was

friends.

spelling

Other contests
was

Miss

not

a

dull

The refresh-

company

on

its

own

Stratton Family Reunion.
sixteenth annual reunion of the
Stratton family will be held at Hardison’s
grove, Franklin, Friday, Aug. 15.
A committee consisting of Mrs. Amanda
Tracey, Mrs. Fred Abbott and Mrs. Eu-

Pettingill

Aug. 20-Gray
West Sedgwick.
Aug. 20

landing,

family

at

Moore family
Green Lake.

Oak

grove,

Maddocks

at

—

Aug. 28—Clark family at West Frank-

lin.

Aug. 30-Giles family at Waltham.

Abbcrtiscmnua

account.

The

gene

pond, Lamoine.

will make

Public Autos
For hire by the
Terms

day

or

hour.

Reasonable.

LINNEHAN, Ellsworth.

DAVID

arrangements.

Telephone 66-2.

Southard be-

ing assisted in serving by her sister, Mrs
L. W.

Higgins, and Miss Eva Leighton
arranging to place a nurnbei

:

The class is

of fans in the

auditorium of the church

The

♦

Quality

:
t

Store

for the comfort of those who attend th<
These have already
morning services.
been

ordered, and will

soon

be

ready foi

use.

Harriet,

widow

of

formerly of Ellsworth,

George W. Hale
last Thursdaj

died

at the home of her niece, Mrs. Grace
in Wellington, Mass. The remains

Hill
wen

brought here Saturday, accompanied bj
her only Eon, Frank M. Hale, of New
York.

The

funeral

was

held at the boon

Thomas E. Hale, brother-in-law of th<
Rev. P
deceased, Saturday forenoon.
A. A. Killam officiated.
Interment wai
Mrs. Hale had
in Woodbine cemetery.
been failing in health for some time
of

anticipating an enjoyable afternoon and About a year ago she went to New Yorfc
evening at the home of the worthy matron, for surgical treatment.
Returning t<
A
Mrs. Annie M. Smith, next Friday.
Massachusetts, she made her home with c
picnic supper will be served.
and
later
with
her
sister
niece.
Mrs
Charles E. Alexander and family are Hale’s maiden name was Harriet Hall
at
Patweek
at
their
in
this
was
born
in
She
this State
camp
Athens,
spending
ten’s pond.
They have as guests Miss seventy-six years ago. JLeft an orphan ii
and
if
Mass.,
she
went
Lottie Taylor,
to CherryAttleboro,
early womanhood,
Miss Sibyl Fields, of this city.
field to make her home with an aunt
At the annual meeting of the stock- After her marriage to Mr. Hale, she cam*
holders of the Blood Knitting Mills last to Ellsworth, were she lived for severs;
Wednesday, the old board of directors was years, later moving to Aurora, and agair
re-elected. The directors have elected the back to Ellsworth, where she made hei
same

jjj

Ells-

The

Mr. Chamber-

moment from start to finish.

home

lal
fra

her par-

An interested visitor in Ellsworth during the past week was Charles L. Chamberlain, of Bridgeport, Conn., who, with
his wife, was visiting Ellsworth for the

of

l!=J

Fayette, Ind.,
Leah Friend,

w

for a celebration did not meet with the
general endorsement of the business men,
and after a meeting last week of those
interested, it was decided not to attempt
to force through a celebration.

feature of the

Mrs. George Porter Paine, of Middlebury, Vt., with two children, is visiting
her parents, E. E. Springer and wife.
Prof. Paine will join her here to-day.

A

Public Auto ELECTRICIAN
or

a

a

postoffice,

next

Wm. C. DODGE,

TO LET by the day

Ellsworth

Richardson

and A. 1.

Royal,

Ellsworth

CIRONE’S HOTEL
toiler

clerk in the

regular

Augusta.
Mrs. Harry H. Austin and children,
Helen and Frederick, who have been the
guests of A. W. Austin and wife for several weeks, have returned to their home
in New Jersey.

Soap, 25c

Main St.,

Bangor, is
city with

Austin, wife and little daughHoyt
ter Katherine, who have been visiting
Mr. Austin’s mother, Mrs. Clifford G.

H. P. CARTER,

«

this

H.

Saturdays
8 Bars Lenox

of

parents, C. E. Monaghan and wife.
Fred D. Fields has been appointed

Collateral nsd Commercial Paper.

Also dealers in

in

his

to-day

TO

Monaghan,

his vacation

spending

worth’s

Ellsworth,

...

of

F.

Herbert

.pr

ents, David Friend and wife. This is Mrs.
Davidson’s first visit here since her marriage last October, and her many friends
are glad to greet her.
The project for a celebration of the 150th

married.

Rockland, who has been
for the past week the guest of Mr. Justice
King and wife, returned home to- day.
Mrs.

>

Monday

for

Mrs. Harry L. Crabtree and daughter
home of Mr. and Mrs. Judson Fox on the
Dorothy are the guests this week of Miss Ellsworth Palls road last
Saturday evenMary E. Holmes at Contention cove.
ing when Ralph Ro\al, of this city, anc
of
Mrs. Morey W. Tripp and
son,
MisaHazelA. Brown, daughter of Capt
Somerville, Mass., are visiting at the home William C. Brown, of Mt. Desert, were
of her

ME.

of La

Davidson, who

and Mrs.

of his

Gail Pollard, of Bridgewater, N. S.,
visiting her brother,

ith little son, is
Austin K. Bussell.
w

children
Grant,
George
of Boston, are spending a week at the Herman E. Hill camp, Patten’s pond.

purchaser.

every

our name on

jail.
E. Burleigh Davidson,

first time in

M. Dutton.

I.

Having new import order* of china this week, among w hich you
w * I find
just w hat (you want.
After no small amount of effort on our part, we have secured some strictly
H“-»
Im-b-grade china at a medium price.
We are making special low prices on silver and cut glass which we are sure
l/>

from

Misses Hazel Giles and Christina Doyle
were guests last week of Mrs. F. Carroll
Burrill, at Shady Nook.

are r*

will iot*

Monday Sept. 8,

will be open

to 5

Mrs.

CUT GLASS OR SILVER

|

a. m

Nancy

THE WEDDING GIFT MOST APPROPRIATE IS OF CHINA-

VV<

election

Ellsworth

fra
~J
[5]

Bunker, of the
Surry road. He pleaded guilty, and was
sentenced to thirty days in the county

Up

directors are
meh interested in the affairs of these counties. Their aim is to
stimulate and assist in the business interests of Hancock and
Washington counties. It is a home bank intended to stimulate
home industries and home enterprises. We are interested in
every corporation, mercantile firm and individual. As our busine«s increases every year, it is proof sufficient of the satisfactory
service we render. If you are not a customer already, we invite
you to become one.

Ella

many years.
p. r».
lain is a native of Ellsworth, a son of the
Mrs. C. H. Closson, of Boston, is the
| late Putman Chamberlain. Mr. Chamberguest of Mrs. A. W. Greely and Miss
I lain renewed acquaintance many friends

8

Wedding Gift Problem
Made Easy

The

in

property of Mrs.

Washington counties to do business with.

Laj

Ralph Card, was
municipal court last Wednesday,
charged with the larceny of a watch, the

a

protective capital for depositors of over *300,000 with resources of over fl,600,000 provides both safety and service of the
highest standard.
This is a convenient bank for the people of Hancock and

15

worth

IS
TOJ

bank

A

{Gfl

W. R. Pat tangsII, of Waterville,
democratic candidate for Congressman,
was in Ellsworth Saturday, in conference
with members of the democratic county
committee and prominent democrats of

arrived

H. Adams, of Boston, ie visiting
bis parents, Capt. J. Q. Adams and wife.

as easily and safely as if the patron lived next
We want to tell YOl' bow wo can help YOU
door to us.
to best care for YOU it money. Ask this very day for a
copy of our booklet, “The Easy, Safe Way of Hanking by

m

welcome for them.

warm

a

Capital of
$100,000
Surplus and Profits,
$100,000
Stockholders’ Liabilities, $100,000

Uai

county.
arraigned in the Ells-

Howard

tained just

a

[K

Ellsworth and other towms of the

received from the

or

Miss Florence Frazier, of New
tbe guest of Mrs. E. M. Moore.

We have a carefully perfected system of Banking by
Mall, by which checking or savi igs accounts can be main-

r-1

1pm.

Sunday; Sunday at 6.40.
No mail dispatched to
east Sundays.

By-Mail Banking.

I

POSTOPPICB

*3.45. *5 and
8.45 and 5.45 o

a. m;

Registered mail should be at postoffice half
an hour before mail closes.
•Daily, Sunday included. (Daily, except

.Tj

r

have

selecting

The UNION TRUST COMPANY of Ellsworth with

Hon.

MAILS RBCKIVBD.

Going West—11.45
Going East—6.30 a

The only two factors worth considering in
for the transaction of your business.

jSI

Howard

This is Mrs. Redman’s first visit in Ellsworth for about twelve years.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
In

Tuesday morning.

Safety-Service I

i

and wife, of Livermore, called on
Dr. Gibbs and wife Tuesday.
Erastus F. Redman and wife, of Dorchester, Mass., are guests of E. F. Robinson
and wife. Their many Ellsworth friends

always

BURRILL NATIONAL

!.®

a success.

Berry

For sale—Post-cards.
Banco a:
Eastern Trust A Banking Co.
Eastern Maine State Fair.

a

nounced

turned home

Bijou—Talking pictures.

account at the

arranged by Mr. Higgins, violinist,
Allen.
The affair was pro-

Mr.

Hon. Hutson B. Saunders, of Portland,
and his son, Hutson B., jr., of West Palm
Beach, Fla., were in Ellsworth Saturday
and Sunday.
It was the first visit of
young Mr. Saunders to Ellsworth in over
twenty years.
Mrs. 8. E. Perkins, one of an automobile party from Livermore Falls, who has
been visiting Dr. C. H. Gibbs and wife, re-

Reliable Clothing Co.
New England Tel A Tel Co.
Lost-Bracelet.
For sale —Horses.
Admr notice—Arthnr W Greely.
—Horatio N Joy.
—Emma L Damon.
Probate notice—Calvin B Wescott et ala.
—C Leland Harrison.
-William C Whitney.
—Mary Fuller White.
-Melville W Fuller.
•*
-Mary W Ward.
For sale or rent—Farm.
Found— Dress.
Public Auto—David Linnehsn.

just

music
and

home until the death of her husband ir
1882. Her home since then had been it

Cherryfleld.

125%
♦
♦

on

Qlimmor
Hnnric Hammocks, Refrigerators.
OUlMlilCl UUUUo.

Go*

Carts, Chairs, Porch Screens.

j
♦

♦

J

♦

I

SPECIAL

|

H. C. AUSTIN & CO.,

boati
porch

Housekeepers’

or

4c each

cottage,

|

Ellsworthjj

Best Friend

NO MORE BACKACHES
rv
=

All

im.11

—^l——^—

FOR

Advertising is like learning to stctir
Have confidence, strike out and you wil
surely win.

Discount

SALE:

the wonderful household article; it
does more than all the other

cleaning

preparations
IN

on

the market.

ELLSWORTH

AUSTIN.

H.

SV

JOV.

EDITED BT

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR.
Prayer Meeting Topic For the Week
Beginning Aug. 17, 1913.
Topic.—Lessons from the forests and
fields.—Ps. civ. 1-35
(An outdoor meeting:
If convenient.) Edited by Rev Sherman
H. Doyle. D. D.
God is In everything. His glory is seen
In the heavens and His wonderful wisdom in the formation of the dewdrop.
The Scriptures magnify the relation of
Human science has
God to nature.
much to say of nature and of uature's
laws, but sadly fails to give supreme
prominence to nature’s God. The materialist does ail in bis power to eliminate God in the glories and wonders of
the natural universe
This is not true, however, of the holy
men who spake under the influence of
the Holy Ghost It was their supreme
aim to accord God His rightful place
in nature and to teach practical lessons
from the relationship that exists between the Creator and the things created. Forests and fields, like everything else in the natural world, teach
Important lessons.
First.—They speak of God’s power
and thereby bring comfort and consolation to God’s people. This psalm was
written by the inspired poet in time of
great distress and severe trouble arising from the power of the heathen. In
reflecting, therefore, upon the power
of God as manifested in nature in for
est and in field he was consoled. A God
great enough to create bills and val- l
leys, with their fields and forests, was
surely greater than any human power.
Hence why should any child of God
fear the seemingly great power of i
men? By trusting in Him they were !
trusting in a still mightier power and !
that in the end would prevail.
one
And as we think of God’s povrcr shown
in nature we need have no fear of any
other power. “If God be for ns, who
can be against us?”
Second.—They speak of God’s providence—His wonderful provision for all
The
things that lie has created.
springs which pour into the valleys
assuage the thirst of the beasts of the
field.
The trees of the field are the
habitation of the birds of the air. “The
high hills are a refuge for the wild
goats, and the rocks for the conies."
Surely He who provides for the t>east»
of tbe field and the fowls of the air
will much more provide for those
whom He has created In HU own Imthe precious
age and redeemed by
blood of Hls only begotten Son. "Behold the fowls of the air. for they
sow not. neither do they reap nor
gather Into barns, yet your Heavenly
Father feedeth them.
Are ye not |
much better than they?” And if He
caretb for the less will He not care for
the greater?
Then do not fear, though dark the night.
But rise on wtngs of faith sublime.
For everything will come out right

**

S17KT

MADGE”.

“Helpful and Hopeful.".

Motto:

Its

The purposes of this column are succinctly
stated in the title and motto—it is for the mutual
benefit, and aims to oe helpful and hopeful
Being for the common good, H !■* for the coin
mon use—a public servant, a purveyor of In
formation and suggestion, a medium for the lo
terchange of ideas. In this capacity it solicitcommunications, and Us success depends largely
on the support given It In this respect- Com
munlcatlons must be signed, but the name of
writer will not b»* prlt ted except by permission.
Communications will be subject to approval or
rejection by the editor of the column, but none
will be rejected without eood r»a*on. Address
ail communications
\ VlfeMlC ta,

ti w-rth, Ms.
MY COSSCIRMt.

Sometime* mv Conscience say*, say* he:
••Don’t you ku»*w me?”
And I. says I. skeerrd through and through:
“Of course I d*»;
You are a nice chap ever* way.
I’m here to say!
You make tut cry—you make me pray.
And all them good thing* that awayTbat is at night. Where do you stay
Durin’ the day?”
And then my Conscience says onc’t more;
“You know me—shore?”
“Oh, yes,” says I. a-tremblln’ faint.
“You’re jes’ a saint!
Your ways is all so holy-right.
I love you better ever’ night
You come around—’tel plum daylight.
When you air out o’ sight.”
And then my Conscience sort of grit*
His teeth, and spit*
On his two hands and grabs, of course.
Borne old remorse.
And beats me with the big batt-end
O’ that thing—’tel my clostest friend
’Ud hardly know me. “Now,” say he,
“Be keerful as you’d orto be
And alius think of me!”
—James W hitcomb Utley in Century.

Dear M. B. Xieces:
1 imagine, those of you who are at your
homes, are rinding your time fully occupied. with company and canning, picnics and

preserving

sales and sails and the

interesting things which
belong to the “good ola summer lime."
Those of you who axe taking vacations
and outings no doubt are having a change
from the regular routine of household
tasks, and if, camping out. you have a
care of the meals, the process of preparing
them is so different from the usual way
other various

is

that it

a

WOMAN TOOK
FRIEND’S ADVICE
j
J

novelty and

play

like

more

than work.
borne ol you are by the sea* shore, watching the changes nature produces from day
to day and even from hour to hour, on the
face of the deep and on the sky above;

suulight on the water; floating clouds and golden glow on the sky.
Others are gliding over the country roads
in automobiles, storing glimpses of new
scenery and health-giving air.
shadows and

ble Compound.

want special advice write to
F.. Pinlhnm Medicine Co. tconfid.utial I.jnn. Mass. Tour letter will
be opened, read and answered by a
woman and held in strict ccalldencc.
If

ron

l.jdla

•-:-LLTL—-

1.. ...-.U,..---L.

UntonQ lilt

ifrrangrrs.

Thi* column l* devoted to the Urangr. especially to the grange* of Hancock county.
The column i* open to ail granger* for the
discussion of topic* of general interest, and
for report* of grange meeting*- Make letter*
short and concise. All communication* must
be aigned, but name* will not be printed exAll comcept by permission of the writer.
munication* will be subject to approval by
the editor, but none wili be rejected without
good

reason.

":—:r:~ ixr: t:—~r:~
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Friday, Aug. 22—Field day meeting

of

In the meantime the summer days are Haococ c county Pomona grange at Bluequickly by, and soon we will be hill mineral springs.
Where have they gone?
But
saying:
BAYSIDE. 476, ELLSWORTH.
just now it is our business to gather someBayside grange met Aug. 6, with a good
thing from out of them to lake w ith us
into the winter that is to follow. It may- attendance. The first aud second degees
In God's own time, in God's own time
be berries, it may be memories; don’t be were worked on Harry Trim by Past
The third and
shocked at this blending of the practical Master Willis L. Pratt.
and sentimental, for life on the whole, is fourth degrees will be worked on two
BIBLE READINGS.
Harvest supper Aug. 20.
made up of these two elements expressed Aug. 13.
Gen. 1. 11. 12: Hi. 1-6: Job
in some form. The real and the imaginxxxviil. i ll; Ps. I. 1-6: vtll. 1-8:
FIELD DAY MEETING.
ary, the mental and tha physical; handxix, 1-6: xxlv. 1. 2; rxxlil, 1-8:
The complete program for the field day
and whatever our
work
and
brain-work,
xlvi. 1-11: cxv. 1-3; Matt vl, 24at Biuebill mineral spring Fricalling, be it there mote home-maker, or meeting
34.
follows:
the leader in great things, life holds for day, Aug. 22,
each the outlook into the world about us Music.Band
which, if used aright, grows more broad Prayer.Rev E A Carter, of Penobscot
Women In Ancient Rome.
Vddres* of Welcome.Mrs Edith Candage
with each advancing year.
Women took an active part In elecResponse.Rev Mr Hargrove, of Biuebill
widen
outlook.
Be
content
So,
your
tions In ancient Kome. and many a man
The speakers from the State grange will
with doing the work at hand, but let the
owed hls success to the smiles of his
be C. 8. Stetson, master, B. Walker Memind
vision
of
the
bring to your view the
fair supporters as much as to hls own 1
Keen, lecturer, and National Secretary
wonders and the beauties and the possieloquence. Seneca ascribes his election
bilities of your own life and surroundings. Freeman.
as
to
of
hls
the
Influence
quaestor
Don’t cultivate the habit of introspection.
MAKIAVILLK. 441.
aunt whose tact and dignity enabled
“Look out, not in.”
Mariaville grange met Saturday evenher to push hls cause In the right quaring with the usual attendance. The time
ters. and even the great Julius Caesar I
Mol, 1 thank you very much for that was given to the literary program in memmight Dever have had his opportunity j
which
sent
me
last
it
you
week;
The graves
ory of departed members.
had it not been for a woman. Tbe “huller”,
is fine.
were decorated Aug. 10.
beautiful Servllla. mother of Brutua.
Next Saturday night is to be Flora’s
made her bouse a center of propaganda j
Now I will go “a borrowing” a few ideas
night.
In bis favor, and to her belongs the
for yon out of different papers and magacredit of obtaining hls appointment as
JOHN DOIUTT, SULLIVAN, JS1.
zines.
governor of Gaul. Inscriptions discovJohn Dority grange returned meetings
I have a little neighbor who asked me
ered in Pompeii record how women enAug. 2, after a vacation through July.
one day not long ago v “Wbo discovered
rolled themselves In political clubs
9 there was a good attendance. One
spruce gum?” Now, we use a great many Aug.
and worked for candidates, making |
things about the house which someone candidate was instructed in the first
a
wall
to
elecspeeches, hiring
post np
During the rediscovered or invented, and we never and second degrees.
toral addresses and generally acting as
The lecturer's
thought about it even once. (Here is a cess candy was served.
also
electioneering agents. Frequently
included music, readings, reciway in which persons can reach out beyond program
a husband and wife unite In recomtheir own horizon—by thinking up where tations and chips.
mending a candidate, tbe wife being
the spices, the dried fruits, the various
bracketed In equal terms with the husMA8SAPAQUA, 477, SOUTH BLUEH1LL.
goceries the articles used about house
band.—Exchange.
At the meeting of Massapaqua grange
came from.)
1 took up a paper just now snd saw a Aug. 7, there was s small attendance. The
Eating and Weight.
were conferred
“History of Boap,” snd received third and fourth degrees
beading,
of
useless
which
the
fat
Every pound
on one candidate.
Nuts and candy were
the information that soap, in the form of
human being carries is an impediment
A abort program was presented.
vegetable ashes mixed with grease,sppears served.
to
A man six feet
passing

_

_

activity.
tall should weigh approximately 200
If
pounds.
by strict attention to his
proper

diet and exercise he can reduce this
weight to 190 or 185 pounds It would
probably prove beneficial, but if his
weight is allowed to rise to 210. 220.
230 or even 240 pounds he unfits himself to that extent for his duties.
Let ar y one who is accustomed to
physical exercise and suited thereto
climb a long, steep hill. If his weight
Is normal and bis health good be can
do this without any very great fatigue. Let him then begin at the foot
of the hill and carry a weight of forty
pounds and note the effect that this
will have. The man who weighs forty
pounds more than he should—and
there are thousands of them In this
land of ours—Is forced constantly to
carry this quite unnecessary handicap.
—Dr. Wiley in Woman's Home Com-

panion.
A Remarkable Brata Band.
On the island of Culion, tn the Philippine archipelago. Is to be beard
the most select and remarkable brass
It Is made up
band in the world.
wholly of lepers, banished there to a
living dgath. for the Island Is the haven and retreat for the lepers of the
United States' possessions in the far
The total population of the Is•ast
land is 4.775. all of whom are under
treatment.

to

been

have

in

Egyptians; that
the

vogue among ancient
in the reign of Charles I,

king, in consideration of

a

large

sum

paid annually into his exchequer, granted a monopoly to a comof money to be

pany of soap-makers.
even in those days.

Tie

little

There

trusts

were

of

tartar up in a
stained spot on any white article, after
washing, and put into the boiler with the
a

cream

other clothes.

This simple remedy will

rust and many kinds of ink-stains,
is perfectly harmless to the cloth.

remove

and

tt

“How many know that a poultice made
of corn-meal is one of the best to be bad?
Simply stir the meal into boiling water

exactly as you would make
pudding, and apply to the

seat of

hot

have

as

can

be

borne.

1

mush

or

hasty

pain

seen

as

this

work wonders in

case of swellings from
bruises, cuts snd blisters when these bad
been neglected and, severe inflammation
had set in.”
_

Bon—Papa,
Parent

w

hat ia reason?

lies son, my boy, is that which

enables a man to determine what ia right.
Bon—And wbat ia instinct?
Parent—Instinct is that w hich tells a
woman she is right whether she is or not.
Mmister Praise* this Laxative.

Rev. H. Stubenvoll, of Allison, Is., in
praising Dr. King’s New Life Pills for constipation, writes: “Dr. King's New Life Pills
are such
perfect pilla no home should be
withoot them.” No better regulator for the
and bowels. Every pill guaranteed.
liver
Try them. Price 25c. at all druggists.

CAHTINE, 260.

Oastine grange met Saturday evening.
The program: Topic, “Fruit show, purpose and results;" speeches, John Dority
and E. C. Bowden; instrumental music,
Gertrude Bowden; story; Ad die Bowden;
Leach.
Home-made
reading, Lowena
candy was served.
GOULDSBORO.
Mias Ellen Tracy, of Pom fret. Conn., is
guest at Frank Young's.
A daughter (Clara Ellen) was born to
Mr. and Mrs. George Boulier, Aug. 8.

a

Mrs. Helen Mitchell and little daughAlice, of Harvey, 111., will arrive today to visit Mrs. Mitchell’s mother, Mrs.
ter

Edith

Hovey.

of Detroit, and
place, were married
Saturday evening, Aug. 9, at Mr. Sparling's home. The bride wore white silk.
Mian Ona Stack pole,

Jeff.

Sparling,

of this

The wedding

wss very quiet.
mony wss performed by C. C.
esq., of Prospect Harbor.

The cereLa its bee,
3.

Aug. 11.

Th« Best Palo Killer
Bucklen’s Arnica .salve when applied to a
cut. bruise,
sprain, burn or scald, or other
inlurv of the skin will immediately remove
all* pain. E. E. Chamberlain, of Clinton, Me.,
says: “It robs cuts and other injuries of their
terrors.
As a healing remedy Ivi equal don't
Will do good for you. Only 25 c. at
exist
all druggists.

Invalids

and

children

should

be

given Magee’s Emulsion to strengthen
the body. Never fails. All druggists

her

girlhood,

|>,„J

best wish*.

extend

William H. Genn, of New
York
•pending his vacation with bis
of
Is
the
of
guest
j Mrs. A. H. Genn.
Nathan Gray, Boston,
A. W. Gray and wife.
Franklin Woodruff left
Monday for his
Sydney Kane is at home, after a cruise home in Brooklyn, N. Y., after spending
aboard the schooner Mildred May.
several weeks at “The Wardell
(or

What a receptacle for miscellaneous
articles are books! When one closes a
book he or she- most probably she—
will take up almost anything to mark
Windom, Kansas.— “I had a displace- the place. Then, too. things that may
Is1
ment which caused bladder trouble and
j be well preserved timl their wayFlowI was so miserable j tween the leaves of volumes.
I didn t know what ers. photographs. old letters, bits of
to do.
I suffered paper of all kinds, may be shaken out
from bearing down of books.
Oue day one Joseph Werner, a man
pains, my eyes hurt
to nose
me, I waa nervous, of thirty, strolled Into a library
dizzy and irregular about aiming the volumes on the
He was a scholarly fellow,
and had female shelves.
weakness.
I spent and the book* he sought were such as
Passing a
cared for.
money on doctors 1 few persons
hut got worse all shelf marked "History,” he tonk down
ja
the time.
copy of "Josephus." an eminent Jew—*
»—
ish historian, who wrote during the
A mend w>id mi’
about the Pinkham remedies and 1 took first century of the Christian era
Lydia E. Pinkham’a Vegetable Com- Turning over the leaves, he came npon
wopound and waa cured. I cannot praise an unfinished letter written In a
The words "Dear Joe"
man's hand.
your remedies enough for I know I never
would have been well if I had not taken caught Ills eye. and since his name
it”—Miss Mary A. Horner, Route was Joe he was Interested. Ulanelng
at the date, be saw that ten years had
No. 2, Box 41, Windom, Kansas.
passed atnce the letter bnd been written.
Consider Well This Advice.
He pictured In hla mind the history
No woman suffering from any form
the letter
of female troubles should lose hope un- of the volume from the day
In It A girl wna writtil she has given Lydia E. Pinkham's had been placed
ing to a man. Some one entered the
Vegetable Compound a fair trial.
room whom she did not wish to see
This famous remedy, the medicinal in- the letter
“Josephus" was lying
gredients of which are derived from open on a table. She placed the letter
native roots and herbs, has for nearly In the book end closed It.
Either she
forty years proved to be a most valua- had forgotten It or bnd been called
ble tonic and invigorator of the feThe
away and never saw It again.
Women everywhere volume with the letter In It had found
male organism.
bear willing testimony to the wonderful Its wny Into the library, where It may
virtue of Lydia E. Pinkhafri’s Vegeta- not have been opened up to the pres__

end

BLUE HILL.

v

And Found Health in Lydia
E. Pinkham’s Vegetable

Compound.

second daughter ot Willlem 0.
Buck
wife, who now reside in the
West
Her many friends here, where the

the

Chauncey 8. Truax, of New York, Is here

---—_

1lfk

NEWS.

COUNTY

STfebcrt tsrmmta,

fHi'tual 13rncfit Column.

ent time.
While Werner was dreaming about
the letter be was looking at the chi■ogrnpby. "It remlndi-d him of writing that he had seen long ago. It was
but there was somej ill very vague,
thing Inc* proud bly tender connected
with It. He glanced down to see who
was the writer, hot since It was unfinished there was no signature.
his mtna unrteo imck to,* period
iboiit tbe time the letter was written.
Perhaps It was an association with
He was then enterthe handwriting.
ing upon bis first, and thus far his
>nly. love. How delightful that grad
jal fusing of two young hearts! LovThen
rig was as natural as breathing.
He was about
'ame tbe serious part
lo go away to fight on tbe world's battlefield for a living—a competence, a
lie had Btmken his love,
Fortune.
which was returned, but the girl otust
She was
have time t« think about It.
Farseelng and thought It unwise to
pngsge Herself to one who bad not yet
She would let him
pven made a start
But he
tnow Is-ft ire he went away.
lid not bear from her.
While thus reverting to the past his
He read
-yes were fixed on the letter.
without knowing that be^Fas reading.
The writer evidently was giving to a
lover an answer such as be bad hoped
to receive.
Leaving the volume on the shelf, he
took the letter to a window, where he
could get a clearer view of the haudwrtting. It looked more familiar than
before.
Gradually a belief came to
him that tbe letter had been written
to him
He remembered tbe date that
he had left home, and that on the tefAs
ter was the day before tils going.
he looked and cotitlnned to look the
hid familiar hand came back to him
There was no mistaking it. Tbe letter
had been written—not finished—to him.
But It hud never been sent
Why? Ah: There was tbe mystery.
The letter went into Werner’s pocket
Instead of tbe volume In which It bad
He knew where the
been Inclosed.
writer Hved. though he had not seen
her since he parted with her a decade
He determined to go to her for
ago.

explanation.
They stood face to face. Each recognized the other. He drew the letter from bis pocket and handed It to
an

her.

looked at It In wonder, recognizing It, bat evidently being dazed
at holding It In her hands.
“How did you come by thlsT" she
asked.
He relsted to her the strange happening by which be and the letter bad
drifted to the library and met there.
Her memory seemed to be confused In
part, though as to writing the letter
it was clear
"I wrote this.” abe said, “the day before you left us.
Mother suspected
that something was between us and had
advised that we remain each free until
you were able to marry. Nevertheless
I resolved to answer you Id the affirmative
While I was writing 1 beard
mother coming
A book—1 don't remember wbat book—lay open on the
1 pat the unfinished
table near me
letter In It and closed It
“Mother asked me whst 1 was going
to do shoot you. and I gave her an
evasive answer. She drew a promise
from me to take no action without notifying her 1 was but seventeen and
uncertain wbat to do; therefore 1 did
nothing. The letter remained In the
book, where I had placed it When we
gave
up housekeeping, leaving our
home, we sold all our books to a dealer
How it came Into the library
where you fouod It I can't Imagine
knless the library bought It from the
dealer "
“Your mother, who was present” he
said. “I being absent made up your
mind for yon then; It behooves me.
who am now present, to make It up
for you now
Let us consider this letter finished, signed, sealed and sent
Nothing remains but to make up for
lost time."
J And they did.
She

short visit.

a

moth,,’

Aug. Fmniter, the well-known portraitpainter, of New York, is in town.
Mrs. 8. N* Merrill and children, of Boston, have apenUa few days in town.

Mrs. H. H. Austin spent several
days in

recently, returning Thursday to
where she is
spending the

town

Ellsworth,

s

summer.

Mary Dinsmore left Monday for
home In 8t. Jnbrsbury,
Vl., after

Miss

the guest of
Mrs. H. E. Morton, at “Orchard Lodge’’.

her

Miss Madge Hinckley, of Boston, ia the
guest of her mother, Mrs. Carrie Hi nek

siwnding three weeks in town, she w,«
•ccoinpaniea by Mies Dorothy Jocylen,

Gaylord Hail,

Boston,

of

is

Harry F.

Ames and

wife have
returned
celebration (I M«cbias. They were guests of Mrs.
Ames’
brother, George Kane, a former resident

ley.

from

Mrs. Frank Miller and daughter Marion,
of Portland, are spending a few days In
town.

Buckaport.

of

Mrs. Nellie Nay and daughter, of Portsmouth, N. H., are guest of Mrs. W. E.
Grindle.

attending the

Aug. 11.

j

_

WALTHAM.

McGouldrick and wife, of Fort
are visiting Mrs. McGouldrick’*
parents, E. W. Mayo and w ife.

The Giles family reunion w ill he held
at
Waltham Saturday. Aug.

Frank

Fairfield,

town hall in

ELL.wWOKIII It KHKIs.
Walton, of Cleveland, O., won
by W. J. Rich in the;
last week, at Parker
The quotations below give the
range 0f
point golf club.
retail prices in Ellsworth:
The Btandand Oil Co. had an auto-oilCoanlr, ritslos
■aster.
sprinkler in town last week, and oiled the
par ft.»,,*>
greater part of Parker Point avenue and a
.*.
Curtis

the cup presented
golf tournament

piece on

short

-32 ;50

Bouth street.

K«f>.
Frvih laid, p«r dor..
has !
Puwir).

Thomas, of New York,
parents, A. S. Thomas and wife,
at Bunaet Cliff. The past two month Mr.
Thomas haa spent traveling in Europe.
Clarence

joined

his

j

i**>aa..

Radi*ha*, hunch
Tomatoa*. lb,
Cabbage, lb.
Bunco baaU.
New potato**, pk
Orean pans, pk.

26

Rice, per

ft—

4Sg65

30g65 U>e

mu„
met!
per g*

10
55 .*6d

llaal* ai»«l

Beef !»:
dirak.
Roast*.

A

crew

under the

men

James Harnmsn

supervision of
erecting Dew poles

sre

and|placing cables on the line to Parker
point. This will do away with the unsightly croaa-arms and improve the looks
of the line

Aug.

greatly.

law

H.

11._

Long

Homer

Bar Harbor.

28 494
15 9 It

and wife

purchased

are on a

an

rdi iro watoMTa

a so a

vacation

Mias Nellie Flye, of Dorchester, Mass.,
visiting|Mrs. Msry Butlou.i
Fred E. Webb, wife and daughter have
gone on an automobile trip to New York.
is

land,

are

*

*

*'3‘
a

'■

1 *
: *.*.
-*0

awn n»A*vmn.

*.

Minot Goss of^Lynn, Mass., is the guest
H. Goss and wife.

May Gregory

4

10 <55

bushel of .Liverpool salt sh*.. »* „•
1
pounds, and a bushel of Turk 1 l*Jat
■ halt weigh 70 pound*.
The standard wtlgbt of a bin be! of pots: r*
in good order and fit for shipi-i;
pound*, of apple*. 44 pounds.
The standard weight of a bushel of brae* o
good order and At for shipping. Is *0 pom. !'
of wheat, beeia. ruia-bag* turnip* and
40 pounds; of corn. 84 pound*; ofos.mn1
of carrot*. Kngfish turnip*. rye
pounds;
Indian meal, 50 pounds; of pars nit*. 4-5 t*
of barlev and buckwheat. 49 pound*
32 poanas. or even measure a* by agree :n«*-

of W.

Mrs.

»

*

•-

•Robert IL Cousins has
automobile.

ft

19

Ham. per 9
Hbouider,
Bacon.
Hail,
Lard

A

BTON1NGTON.

at

^

Chop.

Freeh Flak.'
Halibut.
!t«2» Cod.
08 Mackerel,::
Haddock,
Has moo, lb,
7501ft be* trout.
HwordAsb. lb,
20 bbad. In.
BlueAsh. lb,
20
Floor, Grain and Feed.
Oat*, bn
Floor—per bbl—
iOOtytlW Hhort-s— bag
97 Mia feed. b*«
Cora, 100ft bag
Corn meal.bag
1 37
Middlings.* 4
Cracked corn.
1 ft?

Hlrak.

Boast*.
Lamb.
Lamb.

protelephone office.

.>4
x
4
uji*
4

Prurttion*
Pork, ft:

24045
1* *30
IvglA

Corned,

new

ai5

1.1Dated.
Ktroaeir

«4

Powdered,
gal,

Moiaaae*.

in town,

»

—

day; morning.

tb<? central

*
*

bran

Ob'* Oil

tirsnu.ated,
bellow. C

Veal:

of

y

ft

Cracked wheat.
Oatmeal, p*r %
Buckwheat, pkKGraham,

Henry
Dunnac, of Augusta, were the speakers.
A dance followed. Mr*, lawrence spoke
on temperance in the Baptist church Sun-

at

c’>
4

Vinegar, gal

Sft
Jk

Oolong.

Kev.

Blxby, of Portland, is
having charge of placing the

c\

a

Hqua*h. Ih.^^

20*-*

Hn*ar~p«rft—

party held a rally In
evening, preceded by
a concert by the Ellsworth band.
Hon.
E. M. Lawrence, of Lubec, progressive

C.

07
U
10

Bunch carrots
Hiring rc»u, «t,

c#
»

a

on**-per
Kio,
Mocha.
Java.

Tea—per
Japan.

• The progressive
town hall Saturday

and

■

^

Oraeatm.

MIm Delight Weston spoke at the Congregational church Sunday evening on the
Dayton flood. Miaa West on wu in her
i>syton home at the time of the flood. Her
talk was exceptionally line. Special mu•ic was furnished by Mrs. L. Ward Prlers,
soloist, and Gerald Kunz, violinist.* —

Congress,

On ion •.**._

Uuoet,bMd.

Fruit.

t

candidate for

Cucumb«r».'eacti

os

IS
06

Orange*, do*
4S$7S Letnpni, dot,
16
Kwapoarriea lb,
Pineapple*
10 Watermelon®.
Cantaloupe,
10 P«acbe». «KBluebf'riea, q(,

la the guest of Mis* Pearson.

tection

M

Bolod.\.*

abort visit.

a

guests of Mrs. George A. Clough.
Mis* Adelaide Pearson, of Boston, is
again at her cottage, afle- spending a
short time with her mother. Mrs. Charles
H. Pearson.
Miss I.aura Bertolen, of

fcF.

.14

..is
•MrW.

C. Henry Clough and wife, Charles
Prescott and wife, of Roxbury, Mass.;
Maurice Bullard, of Manchester. N. 11.;
and Carlyle Fiake, of Warren, Mass., are

Italy,

a

Chirk...
Ra,.
Beet loose, per

too...I541J

Andrew M. Moor, of Ellsworth, ia in
charge of the electrical work at
the cottage of Coburn Haskell.
Mr*.
Moor anrt daughter Florence have joined
town in

him here for

*'u3i

Fowl..

£iaet:uiti;uiusi

rat.FiiL. m..i*—i

child, of Kockguests of Elmer E. Crockett and
and

wife.

Ernest

Mr*.

Brunswick,

are

Weed

visiting

COLDS"
IrSUMMER
strength
rapidly

children, of
father, Herman

and
her

/

Eaton.

Jessie Flye and Hara Crockett,
are home from Portland, where they have
spent several weeks.
William Grant, of Brookline, Mass.,
who has been visiting old friends here,
has returned homa*

J

Aliases

Mrs.
Small

Waahmgton

and

Small

The ladies’ club of the Congregational
mid-summer fair Wednesday snd Thursday. The proceeds, about

finishing the vestry,
Rollins, of Farmington, a former
teacher in the high school here, has been j
as
engaged by the school committee
superintendent of schools for the comwill go towards

Mr.

until

The
year.
about the

Several

new

strength

to

*COTT flk iOWNI
H
■LOOWriKlO H. J.

81

Philadelphia.

church held its

ing

year

prevent sickness.

and

Gov. Haines and Commissioner Woodbury were in town Friday, coming with
Oapt. Packard in the Sheldrake.

|130,

npbniU

*

Miss Ruble
month's trip to Delaware*

Florian

are on a

redact Inman
aad illness is easily contracted,
bat Scoff’« Emulsion will
promptly relieve tbe cold and

Rich Hair
tcnn. thick, heavy hair. Want this kind?
Auer’s Hah Vigor promotes growth.
Docs not color the hair.
hmk Voor Doctor.

CHICHESTER S PILLS
^

TIIE DIAMOND
L*4lro! r

k

1*111*

schools will not open
middle of September.

teachers will be

lf»> TM*»
**
KKAND I'll I-*.
"■
Best.Safest, A -a-v

AnklorfllM

a now**t

SOI D RVWJ10T.ISTS FVTIfUAHfrt

_

BUCKS PORT.

The marriage of Miss Florence Buck to
Prof. Robert t. Adriance, took place at
Hanover, N. B., Aug. 5. Alfrs. Adriance is

1

foM»

years

Nihil.

Mrs. Harry I. Stevens and little son
Homer left Thursday for their home in
New York.

in

~0.

employed.

Aug. 11.

»B\M»

< hl-ekrs

Pauper Notice.
c«uir*cted with the CltT of
worth to support and care for thoa*
ove
tnajr need asaistance during the ueii
year* and are legal residents of Ellsworth,
acon
iny
forbid all persons trusting them
count., aa there is plenty of room and Accommodation* to care for them at tbe City rariu
M. J. Dacmmst._
house.

HAVlNU

SMcrtifrauws

Elj»‘

BLUEHILL FAIR.'
the exhibition

PLANS for

at

MOUNTAIN PARK.
uht and

PREMIUM

information for

ISSUED

EXHIBITOR*

BY

HANCOCK

receiving the first premium, and if, in the
opinion of the judges, the animal or
article may be worthy of the second premium, then the judges must award only
the second premium.
The managers will take ever?
precaution
for the safe keeping of animals and articles

Best draft colt, one-year-old,
CLASS 2.
Best driving stallion, weighing not
less than 1,000,
and over,

after arrival and arrangement for exhibition, but the association will not be responsible for any loss or
that may

Exhibitors must give personal
attention to their animals and articles,
and at the close of the fair attend to their
removal.
The association offers a liberal reward
for the arrest and conviction of any person

Best breeding driving
Second best,

Mountain park, Bluebill, Tues-

held at

he

and Thursday, Sept. 2, 3
day, Wednesday
and 4. The society has issued its premium
ol general information
lisl and circular
is printed below.
for exhibitors, which
The officers of the society are F. P. Merrill, president! F. If. Allen, vice-president ; Max R. Hinckley, treasurer; U. F.
Csniiige, secretary; O. A. Morse, J. M.
Snow, F. B. Snow, A. C. Osgood, W. S.
directors.

Hinckley,

IMPORTANT TO EXHIBITORS.

or

apprehended

persons

j

in

committing
mischief oi* removing or
left with the association for exhibition or otherwise.
No person shall be permitted in the

purloining

any articles

judging rings except

the Judges, grooms
persons in charge of the animals,
officers of the association and members of
or

^be press.
Stock, etc.,
furnished by

will

be

the

secretary, designating
entry, and

marked

with

tags

the division and the number of

any information concerning the
the secretary,- Q. F. Canfair, add rent
dngr, BlaekiU Fatlt, Maine.
Entry book for exhibitors wilt be
with the secretary after September
for

during the entire fair they must be placed
entirely under the control of the officers

association, and must in no case be
removed before the close of the fair withof the

special permission.
Gambling devices of ail kinds, and all
All entriea for the trotting races must selling of liquor upon the grounds, are
he made on or before August 28, 1913, as strictly prohibited, and any person obthe entries tor tbcjae classes will positively serving any infraction of the above rule
will confer a favor by reporting the 4ame
clo-e on that datd at 11 p. m.

opened

out

1, 1913.

Entriea for the draft contests must be
made at least one hour before the time for
such contests to take place.
Entries for all articles, stock, manufactures, produce, etc., must be made before 12 m. Tuesday, September 2, and all
persons contemplating rnautag an exhibition of any kind are requested to give
notice of such intention as sarly as possible, naming articles, etc., to be exhibited,
etc.

space required,
Promptness on the part (it the exhibitors
will save much anqpyance and daisy, and
,11

be.greatly appreciated by

the

mana-

gers
fee will be charged on exhibits of any kind made by residents of
Hancock count?;- A limited amount of
space will be reserved for exhibitors outside of the county, at reasonable rates, but
no premium will be awarded to aucb exhibits.
Plenty of stalls and pens will be furnished for !•• jraea, rattle, sheep and swine,
but exhibitors will please notify the secNo entrance

retary early of since required, so tbst
ample accommodations may be furnisned
in time.

Plenty of water on the grounds to supply
for
the stock in tbe driest time and
ail

purposes tor

other

which

water

is

to the
at

secretary

or

I.KNERAL

should

be

on

REGULATIONS.'

exhibited

for

premiums
the grounds Monday even-

ing, Sept. 1. and nothing will be received
later than 12
Unines
made
not

m.

for

Tuesday, Sept.
articles and

2.

stock to

following premium

awarded.

rat

Any person having novelties of any
kind that would prove instructive or interest ing'w ill confer a favor on the society
by presenting them for exhibition.

Monday, Sept. 1,
positively
12 to. Tuesday, Sept. *2.
be

made

with

the

secre-

SPORTING EVENTS.
Th#

the first

music each

bring

each

judges’ ring.
Specimens of agricultural products must
be thoroughly cleaned and in boxes, tubs
or
baskets, and have a suitable place
to be numbered

by the secretary
intendent of the department.

or

ect*, canned goods, etc., and fruit, inthc
same class.
No premiums will be paid except on
art* les raised or manufactured and animal* owned and kept
of Hancock county.

within

the limits

Judges examining animals and articles
are requested to
report their awards to the
secretary before 11 a. m. of the second day,
aud to him only until after the award of
premiums is published.
Any driver exercising cruelty or using

profanity

while

immediately

driving

his team shall

ruled off the ground by the

person wno is
on

the

an

exmoiior

class in

which

cau

aci,

he

ex-

hibits.
No premiums or mileage will be paid on
articles or performance unless adjudged

worthy by

the judges, although there is
competition.
tlratuities will be paid on articles of
merit, farm stock and manufactures not
included in the premium list, if recommended by the judges and approved by
the directors.
fremiume will not be paid to exhibitors
until two weeks after the fair.
If the society should not receive money
enough to pay premiums to exhibitors in
fall, they will be paid proportionately, according to what the society may receive.
Premiums will be forfeited if not called
for before January 1,1914.
^
£ very animal or article entered for premium must be owned by the person entering it, or his family, and all products
°* the farm,
dairy, orchard, garden, house
or
shop must be entered by the producer
his special agent, and must be finished
•nd complete.
9All farm and garden products must have
boea produced or harvested the present
year, and only one exhibit of every variety
from the same planting or crop can be entered for premiums in its class.

by the
tary or by superintendents of departmenu, are expected to make verbal or
written statements concerning their contributions; refusal to comply wi^h such
request may bar the exhibit fromtpremium.
Awsrds will in no cut be nude when
eihibit i. deemed (by tbe judges) to
be unworthy of the
premium.
When them is but one competitor in •
cl“s, tbe judge, mey swerd the first premium, it meritorious, but if not worthy of

day.

DEPARTMENT SUPERINTENDENTS.

George Pert, drawing contest.
Thomas Grieve, superintendent of
hibition hall and

ex-

agricultural products.

ADMITTANCE.
Admittance to park, 35 cents. Children
under 12 years, 25 cents. Children under

Children under

4,

free.
Carriages free.
12 years, free tlrst day.

Automobiles free;

new

spacious parking

•

Checks* ill be given to persons leaving
grounds until 12 o’clock each day.

No entrance fee being charged for stock,
produce and manufactures, each exhibitor
will be

required

tickets the

purchase

to

same as

the

his admission

general public.

or

rl “0
3 00

DIVISION 3.

THIRD DAY.

Leghorn

cock,

SECOND DAY.

Best four

Lignt Brahma chicks

distancing

Horses
money

only.

Two horses from
in

same

Horse Department.
F. H. Allen, Supt.
DIVISION 1. CLASH 1.

sec-

Best

draft stallion, three-year-old

or

over,

weighing 1,200

or

over,

Second best,
draft stallion, two-year-old,

Best

weighing 1,000,
befit,

Beat breeding draft mare and colt,
Second beet,
Bast draft colt, three-year-old,
Second beet,
Best draft colt, two-year-old,
Second beet,

*

5 00
3 00
**
3 00

3 00

-1 00
60
1 00
50
100
50
1 00
50
1 00
50

100
50

50

Plymouth Rock chicks and

Second b<Mt.
Best four Buff

Cochin chicks and

Best two geese and

Second best,

gander,

100
50
100
50
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
75

100
50

Agricultural Produce.
Thomas Grieve, Supt.
DIVISION 4.

CLASS 7.

of

wheat,
peck
Second best,
Best peck of oats,
Second best,
Best sheaf of oats,
Second best,
Best sheaf of barley,
Second best,
Best collection of produce,
Second beat,
Best peck of Early Rose potatoes,
Second best,
Best pecs: Early Maine,
Best

Second best.

Best peck Early Vermont,
Second best,
Best peck Early Northern,
Second beat,
Best peck Early Prolific,
Second best,

;99
3 00
J 00

00
60

cockerel,

to

PREMIUM LIST.

fl

100

stable may start

change program is reserved.
Races start at 1 p- m.
All entries iuubI be made or addressed to
O. F. Candaoe, Secretary.

right

3 00
2 00

cockerel,
best,

Second
Best four

a race.

The

1 00
2 00
1 00
50

and

cockerel,
Purse, |175
2.18 Trot and 2.20 Pace,
Second best,
126
2.42 Trot and 2.44 Pace,
Beat four Wyandotte chicks and
The purse for each class to be divided as
cockerel,
Second best,
follows: 50 per cent, to first, 25 per cent,
Best four White Leghorn chicks
10
to
cent,
15
third,
per
to second,
per
and cockerel,
cent, to fourth. National rules to govern.
He ootid best,
Best
two Pekin ducks and drake,
Hopples allowed.
Second best.
Entrance fee, 5 per cent, of purse to acBest two Black ducks and drake,
and 5 per cent, adSecond best,
company nomination
Best two Mallard ducks and drake,
ditional to winners.
Second
four
to
best,
to
more
enter,
Entries, five or
Best two Muscovy ducks and drake,
start.
Second best,
Best two turkeys and gobbler,
Entries close Aug. 28 at 11 p. m.
Second best,
No conditional entries.
the field to have first

00
00
00
00

fowl and

Second best,
Best four Wyandotte fowl and cock,
Second best,
Best four Brown Leghorn chicks
aud cockerel,

Second best,

Purse, fl25
2.37 Trot and 2.39 Pace,
*•
125
2.30 Trot and 2.32 Pace,
3.00 Trot or Pace, open to horses
Purse |80.
owned In Hancock county.

2
1
3
2

CLASS 6.

Best four Plymouth Hock fowl and
cock,
Second best,
Best four Light Brahma fowl and
cock,
Second best,

cock,

Purse, flOO
125

Pace,
223 Trot and 2.25 Pace
3.00 Trot

2
3
2
3
2
3
2
5
3
2
5
3
2
5
2

Poultry Department.

Seconfl best,

FIRST DAY.

00
00
00
00
00

or more

Best full blood boar,
Second best,
Best three breeding sheep,
Second best,
'fhird best,
Best three lambs,
Second best,
Third best,
Best thoroughbred back of each
breed,
Second best,

Best four Brown

f»ao.

rl'iiSM.

2
1
3
2
1

CLASS 5.

Best four Buff Cochin fowl and

KACK$.
IN

(S55.

2 00
1 00
75

(Continued

on

page 7.)

fl
1
1
1
3
2

00
50
00
50
00
50
00
50
00
00
75
50

75
50
75
50
®0
75

50

Bears the

Signature
of

no

For Over
Thirty Years

GASTOBIA

pany.
As be afterward said, be was like
the ostrich that hides Its bead In the
sand to avoid being observed. Yet he
was observed not only by others, but
by himself.
When-Mr. Emery left the resort and
Miss Mathews' society be had male a
Ue knew that he
step In advance.
would rather be hanged for Mr. Dargan's murder than that the said DarBut
gau should marry Miss Mathews.
why? Did he want her himself? Surely he bad not gone on his outing with
the Intention of becoming engaged? It
was not feasible that be should become
ue

en^u^fu.

uau

uui

<n>.vw

out of the

Exact Copy of Wrapper.

OBfJTAOO oo»(»ai9t. tier; vonn

\

Personality

question anyway.

Some live

or

six weeks after

the part-

ing he was weak enough to go to the
place where Miss Mathews lived. He

Counts

there to see her. but why he did
He bad no more Intention
of entering the lists with Dargan—or
any one else, for that matter—than he
went

uot know.

acquaintance.”
acquaintance—that was
He bad said
true, but it was gulling.
that be was pleased ’to renew an acThat, he knew,
quaintance.” etc.
was all folderol. but the same thing
again
A

a

city

I

a

had gone away in the summer to marry a wife. He had writteu her that be
would he In the vicinity of her home
and would make a stop for the purpose
of "renewing an acquaintance so pleasantly formed during the summer." He
would call on a certain afternoon.
Why will persons say things they
don't mean, knowing that those to
whom they say them know they mean
something else?
In what occurred during that visit 1
don't charge Miss Mathews with having purposely brought It about. Nevertheless if she did she had a perfect
right to do so. When Emery called on
her that afternoon he was ushered by
maid Into a cozy library, where
a
stood a lady’s writing desk on which
Miss Mathews wrote her letters, and
he had no sooner entered than he saw
a letter ready for the post lying where
It had been written. He could not well
help seeing the superscription.
The epistle was addressed to Dargan.
Was It one of a correspondence?
Was It a reWas it an acceptance?
jection? That was for him to find out
Mathews came In—
When Miss
tastefully arrayed, of course—she expressed herself "much pleased to meet

ground prepared.
the

2 00
1 00

Always Bought

a

Persons entering oxen for premiums
may enter in all three classes, but shall be
entitled to only one premium if meritorious.
The society offers for the
Best display of oxen owned by one
man,
f5 00
Best display of cows owned by one
5 00
man,
Best display of young stock, 2 years
and under,
5 00

Beat sow with litter of six
pigs,
Second best,
1

2 00
1 00

The Kind You Have

position more capable of
man’s self contempt than
to occupy tbe time and attention of a
young lady whom be has no thought of
But let him once realize
marrying.
that be doesn't wiab any one else to
marry her and he cannot bnt consider
himself a veritable dog In tbe manger.
Such was tbe position occupied by Mr.
Emery when he recommenced spending bis time In Miss Mathews’ comThere Is

and that wns not sufficient to meet his
He did
own
personal requirements.
not know what Miss Mathews had and
didn't cnre. Matrimony was with him

DIVISION 2.

poultry.

no

Exhibitors, when requested

ground

E. L. Osgood, trotting horses.
V. H. Allen, horses and colts.
G. A. Morse, cattle, sheep, swine and

be

Judges.
judge

attractions each

super-

No two members of the same family can
enter vegetables, farm crops, dairy prod-

the

day.

Special

his animals out

in

day.

merry-go-round will be on

A

day.

hand to

TheEllsworth band will furnish

chestra.

will be judged at 9 o'clock on the
second day. Each person owning stock
on

a

hall

town

Stock

must be

has made arrangeball game each day. Dance in
each night; Monaghan's or-

management

ments for

For Infants and Children.

status.

50
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
00
50

Best pair steer calves,
Second best,
Third best,
Best yoke oxen owned in county,
Second best,
Third best.
Best yoke matched cattle,
Second best,

management desires to make this
one grand picnic, and will do all in its
power to give those attending a good time.

2 00
1 00

|500

Second best,
Best pair one-year-old steers,
Second best,

The

00
00
00
00
00

ca 11 i<A.

Best yoke fat cattle,
Second best,
Best pair three-year-old steers,
S*rond best,
Best pair two-year-old steers,

Parties furnished tenting grounds free.
Good spring water inside the grounds.

2
1
3
2
1

one-year-old,

Third best,
Best grade beifer, two-year-old,
each breed,
Second best,
Best grade cow, each breed,
Second best,
Third best,
DIVISION 2. CLASS 4.

earnestly hoped
persons
having such articles of any kind will
kindly bring them in, and they will be
awarded space for exhibition the same as
listed articles, and if, in the opinion of
the judges and directors, such articles are
entitled to a premium, gratuities w*ili be

later than

tary, G. F. Candage, Blnebill Falls, Maine.
Cattle not drawing premiums, driven over
five miles, will be entitled to a mileage of
five cents per mile, distance to be reckoned one way.
stock to be on the grounds by 9 a. m.

,

Best grade heifer,
each breed,
Second best,

and

on

1.:.tries should

si

Pedigree required.

that all

be

CASTOitiA

L

3*00 jexclting

2 00
1 00

Best grade heifer calf, each breed,
Second best,

CAM PI NO.

articles

breed,

each

Second best,
Best full blood heifer, two-yearold, each breed,
Second best,

list.
It is

5,00

breed,
Second best,
Best full blood heifer, one-year-old,

Owing to the lack of time and other
causes, doubtless many articles of value
and interest manufactured and grown in
this county have been overlooked in the

Deeded.
Ail

must be filed

GRATUITIES.

the

3|00

bulls required; all to
be one year old or over.
Best full blood bull calf of each breed,
Second best,
Best full blood cow of each breed,
Second best,
Third best,
Best full blood heifer calf of each

sound.

of

colt,

Pedigrees of

with the secretary at time of entry. No
animal will be allowed a premium unless

enumeration

and

Best full blood Holstein bull,
Second best,

No intoxicated person or persons shall
be allowed upon the grounds, and any
person or persons guilty of any disorderly
conduct shall be immediately expelled
therefrom.
Authentic pedigrees of blood stock of all

required, which

mare

beat,

Second

general superintendent

once.

kiuds will be

00
00
00
00
* 00
2 00
1 50
3 (X)
2 00
1 00
3 00
2 00
1 00
3 00
2 00

Onj crisp October day a young man
slighted from a train In u quiet village, During tbe summer be bad tnet
at a country resort a Mis# Mathews,
with whom be bad dawdled about
boating, fishing, swimming, dancing—
Third best,
In short doing those things which,
1 00
Best matched pair of driving horses,
2 00
wbeu done In company with a pretty
Best gentleman’s driving horses,
2 00
girl, generate love almost as surely ns
Second best,
1 00
a dynamo will generate electricity.
Cattle Department.
During the period that they were toO. A. Morse, Supt.
gether another young mau uumed DarDIVISION 2. CLASS 3.
gnu had come from the city, evidently
At
the legislature of 1000 a law was
for the purpose of being with the girl,
passed warning all agricultural societies for he Immediately proceeded to monot to pay any premiums on grade males,
nopolize her. Since he showed plainly
and in case any socfety should not comply
thut he was a suitor the young man of
with this law it would lose its State
the first part. Emery, who hnd no more
stipend, which means a lot to these socie- Idea of marrying a wife than he bad of
ties. Therefore, no premiums will be paid
establishing a bank,'dropped out lu his
ou grade males.
favor, leaving the young lady free to
Best full blood Shorthorn bull,
00
After several
|5
accept his attentions.
Second best,
3 00
days passed In company with her Mr.
Best full blood Jersey bull,
5 00
Second best,
Dnrgan left the resort, and Miss Math3 00
Best full blood Ayrshire bull,
Mr. Em5 00
ews was again miabsorbed.
Second best,
3 00
ery slowly drifted back to his former
Best full blood Hereford bull,
5 00

malicious

any

6
3
4
2

Third best,
Beat driving colt, three-year-old,
Second best,
Third best,
Best driving colt, two-year old,
Second best,
Third best,
Best driving colt, one-year-old,
Second best,

occur.

The annual (air and cattle show ol the
Hancock county agricultural society will

three-year-old

Second best,
Best driving stallion, two-year-old,
Second best,

damage

COUNTY AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY.

Abbrrtstmm*.

3 00 !
2 00 '•

best,

Second

There’s

no

excuse

now-a-days for

KNOWING your

not

customers.

Travel is

SWIFT,
COMFORTABLE,
INEXPENSIVE
and it’s the

only

way to

get results.

summer

summer

coming from Miss Mathews was very
It was depressing, saddendifferent
ludeed. It was worse than a dozing
en funeral bells all tolling at once.
Miss Mathews' eyee fell on the letter
She started.
the desk
Emery
on
didn't start, but there was a sudden
whirlwind of feeling within him which
coagulated with a purpose He plunged Into the Uubleon.
tJefertheless he plunged so quietly
He
that the net was not perceptible.
asked Miss Mutbews wbetber she
would go hack to the same resort
next year, and she said she didn’t
know; she hadn’t thought much about
Then he remarked that he thought
It
he should spend his vacation uext season In the autumn since he proposed
Both were talking about one
to hunt
thing and thinking almut another—the
There was a pause
letter on the desk
Both looked up
In the conversation.
from the letter at the same moment,
and tbelr eyes met.
Emery reached
for It and tore it into little hits.
"You had no rtgbt to do that” said
the girl.
‘IH write another.”
Taking up peD and paper, he wrote
in It: “1 have to announce to you my
engagement to Mr. Emery, whom I
the country.”
met
last summer In
Holding It up before her be asked if
she would put It In her own handwriting and mall It
‘‘Yes,” sbe said, and that Is the end
of the story, except that she afterward told him the had refused Dargan
before he left her at the summer resort

WHEN YOU BUY A COOKING RANGE

I

LOUIS. rUK me inaivic

CLARION
and you will find CLARION quality. CLARION
quality is unusual. It
means a careful selection of
all materials and best possible manufacture.
ASK YOUR NEIGHBORS

THE HOME

CLARION

WOOD & BISHOP
SOLD

BY J. P.

what CLARIONS are

doing.

One will do the

for you.

same

CLARIONS.

CO., Bangor, Me.

Established 1839

j

ELDRIDQE,ELLSWORTH, ME

RHEUMA THE—
FOR ALL

FORMS OF

RHEUMATISM
Right away—the first day you start to
take RHEUMA—the Uric Acid poison begins to dissolve and leave the sore joints
and muscles.

Its action is little less than

magical. 50 cents a bottle—guaranteed.
Judge Barhorst of Ft Loraime, Ohio,
says: "After treatment by three doctors
without result I was cured of a very bad
case of Rheumatism, by using two bottisa
of RHEUMA.”
O. A. PARCHES.

CLARION.
Whether it's

a

range or a fur-

“Clarion”, it is
sure to meet every requirement.
Made by the Wood Bishop Co.
Bangor. Sold by
nace—if it is a

J. P.

ELDRIDGE,

Main Street,

Ellsworth.

LOCAL AND POLITICAL JOURNAL

A

free-trade

removed are buckwheat, corn, eggs,
veal, mutton, lamb and pork, milk
and cream, potatoes, rye, swine, cat-

AT

ELLSWORTH, MAINE.
BT THE

HANCOCK COUNTY PUBLISHING CO

trade, and worked at it for awhile in Ellaworth, but when still a young man, went
to Boston, where he was for several years
engaged as pattern-maker in a large foundry. He was an expert workman.

tle, sheep, wheat, handle bolts, stave
bolts, last blocks, boards, other sawed

f. W. Hollies, Editor and Manager.
W. H. Titus, Associate Editor.

lumber, clapboards,

for six
if paid
months, 50 cents for
strictly in advance, fl 50, 75 and SB cent*
respectively- Single copies 5 cents. All ar
rearaget* are reckoned at the rate of B‘2 pei
a year; $1.00
throe months;

Mkbscrlptlon Price—#2.00

pickets,

laths,

In
shingles, wood-pulp and wool.
About five years ago he suffered &
contrast, many essentially southern
an inproducts will retain a substantial paralytic shock, which left him
valid. He returned to
living
duty and will be amply protected. for awhile near his oldEllsworth,
home at North
The passage of the pending bill canEllsworth, and later moving to Ella worth.
not be prevented, but the voters of
Mr. Higgins was an Odd Fellow, stand-

▼ear.

Advertising Kates—Are reasonable and will be
made known on application.
Buainesaconimunlcatloris should be addressed

and all checks and money orders made payable to The Hancock county Pubuihiko
Co., Ellsworth. Maine.

this district can enter
protest
against the outrage by electing Mr.
Peters to Congress.

to.

a

ing very high in the order while in Massachusetts, having held some of the highest
offices in the grand lodge and grand enof the state.

He

was

also

a

campment
The Underwood tariff bill reduces member of the lodge of Elks.
He leaves a widow and two childrenThis reduction
the rate on granite.
Elmer and Reginald. He is also survived
2,480 1 was at the dictation of a New York ;
Average per week for 1912,
Mrs. Catherine Higgins, of
If anyone does by his mother,
firm of importers.
North Ellsworth, six brothers and two
deread
the
let
him
not believe this,
WEDNESDAY, AUGUST 13, 1913.
listers—Charles £., Webster M. and Adelbate in the Senate July 30. If this bert, of
Ellsworth; Joseph M., of Fairnew tariff schedule takes effect one !
field; Keuel, of tireen Lake; Frank, of Bar
REPUBLICAN NOMINEE. I of two
things will follow: Down will Harbor; Mrs. Olive Leach, of Ellsworth,
go wages, or finished granite will be and Mrs. Clara McOown, of MasaacbuELECTION, MONDAY, SEPT. S, 1913. I
Republicans believe in letts.
imported.
The funeral was held at the Methodist
For Representative to Congress, Third ! good wages and in the home quarries.
the granite-workers church this forenoon, Rev. T. 8. Koas
Contact with
Maine District,
A large delegation of Odd
officiating.
indicates that they will rebuke the
JOHN A. PETERS, of Ellsworth.
Fellows attended.
democrats by voting for John A.
This week’s edition of
American is 2,550 copies.

Tit

|

Peters

The

Congress.

Peters for

Gaining Every Day.
of the past week in

BANGOR FAIR.

events

Mr. Lawrenoe says that the people
political circles have brought much of
will hold the minority responsible for
good cheer to the supporters of Hon.
anti-democrat.
John A. Peters, and these to-day in- the election of an
clude the vast majority of the voters Reports from all corners of the dis-

Kan torn

by Joseph Richter,

—

protection. Ia it possible
protectionists enongb will vote

Peters for

that
for Lawrence to insure the election of
Pattangall? Think this over.
Straw:

druggist,
progressive,

Prescott,
former

mouth,

Program.

Montook

among patrons for week;
Mr. Peters.
Very conclusive’y has I result: 65 canvassed-60 for Peters; 5
this been shown at the meetings held.
I for Lawrence.
Monmouth’s vote
Many of the men who have attended i last November was: Taft 36; Roosethese gatherings voted for Roosevelt.
| velt 14L)
Fully half of the county committeemen in the district went to the proMr. Lawrence says he doesn’t exgressive ticket in the presidential ! pect to be elected. Yet he remains in
campaign. But at least 95 per cent, the fight. For what? To assist Mr.
of these men; in fact, all, with but '■ Pattangall, free-trader, or to defeat
straw vote

III*

AT 80 GIVES HEALTH RULES.

_

Enjoy Yownelf and Ignore Diet Tables,

|

two or three exceptions, are back in Mr. Peters, protectionist? Mr. Lawthe harness and working earnestly ; rence claims to be a protectionist.
and zealously for the
republican
candidate.
The anti-democratic voters of this
This attitude is not surprising, un- district outnumber the democratic in
less to the third party leaders who the proportion of about three to two.
mistook the personal following of one A vote for Lawrence jeopardizes the
man for a political revolution.
All ! election of a protectionist.
voters

in the third district who believe

in

Hancock county hasn't had a reprepublican principles and are
averse to being represented or mis- resentative in the House since 1879.
represented at Washington by a mem- Local pride will help Peters in Hanber of the party of free trade, real- cock just as it did Goodwin in Somize that their hope is in the candidacy erset last fall.
of Mr. Peters, and they are not wasting their powder.
COUNTV GOSSII*.
uur

at all

menus

me

democrats are not

pleased

with the republican acand the progressive lack of
activity, for voters do not enthuse

tivity

greatly

George B. Floyd and wife, of West Ellsworth, give JohnT. Clark, of West Franklin, a close run for honors in grandchil-

great-grandchildren. Mr. Clark
last week boasted of thirty-seven grandchildren
and six great-grandchildren.
Mr. and Mrs. Floyd have nine children
living, thirty-five grandchildren and seven
Mr. Floyd and Mr.
great-grandcbildisn.
dren and

candidate who says
he doesn’t expect to be elected, and
who is destined to be a very poor
third. Thus the democrats attempt
to bolster the cause of the third candidate by saying that he is the one Clara
whom they fear. It is an old trick, but I years.
over

a

are

of the

age—seventy-two

same

that will not work. If they did
fear him in the least they would not
encourage his followers by admitting
it. It is Mr. Peters whom the democrats fear, and they are greatly
worried over the tremendous impetus

The Portland board of trade has concluded that the best way for Maine in-

that Is being given to his campaign.
The issue in this campaign is not

dustries to continue prosperous under the
new tariff is to expand their foreign trade*

one

a

split

in the republican party, the
theme to which the democracy is devoting its thunder, bat rather that
issue, always so important to the
voters of Maine and of the third district—the issue of protection of our
industries vs. free trade and the resultant injury to our manufacturers,
industries
generally and our
farmers.
As State Chairman Parkhurst truly
our

said

at the recent gathering in Kennebec county:
“This district is composed of Sve counties in which there
are
50,000 men entitled to vote, a
majority of whom believe in protection. Of those 50,000 men, at least

three out of five, perhaps more, believe in the doctrine of protection,
believe that the tariff bill is a very
raw example of southern selfishness;
of southern unfriendliness to the
section of this country,
particularly Maine.”
Our third district voters, at least
the majority of them, are opposed to
northern

another representative of the
free-trade party to Washington; they
recognize that the antidote is tarnished by the candidacy of Mr. Peters

sending

This fact,
and by that of no other.
added to the natural force given by
the

oandidacy

of so able and

highly-es-

teemed a man as Mr. Peters, is giving
to
the republican
a great impetus
campaign, clearly diaoernibie in every

community

in the district.

“Sectional and monstrous free list”
the characterisation applied by
Senator Smoot to the list in the demowas

FOR

FOREIGN

2*ortlttud Hoard of

TRADE.

Trade

to

Assist

Manufacturers.

The board recognizes that many
facturers

situated that

manu-

energetic
campaign abroad is out of the question.
They have, in many cases, had no experience with foreign markets, and a thousand
unknown details, aside from the heavy exare so

an

pense involved, stand in the way of
dividual attempt to expand foreign
A committee of three members

appointed

perfect

an

in-

sales.

has been

organization of a
bureau which will act for the individual
factories in making a determined and well
advertised campaign in the foreign field.
The

to

proposed

the

burean will

be

independent

Portland board of trade. It is to be
central agent for pushing foreign sales.

of the
a

It will be operated by and for the
facturers who choose to
wide

opportunities

it

This committee
from the

is

in the

opens to them.
interested

purely

of the

large.

paid

only through

results to the

manu-

interests of the
The work it does will be

standpoint

state at
for

participate

the

entire State.

prosperity
It is

a

that

matter

greatest importance. The board
entire State to be interested.
The president of the State board of trade
is a member of the committee.
A united
effort will bring increased prosperity to
every factory that has the vision to share
in the extension of foreign sales.

of

the

wants the

Catarrh Cannot Bo Cured
with LOCAL APPLICATIONS, as they cannot reach the seat of the disease. Catarrh is a
blood or constitutional disease, and in order
to cure it yon must take internal remedies.
Hall's Catarrh Care is taken internally, and
acts directly upon the blood and mucous surfaces.
HaH*s Catarrh Cure is not a quack
medicine. It was prescribed by one of the
best physicians in this country for years and « s
a regular prescription.
It is composed of the
best tonics known, combined with the best
blood purifiers, acting directly on the mucous
surfaces.
The perfect combination of the
two ingredients Is what produces such wonderful resells in caring catarrh. Send for
testimoniaie, free.
P. J. CHENEY A CO., Props., Toledo, O.
Sold by Druggists, price 75c.
Take Hail’s family Pills for constipation.

The stolen

j

Say* Sir Georg* Birdwood.
Sir George Binlwood, officer of the
Legion of Honor, laureate of the French
academy and formerly professor of
anatomy and physiology at Bombay,
has contributed at tbe age of eighty
his views on how to reach a ripe old
age. HU maxima are:
Don’t think about your health.
Enjoy yourself as much an possible.
Ignore dietary tables.
Eat whenever you feel Inclined.
Look on the bright side of things.
Sir George is particularly scornful j
about the diet on which another contributor to the discussion thrive*—
namely, two meals of eggs, bread and
butter daily.
"Such a life.” he says, “would not j
be worth living.
The great question
Is Dot how to live long, but bow to live
well."
_

RUSSIA’S BIGGEST FORGERY.
--

Gang Turned Out Millions
feit Notes.

of

Counter-

Clement’s MUSIC Store

:

was located at Orrlngtou
still
yesterday, but Alley

Small Instruments of all kind*, and everything In
the music Pne. Talking Machines. Sewing Machines

I
|
.!

and

■

missing.

nRACKLET^Betwren

For

:

La-

moine. gold bracelet, narrow, flat ano
hand-engraved. Will finder please leave at
Amsbican office?

|
I

C

by applying

or

Salt.

For sale or rent—My farm of about
90 acres, one-half woodland. on Surry
road, 1 mile from P. O. Buildings in good repair. Inquire of Capt. N. H. Msams, Ellsworth.

ITtARM—

I nquirt Of JaMM
KUsworth. M-.

H«treei.
Mrsrsv,

JFor Sal*.
V'

»

*•

a.

PIAN08
HAND
Prices from
tllto f 100; in good repair. Organs from
lift to ♦•**»; some as good as new. Bend for
list of barraln*. Loan A Co., Masonic building, Portland. Me.

SECOND

black hot*e, sound; big
worker. Weighs about 1.100. Also would
sell good pair boroes. Apply to Wbsibt A.
Dawks, Labrador Farm, El ts worth. Tel. 79-14.

HORSE—Fine

S iil
»rd*
pretty assorted post
for 10 ct*. Rakksk Acpplt Co., 10 Center street. Anbnrn, Maine.

F'"T

OU8EHOLD FURNI8HIN08—Including
cook
store,
carpeting, table#, art
•uuare. lamps, etc.
Apply at Tits Ambbicax
office.

JFor &mt.
small upstair#
tenement*.
All modern improvements.
Inquire of C. 0. Boaau.L, Ellsworth.

TENEMENTS--Several

BCLmtrt.
the summer, for hit keep.
light work.
Heavy
Dutiable for woman to
carry
Addreaa P. O. Boa 4fQ, Ellsworth.

Good
HORDE—During
home;
four.

enough
drive.

to

Special &01U**.
card ok thanks.
rTNO our old home friend* of Wallbam, and
other*
we wish to express our sincerest
X
thanks for their kindness and help at the
funeral of our mother. Also to the choir and
for the beautiful flowers.
Addis a*d tss Bovs.
Eden, Aug. 5. 1913.
CA1TION.
■ITT HER EAR my brother, Nathaceil Grass,
If
having left the home I provided for
him without cause or provocation. I hereby
forbid all persona trusting him on mr ac»
count, as I shall pay no bills of bis contract
ing after this date.
W. H. Qaa»t, Guardian.
Ellsworth, August IS, 191*.
Or TliANKt
T WISH to heartily and
sincerely thank all
X who took part in the entertainment of
slao those who in any way
Friday toevening:
make it a success.
helped
At.ua T. Small.
Sedgwick. Aug. II. 191*.
CARD

NOTICE
"ITTH BREAD, my wife, Pantie Lloyd, has left
II
my bed and board without just cause
and provocation, notice is hereby given that 1
will pay no bills of her contracting after this
date.
alyah Lloyd.
Or land. Me.. July 10.191*.

3mnirmtnt*.

Edison’s Genuine

TALKING PICTURES
At the

Bijou, Ellsworth,

Monday and Tuesday,
Aug. |8.|^-“»-,llit

Russia's sec ret police are busy trac- i
ing the producers of millions ot counterfeit nutes that bare been passed Into | Reserved seats on sale at
Moore's Drug-

and

on

the

fl
FMFNT
1 y
vLlITICIi

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock as.—At a probate court held at
in
F.llswortb.
and for said County of Hancock,
on the fifth day of August, in the year of oar
Lord one thousand nine hundred thirteen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament and
codicil of
L
FI
LAND HARRISON, late of city and
c.
conntjtof PHILADELPHIA,
and commonwealth of
Pennsylvania, deceased, and of the probate thereof in said
commonwealth of Pennsylvania, duly authenticated. having been presented to the
judge of probate for oar said county of Hancock for the purpose of being allowed, filed
and recorded in the probate court of our said
county of Hancock.
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a cony of this order three weeks successively
a
in the Ellsworth American,
newspaper
printed at Ellsworth. In said county of Hancock. prior to the second day Heptemher. a. d.
1918, that they may appear at a probate court
then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for said
county of Hancock, at tun o’clock in the forenoon, aod show cause. If any
they hare,
against the same.
JEROME M. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T.r. Mahoney, Register.

A

;

STATE OF MAINE.
Hancock ns.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth in and for said county of Hancock,
on
the fifth day of August. In the year of
our Lord one thousand
nine hundred sod
thirtsen.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
WILUAM C. WHITNEY, late of NARRAU,
county and state of New York, deceased, and
of 'be probsde thereof In said county of New
York duly authenticated, having' been presented to the Judge of probate for our said
county of Hancock for toe purpoas of being
allowed, filed aud recorded in the probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, 1 bat notice thereof be given tc
all persons interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively
In the EJlsworth American, a newspaper
in said county of
printed at Ellrworth.
Hancock, prior to the second day of He pie m
ber, a. d. iflt, that they mar appear at a
rebate court then to be held at Ellsworth,
n and for
said county of Hancock.- at ten
o'clock In the forenoon, and show cause. If
any they have, against tne same.
JEROME H KNOWLRH, Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Msuonky. Register.

A

F>

wTATE OF MAINE.
Haneorg as.—At a probate court held at
in
and for asid county of Hancock,
Ellsworth,
on the fifth day
of August, in the year of
otr Lord one thousand nine hundred and
tc trteen.

CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament of
MELVILLE W. FULLER. sa:e of CHICAGO.
In the county of Cook, and state of Illirols,
deccaesd, and of the probate thereof In said
county of Cook, duly authenticated, having
been presented to the Judge cf piomite lor our
said county of Hancock for the part ose of
the
being allowed filed and rec rdrd In
probate court of oor said county of Hancock
Ordered. That notice thereof be given to
all person* interested therein, by publishing
week* successively
a copy of this order three
in the RHoworth American, a newspaper
printed at BHswnrth. in said county of Hancock. prior to the second day of September,
a. d
1918, that they may appear at a probate
court then to be held at Ellsworth, in and for
said countv of Hancock, at ten o'clock in the
forenoon, and show cause, if any they have,
against the «ame
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of Probate.
A true copy of the original order
Attest:—T. F. M ahonbt. Register

A

RTATK or HAWK.
Hancock •••.—At a probate court held at
Ellsworth, in and for *aid county of Hancock. on the twc.th uay of August, in the year
of our Lord one thousand nine hundred thirteen.

CERTAIN Instrument purporting to be a
copy of the last will amt testament of
MARY M. WARD, late of LYNN,
and commonin the
county of Essex.
wealth of Massachusetts, deceased, and of
the
probeie thereof in said county of
Essex, duly authenticated, having been presented to the judge of probate tor our »aid
couuty of Hancock for the purpose oI being
allowed, filed and recorded in th« probate
court of our said county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given to all
persons interested therein, by publishing a
copy of this order three weeks successively in
the Ellsworth American, a newpsper printed
at Ellsworth, in said county of Hancock prior
to the second day of September, a. d,. 1918,
that they may appear at a probate court then
to be beid at Ellsworth, in and for aaid county
of Hancock, at ten o’clock in the forenoon,
and show cause, if any they have, against the

A

1
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Easy Payment Plan
99 MAIN

I

STREET,

Bar Harbor, Maine

Iipl Xctuok

at

Jar iimt

I

!

and Sundries, Va-

Cleaners, Post Cards.

11 I l l t l l I I I I I I I I I I I I 1-1-1 M l 1I—t-t

/VAAA/SA/WWW>SA A AAl
I .a moine road, package con-

nRESH—On
taining child** dre*». Owner may have
The Ambbicsx office.

same

Cash

Oe» J.

Jounl).
AAA

Supplies, Cabinet*, liicycles

cuum

loffU

KUam^rttPCnd

Player Pianos !

;: Carries Pianos and

rig

and recovered

who bolds tbe alti-

record, 10,000 feet, of the state of
Pennsylvania, ballon ascensions by Prof.
J. J. Gannon, a wild-west show, acrobats, fireworks, etc., are a few of tbe
entertainments promised.
The midway will be livelier than ever.
In addition to the regular attractions, 1.
□. Ferrari will bring hia United Shows,
the largest midway ever seen on tbe
grounds. The Flying Dordens, acrobats,
will execute acrobatic performances of
high character. Tbe fireworks are to be
furnished by a large Boston company, and
will be shown the first three evenings.
Tuesday w ill be children's day, when all
children under twelve years will be admitted free. Thursday will be governor's

The Issue In this campaign is clearcut
protection versus free trade.
Pattangall stands for free trade;

spirit of republicanism is thoroughly
aiive in the district, and that the vast
majority of the republicans who voted
for Roosevelt last fall have not the
least idea of deserting the standard of

Association

I I T n t-H-H -hH \ 1 »'l-t-t-I+fn-T-M H-T"1'-f' M I I I t t 1 T | | | , , ,
|

track.

tude

j siblUty?_

These gatherings have shown much.
They have demonstrated that the old

State

Tbe program for tbe Eastern Maine
&Late fair at Bangor, Aug. 26 to 29, inclusive, has been announced. Airship flights

I

lowed by rousing meetings at Belfast,
Skowhegan and in this city.

Maine

Announces

of the third Maine district who are ; trict indicate that Mr. Lawrenoe and
not imbued with democratic princi- ; his followers will be that minority.
assume the responples. The first big gun of the cam- Are they ready to

paign was fired by Kennebec county
republicans at Island park last Thursday, and this gathering has been fol-

T I

Higgins, sn invalid for
years, died Sunday at bia home on Hirch would also like to aee him.
avenue, aged fifty years and six months.
Alley hired a rig from A. S. Grindle, of
Mr. Higgins vras born at North Ella- Btuehill.
saying he was going to Brooklirt
worth, one of the large family of Ephraim and back. When he did not return in a
He learned the carpenter’s
Higgins.
week, Mr. Grindle put the officers on his
Bion B.

the list.
Among the Maine products
from which all protection has been

PUBLISHED

EVERY WEDNESDAY AFTERNOON

b. uioanvs.

bios

aourTUftrmniis.

Hold Stolen Kl*.
Deputy-Sheriff WeecoU, of Bluebill, is
looking for oue Arthur Alley; an Orrlnffive
ton man, who paid |35 for a stolen rig,

OBITUARY.

bill in a speech
July 22. Senator Smoot named a few
of the commodities which make up
cratic

®tie iCllswort!) American

t

..t
lrg.il llsttcn.

To

Oil per«ou. inlere.tert in
tntee hereinefu
n.inert.
At « probnte court held nt

.Ith^To,

t..

_

Ell.worlb 1,.
for the county or Hencock. on
0
t'b,
r,o
da* of August, a. d. 1911.
following matters havlne hr...
»nt«l for the ectinn
uter fndlcMtd.lt te
hereby or.le,.
tlce thereof be (Iren to nil pereon.
* **W °» lhi> order
to
Hebert three week* eneoeeelrely in he
worth Americnn, n newepeper puh' XL ']
RU.worth. Id enld coonty, thei
penr »l e probnte court to be he'd u
worth, in enld county, on the ...
•' ptember. n. d l«U, el ten of the cdd,,
cloc h
forenoon, end be henrd thereon il Ik,, .7
1

THE

t"rea*

ImeJLtS;
'7-

ft •.2^5"*

In

tier

fcf£
£
iVthJ

cause

Cnltin B Weecott l.i, ol
BrookertUe l.
Mid county, deceuert. A certnu,
in.-,.Ill*
“
‘h* **“
»■“' 'e>Uw
of enld deceneed, together with
probnte thereof, preeeuted h,
c
Helen, one of the eiecotora therein
Ileum I). Bell, co eiecutor named Id
wid rtn
havl n( declined to net.
Mnry K. Bell, let* of Brookertll,,
county, deceneed.
Petition th»; f „nk
Btll or tome other eoUnble per.on be
edmtnietrnlor of the e.teie of n'a
eoenlwd, preeenled by Bnttle I) Bell,
(leu,1
end heir et-lew of enld deceneed.
Virgin!, D. Anntio. let, of Lemolne. In enld
coonty. deceneed. riret nccount of wr.’.tnm
B. An.tin, eiecntor. died for eettlen eot
John T. Miller, inte of Bluehlll, in
connty, dece»ed. Ptret end One! .ccouel
Nellie I. Kid Ion, eeecnirii. died ror

P.°rP?I*ini

hJ

petl-.ioefcl

JTbee^k
n.irLn

Solnted

iS

utu™

meat.

William Herrick. late of Southwest R»fbor
count?, uacraaed
First account
Myra H. Herrick. executrix.
filed for
*

J
t*\t\2

•j **‘4
ment.

Emma R. Ladd {formerly Clemen; .SsUoi
Trentont. lu said county, decease.1. First *n4
final account of Bertrand E. Clark, executor
filed for settlement.
iiai ttord 8. BwtuMlate of Bluehii), ta asi4
county, deceaaed. Final account of Nelli* B
Sweet, executrix, filed for settlement.
Aaron B.
Da?la. late of Orlan.1 in said
First account of Msrr
county, deceaaed.
Daris, administratrix, filed for settlement
Bill* K Free thy. .ate of Brookiio, ia aald
First account of
county, deceased
lark L
Free thy. administratrix, filed for settlement.
Ann Mercer Htrstton. late of
llsr <k. la
said count?, deceased.
First ac ant of
Cl aries K. Htratton, administrator, flu f(,r
settlement.
John Montgomery, late of Backsport, ia
said count?, deceased
First account of
Oruce H. Montgomery. administratrix, fl ed
for settlement
Harriet N. Orindle, late of Brooksriiie, la
said county, deceased. First account t Ralph
H. Condon, administrator, filed for settle*
ment.

La?tnia C. that to. late of Brook-v.;;*, ia
sstd county, deceased
First
-nr-.t of
Kaloh 11. Condon, administrator, flied for
settlement.
Fannie Dougina*, late of Castine. ij, »vi4
county. deceased. First account
iUiph H.
t endon. admin;»tr*tor. filed for
cment
Michael Shea, late of Eden, in »*!<!
ty.
deceased
Firet account of Char ** W
administrator, filed for settlement.
Henry Wbltiug, late of Bilawonh. ia **i4
county, deceased. First account of J a a A.
Peters, administrator, filed for settlement.
Clam K. Bunker, late of (louMc n.>, in
said count?. deceased
Firs; *«--.■-a ot of
Charles H. Wood. Administrator, ti.f
<*•..
dement.
Etta A. Hailosrell Himontou. late f
rtoo. in said county, deceaaed.
First *c vant
of James M Heckett, admlnistrat .r w.v tbs
will annexed. Died for settlement
Mar? Downs,
person of unsound tu l.of
Oouldshoro. in said county. Third a< c jo: of
Bedford K Tracy, guardian, filed by liable J.
Tracy, administratrix of the estate if «*d
Bedford B- Tracy, deceased.
Clara W. Tapler. an insane ;-»n. of
HrookaeiUu, In aaia county. Firat account of
John 8. Tapley, guardian, filed for settle meat.
Ferry W Harr (man and loue J Harr.max.
minors, of Lynn. Mass.
First and in account of George P, Homer, guardlar. r; ed for
settlement.
Lydia J. Allen, late of Harry, in said county,
deceased
First account of Finn:- L Trtworgy Allen, executrix, filed for scttlrmeal
Helen A. Thomas, late of Rdrn. in said
rts
county, deceaaed. First account of
T. Thomas, administratrix, filed for seiiit*
■>

—

ment.
Effie B. Workman, a minor, of Frank ia. ia
said count?
Fetition filed by Frank Work*
mats, guardian, for license to set; err;*;n rrsi
-s:d
estate of said
minor, as describe 1

petition.

FIverard A- Wentworth and Marion I Wentunit.
worth. minora, of Franklin, in «*
Fetition filed by Minnie Wentworth.fa* :.an,
*aU
for license to sell certaiu real est »tr
minora, as described in said pptltl.
*a.d
Laroy B. Orindle. late of Blush;
ox.tof
county, deceaaed. First and flu* s
a.e*
Violet A. Orindle, executrix, filed for

circulation in Russia and on Russian
store.
financial bouses abroad, it Is the biggest and most perplexing forgery case
3fctjm\ermuuft.
they have ever tackled.
ment.
Four of the men concerned in the
»
net vine w. Fuller, late cf Chtcsg
traffic—a commercial drummer named WANTED; 50 MEN AND WOMEN
103
county, state of Illinois, decssw-l
i'rm
*
filed
The
Merchant'*
Loan
by
Dunalevsky. a merchant named Serno
'-is
Company of said Chtcag
pra*
To Take Advantage ot Special Offer
nev and two others named Llebenth&l
appointment of Tbe Merchant * L*:<*
Made by G. A. I’archer.
si
Trust Company and .Stephen 8 tir* ^
and Rochlln—have been captured with
«
*'.«■
of aaid Chicago, as trustee* In C
G. A. Parcber, tbe enterprising drug- same.
skillfully forged notes to the face valMaine, under the will of aaid dec*-*is advertising to-day tor fifty men JEROME H. KNOWLES.
ok
Mary Fuller White, late of Chi< *•
ue of nearly a quarter of a million ; gists,
Judge of Probate.
i:itoa
A true copy of the original order.
county, state of Illinois, d«cr»w!
rubles In their possession. They have and women to take advantage of tbe
;.auy
Attest:—T F. Mahoxuy, Register. filed by The Chicago Title and Trust ('<
offer be is making on
of said Chicago, praying for the app>
been subjected to the Russian variety special bolf-prioe
r- i»t
of It. the said The Chicago Title ^
Dr. Howard’s celebrated remedy for conNTATK
OP
MAINE.
of the third degree examination, but
Company, as trustee, in the 8late .« Msia#.
and dyspepsia, and get a flftyHancock as.—At a probate court held at under the will of said decease,!.
have revealed nothing leading to the stipation
of
Ellsworth, in and for said county of Hancock,
Weston Fuller,
a
distracted per
cent package at half price, 25 cents.
on the fifth day of August, in the year of
discovery of the forgers factory.
Chicago. Cook county, etate of Illinois Fetf
So positive is be of tbe remarkable our Lord one thousand nine hundred and tlou filed
by Henry C. Morris, conservator,
Two men suspected of complicity
thirteen.
for license to sell certain real estate /
power of tbis remedy to cure these disCERTAIN instrument purporting to be
were traced In vain to France.
Weston Fuller. In said Hancock county a*
a copy of the laet will and testament of
eases, as well as sick headaches and liver
described In said petition
Ti: wp*on
James J. Thompson. Basil E
that he agrees to refund tbe MARY PULLER WHITE, late of CHICAGO,
troubles,
Wall Satisfied.
! l)««*
and Madolice E. Thompson, minor*
customer whom the medi- in the county of Cook, and state of Illinois, ham, In said
First Negro—I beah that Andrew money to any
county. Petition filed <■
deceaaed. and of the probate thereof in aaid J.
to **»*
liceuw
for
cine does not quickly relieve and cure.
guardian,
Thompson,
county of Cook duly authenticate
Jackson Jones am *un over by an auhaving certain real estate of said minors, ss
With Dr. Howard's remedy at band you been presented to the judge of probate tor oar scribed in aaid
tomobile.
Did he get any satisfacpeUtion.
said county of Hancock for the purpose of
:i•*‘®
Olive 8. Bartlatt, late of TrentoM
can eat what yon want and have no fear
being allowed, filed and recorded in the
tion? Second Negro—lie suttinly did.
First account of Wil.taaj
of ill consequences.
It strengthens tbe probata coon of our said county of Hanccok. county,deceased.
E. Whiting, administrator, filed for sett.eHe took de machine's number, played
That notice thereof be given to msnt.
stomach, gives perfect digestion, regulates allOrdered, interested
persons
policy wtf It an' won $10!—Satire.
therein, by publishing
Court
tbe bowels, creates an appetite and makes a copy of this order three weeks succes- JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of »aid
A true copy of the original Oder.
sively in the Ellsworth American, a newspalife worth the living.
Attest:—T. F. Ms bo*by, Regnter.^
Merely a Brother.
per printed at Ellsworth, in aaid county
If you cannot call at Mr. Parcher’s of Hancock, prior to the second day of SeptemYoung Lady—(’lease sbow me some
subscribers, William Wilkies Csrr
ber, a. d. 1918. that they may appear at u
store to-day, send him 25 cents by mail
and Henrietta C. Smith, both of the* city
ties. Clerk—A gentleman's tie? Young
court, then to beheld at Ellsworth
send
and
he will
a
and
yon
package n and for said county of Hancock, at ten
county of Philadelphia, commonwealth
Indy—Oh, no; tfa tor my brother.—
o'clock in the forenoon, and show cause, if Pennsylvania, hereby give notice that
promptly, charges paid.
have been duly appointed executor* or the -*81
they have, against the same.
Fiiegende Blatter.
Hr. Parcber has been able to secure any
alii and testament of
JEROME H. KNOW LEM. Judge of Probate.
A true
copy of the original order.
only a limited supply of the remedy, so
! MARIA 8. WILKINS, lata of. said PflU*A#
Faint and Not
Attest:—T. P. Mahomhy. Register.
DELPHI A,
is
and
the
should
demand,
not
you
Paint was never before so high as last great
deceased, and given bond* a* th»’ !*"
subscribers hereby gives notice that
delay taking advantage of this liberal
*<u*
year; about $2.25 a gallon Devos and a
and
recta,
that
both
of the subscriber* r,
they have been duly appointed execuoffer he is making bis week.
»P*
tng out of the State of Maine, thev hs
half-dollar leas for traan.
trices of the last will and testament of
Edward B. Mean, ot M Ml.
potatod
What it trash?
ARTHUR W. GREELY, late of ELLS»tre«t. Bar Harbor. Eden, in the count) pi
Hancock and State of Maine, their agent »“
It looks like paint and pretends to be
WORTH,
In the county of Hancock, deceased, no bonds said State of Maine, as required by lm*w
paint, but isn't worth painting, it costs
having demand* against the esUts
being required by the terms of said will. All persona
s painter's day’s work to put on e gallon
persons having demands against the estate of said deceased are desired to pr*®*®*
thereto
for
indebted
asms
all
and
settlement,
said
deceased are desired to present the same
of paint, good or bed; end a painter’s
for settlement, and all indebted thereto are are requested to make payment immediate*}■
HUMUtBTTA C. 8MITH.
day’s work is $2 or $4.
requested to make payment immediately.
Wm Wiuixi cm.
Aucn E. GaantY.
Add that to tbe price of a gallon.
Ears. sst. Maria 8. Wilkins, dec d.
Nancy M. Dutton.
That is tbs cost of a gallon. Devoe is $5
July t, lfilt.
August 12. 1918.
or $6 a gallon; and trash a half dollar less.
that
suhscnbsr hereby five* notice
subscriber hereby gives notice that
But Devoe is ell paint end more too;
she has; been duly appointed adminiskeen duly appointed administratrix of the estate of
trator with will annexed of toe estate of
you add oil to it; a gallon is 6 or # quarts
EMMA L. DAMON, late of DEER ISLE’
of perfect paint tor tbe painter’s pot.
HORATIO N. JOY, late of ELLSWORTH,
la
tbs county of Haeoock. deceased, *®
in tha county of Hancock,
But trash la tliree-quarters, two-thlrda or
deceaaed. and given bonds
as ths law directs.
All^ per
given bonds as the law directs. All per- sows
ball paint; you pay a half dollar less lor
having demands against tbs * tr*
of
to
said
deceased
are
desired
aaid deoeaeed are desired to present the aame
press®
nobody-knows-what-it-is.
same for setUsmeat, and ail indebted tbei®*®
for settlement, and all Indebted thereto
itre
are requested to make payment ima*sdtaie*rTen gallons Devoe is enough for the
requested to make payment immediately.
Am J. DAMOI,CiAium W. Ctrium.
average job; it takes 15 to 20 gallons of
Dwrr I.I., Aa|. 8. Ult
Brewer, Aug. g, 1918.
trash.
And the wear earns way. UnThe merchant who does oaf advert toe is
fortunately, they look alike when first
A rMord <4 bailor than a prwp—**’
DEVOE.
I a dull season stakes It stare pro/UabU /or
AdttrHttrt in THE AMERICAS art
put on.
Samtpapmr tlrmlaiio* 14 wAmt caanU fm
Mouieott-JOT Co. sells it.
thooo who do advertise.
the
trade.
•apturinf

A

THE

ftrobate

THE
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_

THE

Scant men, also of Franklin.

PETERS CLTB

A

the outlook watt

_

AT ELLSWORTH

FORMED

MONDAY

j

EVENING.

**iTtsfl

ggnmuinc

LAST

—

frogrrs-

■UVM FOR PFTRRA -RKPORTS fROM
other cotrsrm* ir Dramuer.
»s

Beginning

s

conference of local

re-

workers, and expanding anti! it

publican

took in six surrounding town*, a meeting
«,.« held last Monday evening at Q. A. R.
hall, Ellsworth, in tbe interest of John
lor Congress, which
a. Peters candidacy
tor spontaneity and enthusiasm on short
no;ice

was

probably never before sur- ,
errv
equal tod. in Ellsworth^

passed, if
political history.

cootidxraa

UUVUBTB FALLS.

encouraging.

WEDDIXC. BKl.ES.

Frank 8. Hotel, of Belfast, was ten
*«« week, the roest of C. J. Treworgy and

Fog Sorrento Parry I_ A; era ♦poke.
The bntk of tb* twenty-one Roosevelt
votes of tbat town trill, be Mima. be family.
Mr*. Sarah Jordan, of Walt b«B. is visit
thrown tbs. year for Pater*.
Mr. Aiken
and Dr. DeBeck aad toured Esstbeook in* ber daughter. Mrs. Farter Eugene
that day, and as a mult they left sun Clough.
tbit the bulk of the thirty-sine Booer
Mrs. Ones Joy and sou EratsLof Dover,
raft tote* would alts*, go to Patera next S B.ire visit
rug Mrs. Joy’s safer, Mrs.
month.
A smtlar report came from Sulli- F. E Fernald.
van, voiced by W. O. Emery, « hue* judgCharles Qsin left Thursday for Berlin,
ment of a political situation i* regarded
N. li, after spend.eg several week* with
in these nans as reasonably sound.
his family here.
Two of the meet heartening addresses
Mi*. Earl Clark, of OW Town, spent
of the evening were made by Rev. R_ B. ;
with her parents, Jadaoa
A.
Maine we and Bev. P. A. A- KiUam. both Suodey
Austin and wife.
of Ellsworth. Mr. Mat base' opinion of
Miss Ethel Crocker a home from Bangor
Mr. Peters, formed through an association
With him for seven yean, was expressed for a tint of a few weeks with her mother.
Mrs. George B. Gray.
in dean-cat phrases which found

lOT-UmOL.

The ««Sdmj of Miss Marios E. Joy am
Chariot W. (kopMi, D. C. took place a
the home of the bride’s parent*, Mr. am
Mrs. Austin H. Joy, last Wednesday after
noon.
Her. K. B. Mathews, of the Con
gT*rations! church. oflcisMi.

Owisf to the

scarce; otbar offices in the building
farced to contribute, and when these

Joy and

platforms, stools, boxes—

gone, tables,
even

seals

on

tba

floor

s

*

Parks* CLP* FOEMO.

At the close of the

spanking,

which had

greatest enthusiasm, a Peters
And from a quiet conference of local ciub was
the drat in the disorganised
workers tbe affair resolved itself into a trict. Of course
every body present joined,
mass meeting which
packed old Grand I and papers were prepared for circulation
Army bail as it was never packed before. throng hoot the county.
Every ward in tbe city was represented, i
An election of officers resulted as foland there were delegations from Bluehiil, lows:
President. Dr. A. C. Hagen by;
Pcnnklin
and
Sorrento,
Sullivan,
flurry,
j Tice-president*. Dr. JT. McDonald, ward
Amherst, and, by proxy, even East brook 1; John O. Whitney. ward 2:InB. Hagan,
was represented.
Jr wgrd J; George W. Patten, ward 4;
What was it ail about? What did it all William Small, ward
5; secretary, Wiiliam
mean?
that
voters
sre
Why, simply
E. W'biting: treasurer. Howard B. Moor.
interested
in
tbe
keenly
congressional
The next meeting of the dab will be
fight that is now on; that they wanted to held at G. A. B. hall next M- nday evenall
could
about
the
learn
situation, ing. The Dorr building on Main street
they
give what information they could for the has been secured fat general headquarters,
encouragement of others, and that they and will be open tor committee meetings
asmed to give tbe real of tba district aad to logmai
gatherings every afternoon
assurance
that Ellsworth and Hancock and
evening.
county are filled with a determination to
Arrangements were made to raise a
do their handsomest to elect their fellowtown man, Jobn A. Peters, to Congress, Peters banner, and bright and early on
sod thus add another to tbs list of famous Tuesday morning, without ceremony, one
was flung to tbs breexe across Main street,
men who have represented tbe old third
bearing the words: “John A. Paters for
district in the bouee of representatives-a
aroused the

—

Hale,
Burleigh, Goodwin.
successor

T

to

nvn

4 UB

Blaine, Milliken,

Mim

Bes»ie

Brighton

a ringing speech.
He
lion. Elmer P. Spofford,
of Deer Isle, Hancock county’s member of

end

man, who mad*
then called upon

republican
Spofford said he

State

tbe

committee.

shouldn't

make

a

Herman

was

Dr.

expecting

to remain

lot another

Saturday, having received s
announcing the serious illness

wishes of

Then came report! from surrounding
towns. Speaking for the delegation from
Bluehill, which last fall cast 159 votes for
Boosevelt. Judge Forrest B. Snow went
to some

length

in

describing

the

peculiar

situation in that town. In spite ot the
strong influence of a prominent summer
resident, who is s good fellow, a liberal
spender, and a warm friend of the farmers,
*»»» November's vote, he predicted, would
be reduced si least one-hslt.
In this
opinion be was confirmed by Ward W.

Weecott,

also of

Bluehill.

go

located.
They will
Treffry, Idaho, and his
Mitchell, at Spokane,
a

son

George E Campbell. The best
Ellsworth friends go with him

|

O. W. TAPLEY

I

|

Fire Insurance

)

[

ELLSWORTH,

ESliwonk Par*.
Aag X *ch Lain W Eppe* from Stlra
$•<2 Aag IX eci Henrietta A Wkitney. fUTet
kiuteoa^ Hay zee A Co* Newark
Ar Aag IX »;h MeItss* Traak. New York,
Mi C W Griadai
Raanx-k Canary Part*.
Franklin—Ar Aag 14. seb Portland Packet
Sid Abc IX nek Portia ad Packet. Boetoa
Wert Sailiran— Ar Aag X nek Charlie and
Willie, lackland:
Sid Aag 9, nek Annie B Mitchell. New Tork
Ar Aug IX sefe W-.sckerter. from New York,
real for J K Mitchell
Sid Aug IX eck Charlie aad WlUie. Boston
Southwest Harbor—Sid Aag X nek Annie B
Lewi* for Sullivan to load stone
Ar Aag 9, eck Gracie J. from Boston witk
alt for 8 H Mayo
Ar Aag X St r Geneaee from Halifax. N S
In port—A a* X »ck Forest Belie, bound
week went on Cats to stop leak, cargo slake

Insure with companies that are reliable.
Insure with companies that are safe and sound.
Insure with companies tba t pay losses immedi

ately.
Insure with only the best companies—and the
best companies are handled by

C. W. & F. L MASON,
Property

7HA5E—At Backs port. Aag *, to Mr and Mr*
James W Chase. a son:ONNER—At Penobscot. Aug 11. to Mr aad
Mrs Rochelle E Conner, a daughter.
DOW—At Dee- isle, Aug 1, to Mr aad Mrs
Crockett Dow. a daughter
5CPTILL—\t West Ellsworth. Aag 7, to Mr
aad Mrs Oscar H Gnptill, a soc.
Webster

wire
s

HINCKLEY—At Blue hill. Aug A to Mr
Mrs Robert W Hinckley, a sou.
LBACH—At Backsport. Aug 7. to Mr aad
Burke Leach, a daughter.
II ARK*— At Orland. July II. to Mr aad
Adeibert Marks, a daughter.
PINKHAM —At Bucks port. Aug A to Mr
Mr* Adeibert Piskham. a daughter.
rEEL-At Long Island. Ang i. to Mr and
William L Teel, a daughter.
WARREN—At Brewer. Aug A, to Mr and
Ebea • Warren, of Otis, a sou.
YORK—West Penobscot, Aug iO. to Mr
Mr* WiCiam E York, a son.

visiting

Moore, of North Ellsworth,
daughter. Mrs. Hiram

her

Frank Sargent and wife, of Belfast, are
isitmg Mrs. Sargent’s parents, Charles B
James and wife.
%

George Maddocks,
Brockton. Mass.,
has teen visiting his
parents, Benjamin
Maddocks and wife.

j

re-

j
;
i

j

j

Fire

With E. J.

Mrs. Annie Camber’s Sunday school
cia-s gave an entertainment and sociable
at the camp parsonage
Wednesday even-

Mr*
Mrs
and
Business. Shorthand and Te4d*rrmphy Course* of this School together with the help of its
Position OMrtaeBt ha# been the moans of startup thousands if yousc Mm and Woerven
oo the road to a successful career in the Busane** World.
What it has done for other* it i*
reasonable to suppose it can do for you. Write for Free Catakc.

THE

Mrs
Mrs

F. L.

and

cake

were

sold.

Congregational
Church

Fred Chamberlain and little daughAnnie, of Waterviiie, returned to their

j
j home

BRADY,

Mrs.

;

j

Annie

....

I

ELECTRIC ALw^nc*^

-■

Ful

SXOF»
1

I

NORTH

ELLSWORTH.

Mrs. H. F. Mad docks it it home, after
extended viait at Bar Harbor.

paleness, nervousness,1

builds up the whole system. I

Get It today In usual liquid form or
chocolated tablets called Sarsatsba,

invests

lost

rtcaas.

is

which the adsertiser

•Lsawnworth

CSt

s/J/A
BOSTON

Vf

Co«H;ss.'ON nERCHA^
REMOVAL
July 28, 1913

R. F. HIMftf£L£;N.

PtBPWTMS
Hill Cars pass the

door

*«!

We opened our new store
39-41

COMMERCIAL

ST.

This is the best equipped store in
boston in our line.

Ship

us

MEATS and FARM PRODUCTS

Whipple,
Proftaeumal tarts.

MECHANICAL Engineer

II .SCOT T

ALICE

SPECIALTY MADE OF

Land

HEBRON ACADEMY
Fouodcd

1804

Hebron, Maine

Laundry

Without circulation
lisher may demand.
there can ha no results, and without

ffommisstan ffirrrhants.

CONVENIENCES

SORRENTO, MAINE.

Bead for Catalogue
Many advertisers forget that adsartis- 1 ror Girls nnd Boys.
Ing space in a newspaper is valued acELLSWORTH
iordiug to the circulation of that paper. I
itearn
and Bath Rooms.
Advertising space in a journal without
•WO PAT. WO WASH IB."
circulation is dear at any pries the pubIll kinds of laundry work done *t short notice.

money

M. L THURSTON.

CIVIL

•

Cures a:l humors, catarrh and i
rheumatism, relieves that tired I
feeling, restores the appetite, >

Ellsworth

The advertisements below represent some ol
the leading houses ol New
Eugland. Our
readers will doubtless find them ol value.

TRANSIENT RATES

Albert L.

Sarsaoarilla

insults the

ALL MODERN

i

Hoods

FIXTURES.
Sap,tic Ctaarfall. Oim*
MOOR.

iu

between

Conveniently Located for
people Attending Conventions.
Every courtesy and attention shown
ladies travelling alone

Munjoy

hay.

Wins,

M

and

!

:

of

ANDREW M.
Building. state St..

BOOMS CatT si M PO BAY AM UP.
BOOM AM BOAJtS S2 9* Ptt BAY AM Iff

Stomisaainv-

cures

New City Hall
Monument Square
Only Fireproof Hotel in the State

Midway

in granite and marble furnished
in best material and workmanship at lowest prices. Work
set anywhere—in the ?tate ol
out. Shops at

H. W. DUNN.

Nearly all the men in the neighbcrhood
made a “haying-bee" for Hillman Heath,
Saturday, and cat and housed the re..-.■'-

Kstey

SSI CHASE HOUSE

Cien Mary St., Bar Harbor.

Mim Frances Richardson, who has bees
quite ill at her home here, is able to ait up.

mainder of his

1913

Water St., Ellsworth,
an

AX

AND
Ew.auu

“The Homelike House for Maine Folks*’

Memorials

Miss Mildred

Wilson, of Beverly. Mass.,
is visiting Miss Adelia Barron. Misses
Julia and Adelia Barron and Miss Wilson
spent a few days recently at Beech Hill

1882

Lines

ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES

WHEN IN PORTLAND

Mary Bonsey.

Miss Persia Meader, of Hancock, N\ H.,
is spending August with her parents.
J. C. Meader and wife.

pond.

]

DAVID FRIEND,

StrornlKSirtjs.

Mitchell has returned to
Watt Pownal, after visiting her sister.

j

Twenty Years’ Experience.

Saturday.

Mi.se

HONEST PRICES

A report of the exercises at
the observance of the 100th EDWARD F.
Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
anniversary of the founding
Telepboce $-5.
of the First Congregational
church of Ellsworth has been
Repairing. Cleansing. Pressing
compiled and published in
GARMENTS
pamphlet form. This pamMen's and Women's.
iphlet is on sale (price 50e per
at the bookstore of Miss
, copy)
! J. A. Thompson. The pro- Ellsworth,
Maine
\ ceeds will be donated to the
church.

days.

Mrs.

Hot Water Heating. Furnace
Work and Jobbing.

Persons! attention to all details.
Telepihooe
or maul orders prompts attended to.

HALE—At Wellington. Mas*. Aug 7. Harriet,
widow of (ieorge W Halt, formerly of Ellsworth. aged 7« years. < months. 2 days.
BIGGINS —At Ellsworth, Aug 10, Bioa B
Higgins, aged SO years. 6 months.
fOUTO— At Sedgwick. July 30. Joseph F G
Young, sged 64 year*. 7 months.

week.

PLUMBING,
HONEST WORK:

DIED.

Mrs. Fred Wescott and children visited
: her parents, G. B. Foyd and wife, last

G. D. HARDEN. Treasurer, Rarvgw, Maine

Centennial

BROWN—At Orland. Aug
5, Mrs Annie
Brown, aged 7%S years.
Deer
4.
DOW—At
Isle. Aug
infant daughter of
Mr aad Mrs Crockett Dow. aged 4 day*.
GRAY
At South
Penobscot. Aug 8. Mrs
Maria F Gray, aged 7S year*. 7 months, h)

Pro-

SHAW, Pres>ier.t, Portland. Maine.

and

—

ter

WALSH, ELLSWORTH.

and

MARRIED.

DOLLAKDTOW X.

j

Insurance

I-

BROWN —ROYAL—At Ellsworth. Aug 3. by
Wilson Lindsey, of Mil bridge, who has
Rev P A A Kii.am, Mis* Hate. A Brow a to
been Tinting at John McNamara s, reRalph Royal, both of Ellsworth.
CON
ARY—THOMPSON—At Sunshine. Aug A
turned home this morning.
by Rev J H Wale*. Mrs Hitty W Coaary to
Arthur L Thompson, both of Deer I*!e.
Blanche and Dorothy Lelard. of Bar
At Ellsworth. Aag 7, by
Harbor, spent the past two weeks with IOY—CAMPBELL—
Rev R B Mathews. Mia* Marion E Joy. of
their grandmother, Mrs. Francis MeEi.sworth, to Dr Charles W Campbell, of
Nanton. Alberta. Can.
Gown.
LURVEY—COLBY—At Rockland. Aug 7. by
R*v J. O. Backlund, wife and two
Rev Mr Ufjord. Mis* Dorothy B Lurvey to
;
William W Colby.
children, of Boston, are occupying the
ECHTERNACHT
WILSON
At Sedgwick.
DeW itt bouse through August. They nave
Aag 7. by Rev V. :*ha Sanderson. Mi*s Ethel
as their guest Miss M. Brown, a
M
Wilson.
f Sedgwick, to Dr Harry F
missionEchtercaoat. of Marshalltown. Iowa.
ary.

ing. Ice-cream
ceeds, $5.25.

j

be protected from fire by piecing their

BOBU.

Danico.

the

owners will

Insurance, Real Estate.

FO

Mrs. Louisa
is

|

Get on the Safe Side of the Fence,
Before it is too Late

Ar

week,
of

ME

•iiiiiiiiitmiiHiimmtiimmtitiiiiirHiiimimmitiimiimfiimiiiitiiiitinniiuimi'*'

MARINE LIST.

Miw Lillian Giles, of Boston, visited
Hiram Dan ice and wife last week.

Jordan U baying bioeberrie*
to Bangor «i;n bis

Ospt. George H. Sperry, of Surry, reHuman Incredulity.
sponded tor the delegation from that
Tell a man that there are 270.169.town. Surry gave Booeeveit forty vote*
will believe you.
**st fall; that thia fall Lawrence won't get (25.481 ztars and he
But if a sign say* “fresh paint” be
ten it confidently asserted.
to maka a personal inrssttt-'heer upon cheer greeted W. E. Brsg- will have
itoo, of Franklin, a progreaalve, when he gttlou.—Cincinnati Enquirer.
announced that ha waa for Mr. Peters and
Mads**.
that ha should do all hs could to help
“So you want to become my seo-te*i«« him.
Franklin cast eighty-two
tor Boomveil.
Dr. 8. 8. DaBeck law, ehl"
"T-yes. MJ“-®at la. if yeu eaa aM
tbinke at laaat two-tbird* of this vote
will this tall
Sherman 8. lt~ Diim Transcript
foe paters.

bas

ml his bride.

—

FROM OCT OF TOWS.

Campbell

>! the late

XICOLIX.

mrrymg them
automobile track.

o'clock In the morning.
Nobody seemed to mind the lover
stationed outside the shutter with
which the iron bars forbade him the
closest contact, and It Is only fair to
He was
say that he minded nobody
there when we went in and there when
when
we came out, and it appears that
it is a question of lovemaking time U
no more an object in Spain than In the
United States. The scene would have
been better by moonlight, but you cannot always have it moonlight, and the
sun did very well: at least the lover
did not seem to miss the auxin.—W. D.
Howells in Harper’s Magazine.

the

cm

Mr*. Asa A.
Wash., before going to Nsnton.
The groom is an Ells worth boy,

brother.

_

district,
fictional differences, to be misrepresented
ui
Congress.

•IlfUllimilllllHHIHUimiPUHl ItlllIttIt'IIIUMHIOtlllMiltlllllllUIIUIIHIlltnilUtKIM

West. They will
Alberta, Can., where

Xanum.

at

aster.

of

but a report, and he made one—full of turned to Beet on.
encouragement, assurance and hope. He
A Idea K. Hasletn. wife and daughter
bad during the past two weeks visited
Josephine and Mrs. Sarah Hastens visited
town
in
Hancock
counpractically every
at Machias through toe csleoration.
ty. he had found that it was not true
Miss Leah Jordan gave a lawn party at
that every man who voted for Roosevelt
There
her borne Wednesday afternoon.
la«t November waa going to vote tbe proA pleasant time
were twenty-six present.
next
month.
On
tbe
conticket
gressive
Refresh menu
mas spent playing games.
trary, outside tbe leaders, so-called, the mere served.
rank and file of the great body of thoee
H.
Aug. U.
who voted for Roosevelt were going to j
vote for Peterm, aod were going to do it
LOVEMAKING IN SPAIN.
first, because
mainly for two reasons
they were anti-democratic, and second,
It ft Dont R ght Out In the Open, arid
because they were convinced that the
No On* Seen.* to Mind It.
surest way of beating tbe democrat was
The best of the Aicaiar t* the Aloato unite on that one of the opposing can1 would not Ignore
didates more likely to win, and that lar gardens. But
the homelike charm of tbe vast court
Peter* and not Law react was that man.
by which you enter from the street
FROM THE DISTRICT.
outside to the paiaee beyond It is
The next speaker was Col. F. H. Parkplanted casually about with rather
burst, of Bangor, chairman of tbe repub- shabby orange trees that children were
lican State committee, who while not a
playing under and was dee-orated with
voter in the third diatncl, was, he said,
the week's wash of the tow, simple
intensely interested in the outcome, as j dwellings which may be hired at a
w** the rest of tbe State.
rental moderate even for Seville, where
The sentiment of the district, he de- a handsome and commodious bouse lo
clared, was unquestionably and over- a good quarter rents for $<30 a year.
whelmingly against the democratic freeOne of those two story cottages, as
trade policy now being enacted into the
we should cal! them, in the antecourt
l»w at Washington. The democrat was
of the AJcaiar had for the student of
fceaten already if It were not for the unof
Spanish life the special advantage
fortunate split in the republican party.
a lover close to a ground floor window
Should the democrat win, the country dropping tender nothings down through
at Urge won't know or care bow he won;
the slats of the shutter to some maiden
bis election will be accepted as an expres- lurking witmn.
•ion of the majority opinion of the disThe nothlnge were so tender that you
trict, which would not be the fact.
could not hear them drop. and. besides,
they were Spanish nothings, and it
be presented tbe situation in tbe district
would not hsve served any purpose for
u he saw
it, sod in a most impressive the stranger to listen for them. Once
msnner urged everyone to do bit handafterward we taw the national courtsomest to
unite tbe anti-democratic ship going on at another casement, but
strength, vote for Peters and protection,; that was at night, and here the presod not permit the
ea a result of
cious first sight of it was ottered at 10

and his bride left

risit his mother at

a

left

la*: meek.

Miss

Campbell

reside

family.
Joseph McKenney, who bss been visiting Alexander Rogers and family, left,
Friday for his home in Brookline. Mass.
HI* daughter. Miss Mary McKenney, who

Jordan visited friends in

Carolyn Baxter, who ba§ been
speech, guest of W. B. Hastings and wife, baa
Mr.

For Sale

pea*.

and

WALTHAM.

Wt .'II.

Dr.

picnic
dinner in company with Frank L. Heath

Congress.”

The meeting got right down to business.
It cboa* Cot. H. E. Hamlin, chtir-

sweet

ifternoon train for the

spending a week here with Arthur W.
dais bury and wife.
They went to Mid-

_

fit

of

Fred Tinker, of this city, and Mias Bath
Mitchell, of Chicopee Fail*. Mass.

are

landing Sunday, enjoying

bouquet

ILAMSON & HUBBARD J
FALL AND WINTER STYLES
J
By
reliable
CLOTHING
Ellsworth.
CO.,
|

The bride’s gown eras ol
white silk, and the carried

After the ceremony then was an inrefreshments being
reception,
•erred by
Mrs. Charles Joy snd Mrs,

Sunday.

dock*

orer

formal

Mrs Richmond l. Moore went to Bangor Monday to consult with s doctor in
reward to a throat trouble tor which the
underwent an operation several weeks
•CoFrank Haalsm sad wife, of Bar Harbor,

*

resorted to.

were

loom kvek.

home

From Sorrento—Percy L. Aiken.
From Sullivan—W. O. Emery.

wife.

white lace

vociferous

Jr.,

were

|

were of tweet peas, asparages fern and potted plants. The imb
snd groom were attended by Charles W

quick

were

proon'i

bouse decorations

Mr. Kiiiaa e
Mrs. Charles E. Carter and too Everett
response.
Belfast, are nut tag Mrs. Garter's
For s day or two preceding the meeting announcement that, though a progressive, of
he should support Mr. Peter* Wf.a greeted brother. Eugene Whittaker.
t£Jere was general talk on tbe street about
with load applause. He is opposed to Mr.
Mrs. Ella For spent Sunday in W stihsnt
tbe Wisdom of getting together somewhere on Monday night and informally i Pattangall because be is a democrat and a with her children, who are speoding the
free-trader.
He
favors
Mr.
Peters
not
sod
over
a
line
things
on
summer with Joseph and
getting
talking
Mary Fox.
Conferences of tbit sort only because be is the beet equipped tor
the situation.
Mr*. Era M. Ayer has teen camping for
a
but
also
his
in
because,
and
ofleoer
Congressman
than
are common enough,
several days at BUI Day's landing, the
otherwise prove of value to tbe party judgment, be stands a better chance of guest of her cousin. Mrs J.S. Donovan.
than
Mr.
election
Lawrence.
It
was
them.
an
affair of this
holding
Misses Clara and Beatrice McPherson,
FSOXt OPT OT TOUTS.
fort which «ss originally arranged for.
of Bangor, are visiting here with their
n< body soppoeing (bat it would amount
Franklin was represented at the meeting grandparent*,
Llewellyn Kincaid and
to mor? than tbe usual smoke-talk, a
by W. E. Bragdcn. S. S. Senmmoo, L. C. wife.
little rubbing of elbows and comparison Kragdon, Dr. S. S. DeBeck. Boyd A. Bia.*Mrs. W. K. Davis spent Wednesday and
of notes.
dell and Samuel Bragdcn.
Thursday of last week st Shsdy Nook, the
Imagine tbe astonishment, not to say
From Burry were;
George H. a perry.
of her cousins at the Burriii cotsatisfaction, of tbe managers when long j W. E. PhUiipe. George H. Phillips, W. M. guest
tage.
before the hour set for tbe opening of the Smith, D. J. Curtis, aad George Cousins.
Mr*. Alice Cunningham and daughter,
meeting, men began to drop into Grand
From Bluehtil came Jndge Fernet B.
Army ball; more came and still more, Snow, Ward W. Weseott. C. F. Wascot:. of Bar Harbor, who have been visiting her
aunt. Mrs. Frank E. Fernald, returned
Beats quickly became j
end then some.
and Mr. Saunders.
and

recent death of the

Esther, the wedding was qaiet. only tin
immediate Catn.lies being present. TtM

OoodsenUed

tor

nnd delivered.

H. B. ESTEY A CO.
El I. worth. Me
buy BqlMinr SUM 8t

Surveying, Designs,
Specifications and Estimates
of costs of Dams, Retaining j
Walls, Mill, Factory and Hy-j
draulic Structures and Equip-:
nieuts.

J)R.

New Location Manning Blk.
Office Day: FRIDAY
Baafor Office : 12 Grove St

IRA B. HAGAN, Jr.,
Oivil
Land

Engineer,
Surveyor.

ELLSWORTH FALLS, ME.

P. 0. Bax 7.

P. J.

FLAGG,

Veterinarian.

Dr.H. W.OSGOOD

Kansas

Subscribe for The America*

TYPEWRITING. ACCOUNTING AND
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Safe Deposit A Trust Co., o# Portland, for furnishing Probate and Surety Bonus
Agent Oliver Typewriter, typewriter supplies
Oor. Mam and Water Stau (over Moore's Drug
Store). Ellsworth. Me.

OFFICE AT

WEST

BROOKSVILLS,

X)R

WILLIAM

MATXE.

SEMPLE,

OSTEOPATH.
IX ELLSWORTH TUESDAYS .ad FRIDAYS

Bangor office: The Colonial.
3

Honrs

5 p. m.

nMMnqMmaSHrtiNMM Mtota
tk4 nun

dottor. »« (, worth.

I COUNTY NEWS.

has
will

Mr. and

BROOKJ JN.

Steuben,

Kane returned to Addisou Mon-

H. S.

COUNTY NEWS.

and;son Cecil, of
visiting George Kinaldo and

Mrs. Smith

are

Brown visited relatives here

I Sunday.
Merchant, of Somesville, has moved
C. W. Brown is employed in J. W. Herhis family into Arthur Kief’s home at the
I1 rick’s livery stable.
ferry.
Miss Laura Tracy is acting as organist
Fredrick Uerrish, who has been visiting
Lew

R.

Bab son has returned to Roxbury,

Mass.
Mrs.

Wallace Smith, who has been ill, is

better.

his

Miss Annie Dollard visited in Stoningtou this week.

Charles Bunker and two children,
West Somerville, Mass., are visiting
Henry Bunker and wife.

Miss Rose Judge, of Boston, is visiting
mother, Mrs. Susan Judge.
C. L. Sturtevant, of Washington, D. C.,

family at Haven.
Miss Kate Redding, of Boston,

ing

a

his

few weeks at

is

spend-

C. L. Parker’s.

Cunningham, who spent last week
home, returned to his work Monday.
Mrs. Ruby McFarland and daughter
Blanche, of Portland, are visiting in town.
F. D.

to
two

weeks here.

Fred Earle and Mr. Hutchings, of Lynn,
are
visiting his parents, J. W.
Earle and wife.

A water carnival will

H. E. Atherton's

Brooklin library circle will hold a
at I. O. O. F. hall Wednesday afternoon
evening, Aug. 20.
Mrs. Byron Sellers and children, who
have spent several months in town, have

and

|

wife, of
days at

brother and

Mass., spent

Worcester,
sale
! Shady Nook last week.

a

few

are

j

since bis death with her
Mrs. Lottie Kumill and Miss

and

nieces,

|

Linda Smith.

be

held

at

wife,

Prof.

Fennelly spent a few days last
Harbor.

O’Donnell Iselin and

family

have taken

Smallirige cottage opposite

ball house for the

the

Kim-

wife and two little

Frederick I. Phillips, who has been receiving medical treatment in a Boston
hospital, returned home last week.

_

is

Use Femme.

a

Mrs. J. T. Main.

guest

!

week-end guest of Rev. E. 8. Drew. Rev.
James Greer, of Concord, N. H., has also
been Mr. Drew’s guest, conducting the
services

at

the

morning, Aug.

summer.

Huddleston,
(laughters, of Orono, were guests oT Pres.
A hardwood door was laid in the union
John McPhearson and family, of Brook- Fellows and
family Saturday.
church last week. This together w ith the
line, Mass., are visiting Mrs. McPbearWillis Bailey and wife, with friends alterations
son's mother, Mrs. Naomi Allen.
recently completed, makes tbe
from Bangor,
spent Sunday with Mr. church a pleasant place for worship.
Miss Aletba Roberts, of Northfleld, Vt.,
Bailey's sister, Mrs. Amanda Phelps.
Rev. Henry Gow, of Hampstead, Eng.,
who is spending the summer at SargentGeorge Lord and wife, of Sullivan, spent preached at the union church Sunday
ville, was the guest of her cousins, the
a
few days here last
week with his
Misses Dollard, last week.
morning. Next Sunday the service will
brother, W. N. Lord, and sister, Mrs. be conducted by President Rush Khees, of
Rev. Mr. Furbrash, of Buffalo, N. Y..
Hattie Trim.
Rochester university.
preached at the Baptist church Sunday
R.
Aug. 11.
A service in memory of the late Bishop
morning to an appreciative audience,
Dosne was held in Saint Mary's-by-theRev. Arthur Tarbell sang a solo. Dr. Paul
PENOBSCOT.
Sea Sunday morning.
Addresses were
Sperry, of Brockton, Mass., was organist.
Mr*. Howard Leach and friend, of Midmade by Bishop
David H. Greer, Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Morse, of Orange City, | dittown. Conn., are visiting here.
Charles F. Lee and George W. Pepper.
Fla., who have spent several weeks in ~Misa Bernice Varnum is in Calais viaitAug. 11.
Em?.
town, leave Tuesday for Springfield, Mass., ing her aunt. Miss Maude Wardm’elL
where they will visit on their way home.
PROSPECT
HARBOR.
Mrs. Carrie Madison and Miss Evelyn
Mrs. Morse was formerly Miss Frances
Miss Emily Edwards, of Jackson, Mich.,
Dwelley, of Franklin, are guests of F. N.
Watson, of this town.
Bowden and wife.
of
enjoyable family

Emerson, of Worcester, Mass.,
granddaughters of the late Nathan H.
Powers, formerly of Brooklin.
Unk Femme.
Aug. 11.
FRANKLIN.
C. E. Dwelley visited in Machias last
week.

Woodruff has returned
Ridley Park, Pa.
Mrs. M. A. Brown, of Washington, D.
M.

C. arrived Saturday.
The moving pictures are^well patronized
each Tuesday evening.
The recital

evening

was

John
Portland,

by Miss] Guillon Friday
enjoyed.
Springer and daughter, of

much

W.
are

guests at “Green Gabies ’.

Miss Alice Verana

Wednesday

on

Bunker

her return

to

Washington,

D. C.

Mrs. Elizabeth Bragdon and ^daughter
Gertrude, of Houlton, are visiting relatives here and in

Mr9. F.

adjourning

towns.

L.

Swan, with ||her" Sunday
school class of young ladies, enjoyed a
day’s outing at Dwelley’s point Friday.

is

visiting Mrs. Kben

James Tweedie, of Cambridge, Maas., is
here for his annual vacation.
Mrs. James Tweedie and sister. Miss
Coggins, went to Calais Friday for
a short
visit with their uncle, Capt.
George Lord.
Eunice

Prof. Raymond McFarland and family,
Middlebury, Conn., are spending a few
days with bis parents, D. Y. McFarland
and wife, before occupying the Stephen
Leland cottage at East Lamoine for the
of

remainder of their vacation.

The Misses

J. W. McKay

in

was

Bangor

last

week.
Andrew

Martin

has

returned to his

Harbor.

Mrs. Mabe. Duby, of Bangor, is spend-

Higgins’.
Chester Lounder, who baa been ill, has
returned to his work at Washington Juncher \acation at

George

W.

Mrs. Lounder and children

tion.

W. H. Sterling and wife, of Dorchester,
of
Mass, and Miss Phyllis Watson,
Lowell, Mass., who have spent three
weeks at E. W. Cleaves’, left Sunday.
Mrs. Ella V. Johns and Miss Lotie are
guests for two weeks at Alfred Hamilton’s.
Miss
Gertrude
Bickford, of
Rochester, N. H., is also a guest there.
w

_

FRANKLIN ROAD.

ing

Rev. Mr. Bronson, of the Presbyterian
church, Philadelphia, will preach at Union
church next Sunday morning at 10.45.
Mrs. Elizabeth Storra, of Jamaica Plain.
Mass., with daughter Helen, is visiting
her father, E. W. Cleaves.

Y.

Aug. 11.

home in Bar

Mrs. Lena Dwelley and daughter Evelyn
are
visiting among old-home people in
Penobscot.

Young

Miss Anna

; Whittaker in Bar Harbor.

Mrs.

will’ leave

relatives here.

NORTH LAMOINE.

Adelia

Mrs. Robert

ing Mrs. Sherman
Hancock.

visitat West

ho

are

at

Moore, of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
their

McFarland

summer

home

for the

month, spent the week-end with their
Mrs. Waiter P. Hewms, of Mil-

oousin,
bridge.

•

Baptist

3.

Northeast Hareu route for
Gouldsboro, where she will visit relatives.
in town

was

Wednesday

Aug. 7,

with

Philadelphia

8.

a

Charlotte

dinner in

Mrs. L.

P. Cole entertained

a

party of

at lea Thursday for the
young ladies
Misses Vose, of Portland.
Miss Helen

Cole, of Waterviile,
of Brooklyn, N. Y.,
Aug. 11.

Misses Moore,
in the party.
C.

and the
were

_

and

wife and
at

Mrs.

.\ugBaptist sale will be held Aug. it,
Smith
and
Heqry
daughter 1*)^.
thy, of New York, are visiting at y ,

Smith's.

\y,|"
,u'p

Au*U-

__Liuc.

SULLIVAN HARBOR,
Rev. H. rf. Ssunderson will preach
lt
the union church, next Sunday alter
noon
at 3 o’clock.
KITI'KKV

Washington.

r«

UAICflllll

Mrs. Aramede Tarbng,
,t
Bath, was burned Saturday. Lose, Fri,i*o
Col. Edwin M. Fuller, for lorty years a
The house of

delightful reunion occurred at the
T. Small and wife Sunday,
Aug. 3, when their three daughters and
four sons all gathered at the *o!d home, I practising physician and surgeon in Bath,
with husbands
wives
and children
| died Friday, aged sixty-three years. Hs
was a past grand commander of the
seventeen in all. A pleasant day was spent.
grind
Before separating, a
photograph of the romnwndery of Masons in Maine.
—

WEST EDEN.

were

wss

honor of

Master Fred Uonya, of Bar Harbor, is
visiting his uncle, C. M. Rich.

Irving Phillips,

U»„D "

Mr. Smith will arrive later.
Isaac Stanley and nephew John
Nov! left Thursday in the sloop Belle
j,'
with Reggie King as captain, (or
Caatiu,
and other places on business.
Mr. Stan,
ley also went to Brewer to sec Mrs. su„.
1
Ivy at the hospital. Sue is gaining.
hopes to be borne soon.
Mrs. Emily Haynes died
Sunday mm,,,
ingat the home of her sister, Mrs.
Ham King. She bad been a
patient
lerer since her return in the
spring lr,,0
Bangor hospital, her case being
non need
hopeless, she had been t.-nderlV
cared for by her sister and daughter
and
wilt be missed by all.
Lottie,

home of A.

o’clock. Rev. Walter F. Greenman, of the
Unitarian church of Milwaukee, Wia.,
will preach.

of Bangor,

h,

Mrs.

A

Religious services will be held in Chinning church next Sunday afternoon #t 3

xlfcbcrtisnnrntB.

two children,
Phillips* home

lest week.

Mrs. Arvilla Bovoe, of Haverhill,
her
Mrs.
visiting
sister,
Knowles.

^lass.,

ia

Miss
bible

Lottie

Margaret Koch, principal of Bethel
school, Spencer, Mass., called on

Mrs.

who is

_

_

Mabel Fernaid, of Camden, is the
guest of Miss Lae 11a F. Brown.
Miss

twenty-one feet long, five and onehalf feet beam, and ia equipped with a
six-horse power engine.
Avis Foss, who, with Mr. Foss, spent
ner vacation with H. A. Murch and wife,
left Thursday to join her husband at
where he has

a

position

at

Mr. Foss prethe life-saving station.
ceded her to go on duty Aug. 1.
Spec.
Aug. U.
__

BIRCH HARBOR.
Misses Persia and Carolyn Voae, of Porthave returned home, after visiting
relatives here.

land,

Mrs.

visiting in town.
Donald Fhelpe
Mrs. Bradbury .Smith returned from
ia

Booth, of New York, was here
last week on business.
Seventy-five attended the Bunker reunion at K. of F. hall Thursday.
The Maine Seaboard Granite Co. ia
start

making preparations to
of paving-cutters this fail.

a large crew
E. C. Gordon

hospital

Bangor.

in

Dr‘

...

_

is

after

home,

operation

at

the

Hampshire

for

a

week

before

re-

turned to his home in Fitchburg, Mass.
C.
Aug. 10.
_

Emery

lost

a

Robert Farren has gone to Best
months.

on

for

a

W. Benn, of Lawrence, Mass.,
is visiting her sister, Mrs. Henry Bartlett.
Mrs. Helen Stover and children, of Bar
Harbor, Bpent last week at Wilson Eaton’a.
Hubbabd.
Aug. 11.
WEST GOULD8BORO.
at

preach.

much

improved

in

church next 9unday mornDaniels will

10.45, Rev. E. P.

__________

The
a temper-tester.
yon scratch the worse it itches. Doan's
skin
Ointment cores piles, rose ms
any
Itching. At all drug-store*.—Bde*.

Any skin Itching is

more

—

Moore.

4

M. J. Atherton and family
Atherton” for August.

__

j

■

Miss Margaret Prentiss, of Bangor,
Evans, of Colorado Springs, and
MissGuyor, of Rockford, ill., were their
guests Friday.
tage.
Mrs.

Aug. 9.

|

| |

are

at

“Castle

Hava Your Children Worms?
Are they feverish, restless, nervous, irriDo they contable. diuy or constipated?
tinually pick their nose or grind their teeth?
Have they cramping pains, irregular and
ravenous
appetite? These are all signs of
worms.
Worms not only cause your child
suffering, but stunt Its mind and growth.
Give “Kickapoo Worm Killer" at once.
It
kills and removes the worms, improves your
child's appetite, regulates stomach, liver and
bowels. The symptoms disappear and your
child is made happy and healthy, as nature
intended. All druggists or by ausil. 26c.
KICKAPOO INDIA* M KDICINE CO.,
ft. Loafs, Mo.
PhiladnipAta, Pa.

The rich, hoary *yrup used in Clicquot
Club Ginger Ale is made of purerranulated sugar refined especially for us.
Cheap ginger ale b usually sweetened
with saccharin (unless forbidden by
State laws), tastes accordingly, and has
no more body than the water of which
it is chiefly composed.
Clicquot Club Syrup is made of pure
sugar and imported ginger root of the
finest quality.

j
|

j

|
£

j;

lu iUht om-

Chips.

THE MONT.
Leslie Rich and

family

came

home from

yrsmnt UmI>0

Mark Island last week.
Mrs.

Stanley

GINGER ALE

and children have returned

Bangor.
Gap!. John Latty

to

rcngratulations

ind

on

Guptill

W. A.

been

and wife

are

the birth of

receiving

a son.

t

wife., of Portland,
visiting Lewis Chaffee

and

\
j

wife, have returned home.

J£

Mrs. J. A. Thurston and granddaughter,
Ruth Wilson, of Portland, have returned
home, after spending six weeks with Miss
May Rich.
Aug. 10._
Kin.

I, delirious In flavor, It, sparkling
•n«p refreshes more then any liquid
that ever
passed you, lip* and there i,
real stimulus in 1U pure (pnKer element.
Telephone now for a case. You will
never be
without it once you have
luted it.

fOtker
l

|

ClUjmat /lavcn: Birth Beer,]
Boat Bear, Sariaparilia, Lem 9m
Shit amd Oramge Bhaaphate.

The Clicquot Qub Co., Millis, Mass.

=dJ

Anthony Bye left Sunday for Rockland,
where he has

employment..

A. F.

Hill, of Attleboro. Mess., was at
Mrs. Hatch's a few days last week.
Bertie Seekings is entertaining hia
cousins, Ralph and Edwin Seekings.
The

aid society, assisted by
Stomngton, gate a social in
the hail Thursday evning.
Mrs. Dudley Fifleld
was
called to
Northboro last weak by the Illness of her
Slater, Mre. Lewis Sparrow.
H.
Aug. 8. _'_
ladies’

friends from

M’KINLKY.
F. Lawton ia at home for his
tWh.
A.

Young, of South Portland, is in
town for a few daye.
L. M. Higgins, of Malden, Mas*., visited
D. L. Richardson recently.
Mrs. Charles Huntley is visiting her parAustin

ents, D. F. Norwood sad wife.
A bate-bait game between Swan's Island and McKinley teams is scheduled for
Aug. 19.

Aug.

U._P.

M.

WEST 8TONTNGTON.
Ralph Johnson remains in poor health.
Mrs. sterling Barbour is visiting in

and three children, of
Ogier,
are visiting relatives here.
Mias Maude Hamblen, who has spent her
vacation here, has reurned to Bostcu.
D. M. Fifleld arrived Saturday from
Portland, with his son Alvin, who has
been receiving medical treatment there.
Mum.
Aug. 9.
Lewis

wife

Camden,

_

"Ihaee been somewhat codtive, but Doss's
Regulate gave jnet the results desired. They
act mildly and regulate the bowele perfectly."
George B- Krause.
Adel.
toona, Pa.
—

1m

Walnut Are., Al-

—

PNEUMATIC A | stops your paiu or
break* up your cold In one hour. It’*
marvellous. Applied externally. All

druggists.

Tobacco That Comes To You
Cut Up, Comes Dried Up

raca-

Bluehill.

Friends here of Mrs. Philena Folger, of
Boston, were grieved to hear of her death,
which occurred at a sanitarium in MasaaMothers!

j

Robert Haven ScbaufHer, of Greenbush. Mass., and Miss Amy Wilson, of !
Pittsburg. Pa., are at “Calico Rock” cot- !
Mrs.

11._N.
PRETTY MARSH.

Mrs. E.

At the union

He is

Howard J. Ober and daughter Kldora, of
White River Junction, Vt., arrived Saturday. Mr. Oter is head of the police department at WhiU River Junction, and
is also a government detective.

horse last week.

few

ing

hospital.

Aug.

PARTRIDGE COVE.
Edward

John Lunt arrived home last week from
Portland, where he has been treated at
the

jj

*

daughter
guests of Mrs. Holsey N. !

are

the

Bay side

health.

George Winslow, who has been visiting
here, left Thursday to join his family in

Wall
Suffered Keaeiua Fifty
Seems a long time to endure the awful
smarting, skin-disease,
burning, itching,

another name for
"tetter"
as
known
Seem* good to realiie, also, that
Bcierns
Hobsuo * tosma Ointment has proven
a nerfect cure.
I cannot auffiKeeney write*:
Mr*. D.
tor your
aviAn11t (xoreM my thank* to you
It ba* cured
Ointment.
Ecsema
Dr. Hobaon'*
or our
me
better, *» which ha* troubled
-Ail drucffiat*. or by mall, BOc
fifty
CUUflCAl CO.
Philadelphia, Pa.
gt. LouIs Mo.

successful

a

Boston Saturday.
William

Hancock

undergoing

New

WEST 8UJLLIVAN.

Byron

Ellen Fanning, of Astoria, N. Y.,
guest of Mrs. Bertha Robbins at
recently.
Hoad-Commissioner Rumill will begin
work to-day on the Bute road, a continuation of the strip built several y ears ago at
Center.
Miss

was

A lb. of Saccharin, worth
60c, sweetens the same
amount of Gingef Ale as a
barrel of Sugar, worth $16.

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

E. W. Fanning, of Astoria, N. Y.,
spending the summer at Bernard,
M.
was here Friday.
Aug. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilson, of Bangor, and
BAR HARBOR.
Burton Fernaid, of Mt. Desert, were guests
At the Unitarian church next Sunday
at Mrs. Hannah Heath’s recently.
morning at 10.45, Rev. Walter F. Green
Irving Phillips and wile, of Bangor, J. L.
man, of the Unitarian church, Milwaukee,
Fogg and wife, of Weal Eden, and John
Wi*., will preach. Mr. Greenman is one
Pray, of Hartford, Conn^ were at Mrs. C.
of the leading representatives of UnitariD. Sawyer's Thursday.
an ism in the central West.
He is a HarAug. 9.
N.
of the class 1885.
After

boat is

Virginia

SEAL COVE.

_

mV

cottage

wife and aon
last week in

The

Mm.
Kva P. Ha use, it being her birthday. The
hostess was Miss Caroline Gasket!, and
the guests were
Miss Lucy Msdevis,
Mias May Finch Story, Frank potman and
wife and Mr. and
Mrs. Hause, all
of

Sunday

church

Elizabeth

14,1

spent a few days
Bangor.
The ladies'aid society of the
Methodut
church held a sale at Ward's
hail

Charles T. Schroedar, of Faneull, Mara.,
is at “The Thistle”.

The

Mrs. Martha Perry, of

I
bor,

who have

are

Daniel Trefethern, of (Taunton, Mass.,
and Mrs. James Locke, of Kittery Point,
are visiting their sister, Mrs. Josiah G.
Bunker; also Mrs. H. L. Springer and two
a
sons, of Foxcroft. |Mrs. Springer is
daughter of Mrs. Bunker, and with her |
sisters, Misses Alice and Katharine, the
party of eight went by automobile to Bar vard graduate
Harbor Monday.
leaving the Harvard divinity school, he
B.
had pastorates at Fitchburg and WaterAug. 11.
town, Mass., going thence to the imporR. H. William*, of West Franklin, baa tant Unitarian church at Milwaukee some
recently finished |a motor-boat which he five years ago.
has built at his place on Main street. The

Spruce Head,

Lyle Newman,

*

u

.Mr. Kaler. of Rockland, la
v|„tjn
niece, Mr». Verney King.

Harold and Joaeph Seller* arrived borne
from Boston Saturday.

opened

,on

McKinley.

reunion took

Arizona,

to

week at

Chicago,

in town.

Mrs. French and daughter, and Miss
The M iases Vose, of Portland, were re- friends here last Wednesday.
place Richardson, of Brewer, were recent guests cent guests of Mrs. L. P. Cole.
Mrs. Judith Kittredge is at home; also
at the home of Harold Powers on Sunday
William Seilers and wife.
her son Charles, of Athol, Maas., who is
Mrs. George A. Dodge, of Ellsworth, is
jofCapt.
evening of last week, the occasion being
Carlton Poole, wife and daughter Vir- visiting her mother, Mrs. Lucy Coombs.
spending his vacation here, and her
Mr. Powers’ birthday anniversary. The
Mrs. Marion Whitten, of North) ginia, of Portland, are spending their vadaughter,
B.
L.
of
is
Boston,
Hutchings,
spending
evening was pleasantly spent in renewing
east Harbor.
cation with F. R. Leach and w ifc.
his
with
his
C.
C.
Hutchvacation
father,
acquaintances and recalling old times, as I
Aug. 11._M.
George L. Bridges and wife, of Cam- ings.
many of those present had not met for
bridge, Mass., are in town for a few
several years. The party numbered fourMr. and Mrs. Kelley, of Jonesport, with
GOTT’B ISLAND.
Irving B. Kay and wife, visited relatives
teen, and represented four generations. weeks, at the home of William Bridges.
Mrs. Hattie Norwood is employed by
Penobscot chapter, O. E. 8., will hold its here Sunday.
Among the guests were Dexter Strout and
Frank Babbidge.
wife, of Newton Center, Mass.; Clarence annual sale and entertainment at the
W. F. Bruce and wife returned Friday
Frank Babbidge made a trip to EllsBillings ana wife, of New Haven, Conn.; i town hall Wednesday evening, Aug. 20. from an automobile trip through Aroosworth last week for a ipad of shingles.
Lee Powers, wife and son Foster, of Dor- j Every member is requested to contribute took
county.
Charles H. Welch, of Boston,
arrived
chester, Mass.; A. H. Mayo, wife and some useful or fancy article for the sale.
Mrs. J. B. Cote, of Waterviile, with her
Friday. Mrs. Welch will arrive to-day.
Wooplocke.
Aug. 11.
daugnter Helen, E. V. Morgan and wife,
Helen and Catbryn, is visiting
daughters
Mrs. Arthur E. Moore and.
of
and Misses Katherine and
An

of

the

week at Southwest

the

Mrs. Bertha Robinson, with little stepdaughter, of Somerville, Mass., is visiting
her aunt, Mrs. W. N. Lord.

Mass.

Auer. 11.

spent
late J. W.

and

swimming pool Thursday evening.
There was a large attendance at the Sat-

Thomas

Mass.,

Somerville,

been

Howe

__

at

returned to

her

William

Han set.
Mm. Elmer Stanley viaited her

guest at Birch

a

w

H. Powers and Gleason Allen came
from Boston Sunday for a short visit.
Lee

Llewellyn Herrick has returned
Somerville, Mass., after spending

with

it~^**
Au*10_Had,*.

group was taken on
lawn,
day long to be remembered.

SUNSET.
A. H. Sylvester i#
Tree Inn.
Mrs.

Mr. and Mrs. Irish, of Bangor, are
Charles I). Nye, wife and son and Mias
spending a week at the Freeman house.
! Neill. Nye are at “Ttie Kir,”.
Mrs. Benjamin darter, jr., with her two
Mrs. Lydia Smith, of Winter Harbor,
C. 8. Paris and wife and Lillian Know!*
children, is visiting Benjamin darter, »r.
and Mrs. Lillian Cooper, of Agawam,
ton arrived Monday by automobile.
urday afternoon tea at the tennis club.
Robert darter is preparing to build a
Mass., are guests of George Kinaldo and
Miss it. Stevens and Thomas O. Mason
“Along the Kennebec" is to be the at-' house on the hill abeve the watering-tub.
wife.
traction at the Pastime theatre Thursday.
He haa taken down the old Keniston have#returned to Boston, after two weeks
Miss Maud Colby, a graduate nurse
R. Burnham Moffat and family, of New house and removed the lumber to the new at the Sylvester Cove bouse.
from
the Maine general hospital, is York,areat their cottage, “Birch Woods.” aite.
Miss Lucy H. Calhoun, superintendent
spending the summer with Harvard
of the New York nursery snd child's hosA sunset service for young people was
Aug. 11.
G.
Havey and wife.
held on the rocks behind B. W. Arnold’s
pital, Mrs. Wallace A. Johnston, Cl iftonWINTER HARBOR.
Dirioo.
Aug. 11.
dale. Mass., and Rev. Charles H. Stereos,
cottage Sunday.
The ladies of the Baptist sewing society Canton Center, Conn., are at the SylvesRev. N. B. Roger* and wife, who have
BAYSIDE.
held their aunual sale at the Baptist ves- ter house.
spent several weeks in Massachusetts, reMiss Millie Murch, of Bangor, is visiting
try Thursday, Aug. 7, afternoon and evenThe M. W. B. (jooiety has received |10
turned last week.
her uncle, J. W. Jordan.
ing.
from Mias Marion Olmsted; also twelve
Harold E. Donnell, formerly of this
Fred Whiting and wife, of Lowell, new volumes for the library.
Frank Jordan and wife, after a week’s
Miss Olmplace, has been elected principal of the Mas*., were recent guests of A. J.
visit here, base returned to Lewiston.
Ouptill sted has given the library an appropriate
Sears port high school.
and wife.
tiara*—“Far and Near.” as both patrons
Ivory Frazier, wife and two children
Mrs. Evelyn
Manchester and
Mrs.
Rev. 1. B. Mower, of Waterviile, waa a and books are from far and near.
spent Saturday and Sunday at Lakewood.
of

her

joined

Portsmouth, N. H.,

at

Mrs.

Clarence Billings and wife have returned
to New Haven, Conn.

has

grandparents

here

usually
brother, the
had

summers

Smith,

Ignatius’ church.
Miss Mae Mac Williams is at the studio
shop for the rest of the season.

at St.

is home.

her

as

the"

M w\

mrxTY

Mrs. Folger was a
July 2fi.
native of Pretty Marsh, a daughter of
John and Lydia Smith, born at the old
Smith homestead over seventy years ago.
She was married to Thomas Folger, of Boston, and had resided there many years.
Mrs. Folger will bo missed here
very much,
cbusett*

NORTHEAST HARBOR.
Miss Anna

wife.

day.
R.

charge of the work. Harvey Thomas
run the engine on the wharf.

Nature never intended anything she grows to be cut
until
up
just before it is used. Everybody knows that
food should be fresh—and so should tobacco.
Sickle Plug comes to you fresh—with all the original
flavor and moisture pressed into the plug. You slice up
the tobacco as you use it, and the last pipeful smokes as
cool, sweet and satisfying as the first—because the natural
leaf wrapper keeps Sickle Plug fresh. The chopped-up
tobacco that comes in packages cannot help getting dry>
smoking hot and scorching.

Try a plug of Sickle today—get more tobacco, by
having no package to pay for—and get more enjoyment
by smoking fresh tobacco. At all dealers.

3 Ounces

10c

Slice it

you

as

"**

((?on(inufd from
RmI

lit•*. crayon drawing,

FAIR

BI/UEHIUi

rag.

.Second

H.)
75

peck ( Urk’a So. I,

Beat burnt work,

50
75

Second

50
75

and he*t,
75
n.
4 peck any other variety,
Secvhld beat,
half bushel Mangel-Wurtzel beets, 75
36
Second beat, ot
75
beets,
o,-t |ialf bushel

a^t

35

best,

j

75

!

35
75
®
I 00

beat•

Second

Bed peck onions,
Second beat,
flggj peck rip*; tomatoe*,
Second beat,
Best

peck

io

1 00
50

«

green tomatoea,
50

Second beat,
Bed naif dozen head# cabbage,
Second beat,
Bert peck parsnips,
Second beat,
o-s* im-ck of largest potatoes,

1

50
26
1 00
50
25
50
28
1 00
50
25
75
50
1 00
75
1 00
50
1 00

cauliflower,
Second beat,
In the county,
jwh k wheat raiaed
Second beat,
Third beat,
Bed peck barley raiaed in the county,
Second beat,
Bed peck of oats,
Beit

Second

beat,
Bed quart* of peas,
Second beat,
Bed l quart# of bean*, each
4

kind,

25
50
25
75

pO
25

SPECIAL PRIZES.
Mr William J. Brook# offer* a prize of
fin for beat assortment of potatoes; also
f6 for peck ot largest potatoes.

(.range Exhibit.

fl'2

00
8 00

Bed grange exhibit,
Second beat,

specimen*,

f

Second best,

Be«t plate Bellflower,
Second best,
B *i pu if rstneuse or Snow,
Second be*t,
Bent piste Bed Ast rachan,

Second be ft,
Bc<d Jilate Northern Spy,
Second beat,
B**t piatc ir«ven»tei»,
Second or*!,
Be«t put King Tompkins,
.Vcond »**»!,
B« -t p m Du hess of
Second t**'*t,
Be«\ plate Nod bead,

Oldenburg,

Best
H-

Be-!

n

!

if

«

rid
d< /

best,

turn

of fruit,

nest,
n (tears,

ml best,
Beat Hate cultivated
Sfcon tv si,
B**» late gr*;*ea,
He-. n 1 beat,
S

cranberries,

M

mufactured

in lUl-H.

DIVISION 6. CLASS 9.
B».st covered carriage manufactured
Best
B**»:

in county,
team wagon,

riding wagon,
Best aeli very wagon,
Be*t sleigh,
B*st pung,
Best sxe,
Be*t a pec man of other edge tools,
B*-m *et horse or ox shoes, each,
Second best,
Bc*t sample of other blacksmith
work of iron,
Be*t iron casting,
Best sample of tin or sheet iron
work, each,
Best sash and doors, each,
Be*t hand-made ladies’ boots,
Be-t hand-made calf boots,
Best riding harness,
Best team harness,

Honey, Dairy Products,
DIVISION 7.

|
f2 00
2 00
1 00
2 00
l 00
l 00
l 00
1 00
1 00
50

1 00
1 00
1 00
160
1 00
1 00

etc.

CLASS 10.

Best honey,
Second best,
Best butter, not less than 3,lbs.,
Second best,
Best cheese,
Second best,
Best lost brown br?ad,
Second best,
Best loaf bread made from Hour
manufactured in this county,
Second beat,
Best loaf bread,
Second beat,
Best specimen of maple sugar,
Second best,
Best collection of preserves,
Second best,
Best collection of
pickles,
Second best,
Best collection of jellies,
Second best,
Best preserved strawberries,

Becond best,

|1

00
50
3 00
2 00
2 00
1 00

75
35
1 00
50
75
35
75
35
1 00
50
75
35
75
35
75
35

Best collection house
plants,

Second beat,

I

Best collection cut flowers,
Second best,
Best collection wild flowers,
Second best,
Best collection dahlias,

75
50
50
25

75
50
50
25
50
25
50
25

Second best,

Best collection asters,

Second best,

Best collection
pansies,
Second beat,
to
Be
grown by'the exu!i50wer*
hibitors in one garden or lot.
^rs. A. 8. Thomas offers apprize of f5 for
best
artistic arrangement of cut

Bowers.

Best specimen of oil
painting,
Second best,

50
25

Best jabot, each kind,
Second best.
Best Dutch collar, each

50
25
50

kind,
Second best,
Best embroidered collar,
Second best,
Beat embroidered pocket.
Second best,

50

25

Drawing, Horses, Purse, $20.

00
50

Mr. and

Brainerd, has
Portland, Conn.

Mrs.

her home in

returned to

CLASS 14.

Germantown, Pa., are at
worth bungalow for August.

CLASS IS.

Best pair drawing oxen, six-feet ten
#6 oo
and over,
”00
Second best,
2 00
Third best,
Best pair drawing oxen, six feet nine
5
00
and under,
00
Second best,
2 00
Third best,
5
Eutrance fee 5 per cent, of purse and
to winner.
per cent, additional
Cattle exhibit second day.

#6

00
3 00

Sweepstakes, first,
_.

can’t solve even the simplest probto boil

eggs
H your mother wants
has seven eggs, and
supper, and she
would she
three of them break, how many
she
boil?” “She wouldn’t boil any
would scramble them.”

_-_

SOUTHWEST HARBOrt.

visit home, has

short

»

John Havufrd, wife and little son, of
Portland, oame ou Thursday of last week.
Mrs. iia w ard and son w ill remain with
her patents while her husband is on a
business trip.
i
The Congregational aid society held its
mid-summer sale at Masonic hall Wed-

Maggie Maynard and family
spending a week in Mariavilie.
Mrs.

Mrs. Leonard Black and

Bernard

son

j

are

re*

turned

guest of his aunt, Mrs. W. W. Black.
Elmer Gray, of Brockton, Mass., is
visiting his parents, G. A. Gray and wife.

Kenney, of Ellsworth,
Mattie, is visiting
daughter, Mrs. Ellery Gray.
Aug. 11.

PriEcilla club met with Mrs. Charles

Thursday.

Mrs.

Thomas

Mrs. Allan Oid9oe, of Milo, i9 the guest
Fred Mills and wife.

friends,
fishing.

J. Luvay Butler left Sunday for New
York.
Ernest Cole and daughter, of Ipswich,
Mass., are here for a few days.

! L. H. and W. S. Bartlett, of Brookline,
j are visiting their mother, Mrs. S. H.
Bartlett.

!

Miss M.*LoaUw Paris, who has been the
guest of Miss Fila Lawrence at Lubec, returned Saturday by automobile.
Miss
Lawrence

with her.

came

Ethel

Wilson

Brophy,

Portland, ia at

of

the home of Mrs. Elisha

Perkins for

John Mills

to'Castine!

returned

Saturday, after spending

I

The minstrel show Friday evening, by
talent, was a grand success. It was
under the management of John Daniels,
of Boston, whose ability as a director
cannot

surpassed.
The

interlocutor.

month

a

!

with

G.

recently with friends in Buck’s Mills.
John McGinnis and sister, Mrs. Viola !

BEECHAM’S
PILLS

Savage, of Hermon,
Osgood’s.

Harvey Moore,

are

visiting at L. E.

buildings

whose

ly

to

AH

of Milo, are visiting her grandparents,
James Gibbons and wife.

<

Harry Dunbar,

He also

end

men

two read ngs, both finely
duet, “Tell Me,” by Mrs.

his

Ray
plauded.

and

Thurston,

pleasing

Beulah Allen

heartily

was

ap-

Wood gave an amusI. S. Candage a

Mrs. Belle

ing Irish sketch,

A

King family,

and

Mrs.

William

Mosely sang very sweetly. The vocal seby Mr. Daniels were highly apIt is not often Sedgwick
people
ave the privilege of listening to such a
singer. The receipts were $56.25.
H.
Aug. 11.

lections

is

of

Dexter,

is

Steamship
Corporation.

visiting

Moon.
who have

been

Summer Schedule.

occu-

the Freetby place, have moved to
Vi nal haven.

VV.

M.

Wasgatt

H.

Bar

Mrs. J. A.
local
union,

C. T. U., Aug. 8.

•

"Mrs. Susan Mosley has gone to Northeast

for

Harbor

a

few

weeks

with

niece, Mrs. Nettie Fullerton.
Aug. 11.

and Boston, $4.75, one
$8.50 Round Trip. Bluehill
Boston. $4.50 one way;
$8.00 Round Trip. Sedgwick and Boston, $4.00
one way; $7,00 Round
Trip.

Harbor

way;
and

and

Sedgwick

visited

t±A*T.°±r

Eastern

boarding

her

T. Morse leaves Bar Harbor
Northat 2
Harbor.
p m for Seal
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonlngton,
North Haven and Rockland.
Steamer Booth bay leaves Bluehill dally at 1 p
m
for South Bluehill, Brooklln, Deer Isle,
Sargentvllle, Hark Harbor and Rockland.
Steamer Mlneola leaves Sedgwick 3 p m
dally for Herrick’s Landing, South Brooksvllle. hggemoggln. Dlrlgo and Rockland
Connection is made at Rockland with steamer
for Bohiou.
RETURNING
Steamer J.

C.

An

Ellsworth

Could

proof

dally

MARIA V1LLE.
Mariaville Sunday schools held
Young’s pond, Otis, Aug. 5.
There were forty-five present. Rev. O. J.
Guptill, of Ellsworth Falls, offered prayer,
Otis and

a

picnic

at

after which the children sang several selections. All partook of a bountiful feast.
The afternoon

Aug. 11.

was

Turbine

enjoyed socially.

Steel

of

BLAST LAMOINE.
M. Wilson will preach at the
union church next Sunday afternoon at 3
o’clock.
Rev. D.

I felt better in every wray. Since
I have used Doan’s Kidney Pills occasionally and have always had the best
until

of results.”

working

K*

at A.

Dodge’s mill.

Steamships Belfast and

9H

When you start
to make ttie dainty
cake or luscious pie
the good, wholethe
v

m

U
jjjjl
j^B

E. L. Smith. Agent, Bar Harbor.
A. M. Hkkkick. Agent, Hluehlll.
E. J. Eaton, Agent, Sedgwick.

an

at-

indigestion.
Arthur P. Guilford, of Vinalbaven,
visiting his family here.

is

Gustine Wardwell is home from Castine,

employment.

Conner and child, of Castine, visited Mrs. Koss Conner recently.
Mrs. Arthur

Georgia Facteau,

Mrs.
the

guest

of

Orland, was
of Mrs. Daniel Webster lasj;

week.
William
to

Dunbar has gone to Princeton

study civil engineering

at

a

summer

Conner and daughter Dora,

W. Wallace
of

Belfast,

are

visiting

his

father,

W.

G.

Conner.

andgoesfartbest.beit is milled by
special process

§B
flH

from the finest Oliio
Red Winter Wheat.
Your grocer will
have it
just say
send me
(16)

^B
m
m

There is not much

improvement

in the

condition of Frank Farnham, who has
beep ill a long time.
Mrs. Fred F. Wardwell is in Castine
for her
daughter-in-law, MrsKalph Wardwell, who is ill.
Capt. Charles Devereux, of New York,

caring

aDDcr'isniunU

PARISIAN SAGE
FOR THE HAIR
Unsightly—matted—colorless— scraggy
hair made—fluffy—soft—abundant and

radiant with life at once. Use Parisian
Sage. It comes in 50c. bottles.
The first application removes dandruff,
stops itching scalp, cleanses the hair, takes
away the dryness and brittleness, increases
the beauty of the hair, making it wavy
and lustrous.
Everyone needs Parisian Sage.
G. A.

,PAKCUER.

—

—

jB

PM

AM

AM

AMAM

PM

§9
9

10
00

§12 50

AM

*8 10 *10 15 710 45 + 3 20 +5 10 §8 00
*5 50
§5 35
6 16
10 51.
5 1C
8 07
5 40
Brewer Junction.
6 36
11 12 .1
5 35
8 27 16 58
Holden.
Edgery’s Mills..fll 15.j. 18 30
f6 42
fll 19. f5 42 f8 34 16 04
Phillips Lake.
6 50
11 29
15 50
8 42 16 12
Green Lake.
fll 89
16 00
7 00
8 61 16 21
Nicolin.
11 52
7 12
0 12* 9 05
6 34
Ellsworth Falls.
6 56
7 18 J 11 10 11 58 4 21 0 181 9 11
6 40
Ellsworth.
12 08
7 25
4 33
16 24 19 18 f6 47
Washington Junction.
12 17;. 16 32 9 26
6 56
Franklin Road.
9 35
7 05
Hancock. 12 26:. f0 40
4 50
6 43
7 18
*11 38 12 29
9 38
7 08
Waukeag (Sullivan ferry).
*11 45 tl* 35 75 00 +6 50 §9 45 §7 15
Mt Desert Ferry.ar *7 25
+12 55 +12 66,*.
Sullivan. 77 *
Hancock Point.. +8 10 ., tl 20 tl 20.§10 00
+1 30 +1 30 76 20
*7 1C §10 10 §7 85
Sorrento... +8 25 ;.
Bar Haroor../.ar *8 20 1. *12 35 +2 10 +5 45 *7 80 §10 45 §7 55
+6 25 *8 20
*9 05
*1 15
Seal Harbor.
§8 45
*9 25 .: *1 35 .| +6 4u! t8 4<
Northeast Harbor
§9 05
*1 55 .j 77 00 < 8 65
Southwest Harbor. *9 40
§9 26
Manset. *9 45 |. *1 50 .( 70 65. +8 50|. §9 20
*
f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor.
Daily, Sundays included, r Daily, except

Bangor.lvi

.j

Sunday.

§ Sundays only.

H. D. WALDRON,
General Passenger Agent.
GEORGE 8. HOBBS.
Vice-President A General Manager.
Portland, Maine.

;

—y—^^B

WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO.
C. W. GRINDAL.

Banking.

a

°/

O/o

earn if

Sllswortii Loan and Bnilmr Ass’n.
A
Is

now

NEW

SERIES

open. Shares, 81 each; monthly
merits, 81 per share,

pay

RENlT

PAY

when you can borrow un your
9hare9, give a first mortgage and
reduce it every month? Monthly
and Interest togethei
payment9
will amount to but little mort
than you are now paying for
rent, and In about ten years you
will

Sundays

....

*;^K
^B
:.^B
; BE
’^B
-.B

Y\our

m

AM

PM
PM
AM
PM
PM
|PM 'PM
*8 00 *8 00
New York..lv1.
Boston via Dover.. *8 00 +8 55
Boston via Portsmouth .*10 00 *10 00 .GO 00 *10 00
Portland.lv *1 20 *1 20 *6 20 *6 20 711 00 112 46 *1 20

..

^NVWtam Tell\M

WHY

f Stops on signal or on notice to conductor. § Sundays only, e Stops only to leave passen*
Daily, Sundays ingers from east of Washington Junction Sundays. 17 Except Monday.
cluded. || Sundays leave Bar Harbor 4.15 p m.
BANGOR TO BAR HARBOR.

-’’''Bil
^B
^B
I
.^Bj
^^B
B||:
^B

our

Schedule iu Effect June 23, 1013.

PM
PM
AM
AM
PMlPM
t9 00 *1 IV +1 50 *6 55 .,
>9 10
*1 25
72 35 *7 26
Southwest Harbor.
t9 25 G 40 72 50 *7 40
Northeast Harbor.
*2 00
f9 46
+3 10 *8 00
Seal Harbor.
*3 00 ||f« 10 *9 00
+8 10 710 50
Bar Harbor.
§5 20
Sorrento. 710 30 *12 30 *4 00 75 20.
78 35 710 40 §12 40 74 10
Hancock Point.
..
Sullivan. 711 05
*9 30 *4 85
Mt Desert Ferry. 77 00 +11 45 *3 40 *6.00 *9 50
*6 05.
5 07
7 07
11 51
3 47
9 57
6 12
Waukeag (Sullivan ferry)
5 10.
6 15.
7 15 fll 54
Hancock..
5 19
6 28
Franklin Road. 77 22
7 80
12 18
f5 28 .|711 00 f6 32;§10 00
Washington Junction.
7 87 U 24
4 11
5 35 10 21 11 07
6 39
Ellsworth.
lo 07
7 42 112 29
5 40 elO 25 11 12
6 47 10 12
Ellsworth Falls.
6 00 elO 38 fll 25 f7 00 flO 25
Nicolin. 17 56 f 12 42
8 04 f 12 51
6 12 elO 46
11 34
f7 08 10 84
Green Lake.
f0 20 elO 53 fll 41 17 14 110 41
Phillips Lake. f8 11 fl2 58
f6 23
Edgery’s Mills. f8 14
8 18
fl 06
6 27 ell 00
11 47
f7 20 10 48
Holden.
6 44 ell 18 12
8 38
1 24
7 37 11 08
Brewer Junction.
Bangor.ar 78 45 71 3U *5 10 *6 50 *11 25 G2 is *7 42 §11 J5
PM
PM
PM
AM
PM
AM
PM' AM
3 46 175 00 §12 20 *3 45
*9 25 *12 50
75 55
Portland. .ar 78 20
9 10
178 30 §3 40
Boston via Dover.ar +8 55
*5 10 *7 00
79 06
Boston via Portsmouth.ar
§8 40 *7 00
77 05 i *7 36..
New York.ar
AM
AMAM
PM
PM

B

cause

Manset.lv

W. G. Conner is recovering from

bread on which
family thrives.
Order William Tell
Flour and baking day
will be a pleasure and
a triumph. Richest in
nutritive value too,

some

is what your money will
invested in shares of the

Leaves Boston 5pm daily for Rockland, connecting with steamer leaving Rocklami 5.15 a m, dally tor Bar Harbor, Bluehill,
Sedgwick and Intermediate landings.

BAR HARBOR TO BANGOR.

B

9 Just'Flour” ■§

CASTINE.

Webster is

convincing

more

then

_

Harry

demand

you

merit?

pains across the small of my back and the
kidney secretions .were irregular in pasDoan’s Kidney
Pills had
been
sage.
recommended to me, and I finally began
using them. I could see that they were
helping me and 1 continued taking them

Camden.

Spec.
_

Doan’s

tells of

east

Creciated.

NORTH

citizen

E. J. Clark, Surry Road, Ellsworth, Me.,
says: “Doan’s Kidney Pills are certainly
an effective kidney medicine and I can’t
recommend them too strongly. Some years
ago I was annoyed by attacks of kidney
complaint. There were sharp, shooting

Ijj^H
^B
^B
j^B'
^B
^9
^B
m

tXnilroabs anti Steamboats.

I

pying

Mrs.

recitation

Mrs. E. C.

sister,

The

Chatto

reudered.

Lambert,

Wiiburt

as

Mrs. J. T.
Candage
Butler, as “Mandy Johnson”, was exceptionally good. Mrs. T. A. Smith, introduced as the “black Patti of America”,
sang a southern lullaby. Mrs. J. L. Cole
recited “Brer Rabbit”, and Miss Susie Cole,
“Little Snowdrop,” sang two selections to
her own accompaniment on the guitar.
Jay F. Small sang a solo, with chorus by
the company. Among the white specialties were two piano solos by Miss Myrtle
Cole. J. Luvay Butler, of New York, gave

Brewer,

dnm? Agar's Sarsaparilla

Art Vonr Dodo*.

M. D. Chatto’s.

at

I. S.

acted

were

of

ran

I* a strong nerre tunic No alcohol.
•
Sold for 60 rears.

SURRY.

EAST

cine.

You Want
B More than

NERVOUS?

Surry.
Tressa Patterson and two children,

Mrs.

Ellsworth

an

own

I

1

were

his

For sale by all dealers. Price 50 cents.
Foster-Mil burn Co., Buffalo, New York,
sole agents for the United States.
Remember the name—Doan’s—and take
no other.

The Laroeat Sale of Any Medicine in the World
Sold everywhere. In boxes, 10c., 25c.

j

his fami- i

burned this summer, has moved

Mrs.

W. H. Pervear.

and

of

helps to women’s comfort, physical
well-being, and beauty—sure to promote healthy, natural action of the
organs of digestion and elimination

Mis*-Bertha Wood, of Boston, is visiting here.
Mrs. Jessie Billings spent a few days

local

be

success

—the tonic, safe and ever reliable

for their western home.

once

who contributed to the

|

Harry
Marshalltown, Iowa, were

Echtcrnacbt, of
married Thursday at the home of the
bride’s mother, Mrs. J. E. Wilson, leaving

guests, w'ho
concert, and

Matchless

sev-

eral weeks.

Dr.

and

the

Sbumt scmins®

James Sherman, who has been here a
Mr. Bradley, of Boston, who spent the
few weeks, has returned to Hartford,
early part of the summer here, has rewhere he has employment.
turned to River View for more of Sedg- Conn.,
B.
Aug. 11.
wick’s invigorating air.
Miss

assisted in

week at Deer Jwie

a

NORTH OKLAND.
M.

SEDGWICK.

j

spending

is

Story relatives in Milo.
enterAug. 11.

11.

obligingly

sad news of the death of his eldest son
George in Germany, where he had been
Miss Gertrude Hutchinson, of Bangor, is j
taken with the hope that skilled specialthe guest of W. A. Walker and wife.
ists might restore him to health.
The
death of Mr. Camerson, who was mayor of
Mrs. Eloise Merrill, of
Jackonsville,
is
w
Mr.
and
idely deplored.
Petersburg,
Fla., is a guest of W. A. Kicker and wife.
Mrs. Cameron will go to New York to
steamer
due
about
meet
the
Aug. 20,
Mrs. W. S. Payson left this week for
Another son, Wilbringing the body.
Minneapolis to visit her brother, William j liam, of Australia, with bis wife, is
Davis.
visiting at the Meade cottage.
SPBAT.
Dr. E. E. Philbrook, with a party of
Aug. 11.

of

for

words, should
convince the most skeptical about the
if you
merits of Doan’s Kidney Pills,
suffer from backache, nervousness, sleeplessness, urinary disorders or any form of
kidney ills, use a tested kidney mediin

receipts were |250. Hearty thanks
Pills.
lady who sold more than $50 ^Kidney

George Cameron, of Petersburg, Va.,
who, with his family, is occupying the
Meade cottage, received ten days ago the

CASTINE.

A truthful statement of

citizen, given

selections.

the fair.

_

Testify

the Public Benefit.

due the

to all
B.

tainment with
and Juliet”.

Aug.

musical

worth of tickets to the hotel
so

her

Walter Clark furnished
selections from “Romeo

and Mrs.

The
are

with

daughter

her

contributing

guests

Citizens

MUwurtii

E. M. Cousins, of the Congregachurch, Brewer, gave a tine diacourse at the Congregauouai church Sunday morning on thg topic of motherhood.
Rev.

a

Miss Marcic Burrill has gone to Charleston to attend summer school.

Mrs.

school.

pair drawing horses, under
#6 00
120) lbs,
Second best,
2 00
Tuird best,
Best pair drawing horses, 1200 lbs
#6 j*
and over,
Second best,
99
2 00
Third best,
Weigh bill of each team within ten days
to be shown at time of drawing.

a

Greenville.

Mrs. Anna

Cook and two daughters,
the Went-

Mr. and Mrs.
of

Best

“You

Conn.

Miss LaBre, who bas been the guest of

where he has had
25
50
25
<5
25

Best lice shawl,
Second best,
Best crochet sweater,
Second best,
Best Mexican-work apron,
Second best,

Second.

Manchester,

home in

tack of

—

fl

Mr. Russell, who has spent ten days
family, left Sunday for his

here with bis

The

50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
1 00

for

CLASH 12.

York last week.

Atkins

50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
25
15
50
25
60
25
50
25
25
15
1 00
50
1 50
1 00
50
1 00

Second best,
embroidered belt,
Second best,
Beat lady’s shirt wa at, each kind,
Second beat,
Best display of lady’s underwear,
Second best,
Best pin cushion, each kind,
Second best,

lem!

(lU-a»<l Water Paintings.

Thursday.
Lawrence McFarland, who bas been
visiting his parents, returned to New
home

25 ; at

Best handkerchief,
Second best,
Best embroidered towel,
Second b«j»t,
Best lunch cloth,

DIVISION 12.

CLASS 11.

The Misses Tewksbury, after a month
with their cousin, J. B. Brainerd, left for

26

best,
Third best,
Best ten yards flannel,
"5
Second best,
50
Third best,
00
2
Best ten yards woolen yam carpeting,
150
Second best,
75
Third best,
50
Best embroidered apron,
25
Second best,

DIVISION 11.

H. E. Webb, with his daughters Evelyn
Edith, left in his car Tuesday for
Portland.

50
25
50
25
50
25
75
50
75
50
50
25

Drawtug with Oxen, Purse, #28.

Flowers.
DIVISION 8.

DIVISION#.

collar,

_,

..-__

tional

Black, after

and

75

collar,

L. K.

spending

is

Boston.

returned to

social.

a

50
25
40
20
40
20
50
25
50

50
25
50
26
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50
25
50

Etber*McLaugblln

Mrs. Abbie

Alamooaook grange will give an entertainment at its ball Aug. 19, followed by

''50

50
60
25
50

Bell and wife, of Portland, Conn.,
for the remainder of the

at their camp

season.

1 Q0
75
75
50
50
25
50
25
75

Best

50
1 00

Irvin
are

50
1 50
1 00
50
1110
75
50
1 00

Second beat,

Victor Anderson has gone to Bucksport
to work.

Miss

....

who was rpcentlj
graduated from Baltimore dental college
is now practising with Dr. Bickford it
Rockland.

DEDHAM.

week in

n

Philip F. Gilley,

the

Buck.

75

ISecoud
j

Miiniifsclurra Depart ment.

mother,

his

0

SbBrrtiannmt*

COUNTY NEWS.
—

Friday from\ visit in Brewer'
ness.
Alphonzo Davis, of Wellington, is visit- j nesday, w'lth fine weather and good pathis daughter, Mrs. Clifford Burrill.
Dr. and Mrs. Bright well and child, of ing
An enjoyable program was preronage.
Howard Burrill, of Brockton, Mass., is | sented in the evening, a number of summer
Washington, D. C., are guests of John

25
1 00
50
25
75
50
75
50
1 50
100

|

l>-f pit*.
V mow Transparent,
Set oiid
at,
l »-«i
m
W. ait by,"
S*
>nd beat,
Be* pi!- Harvey,
n

*

j

Second br*«,
Ee*t put* i' rter,
8rer»n t b***t,

visiting

is

William Pierce and wife, of Beaton, are
25 guests of Elmer Biaisdell and wife.
15
Miss Orrie Earn ham is at home from a
25 visit to Mrs. W. T. Wilt in Greenville.
15
Rev.J.T. McFarland, who is spending
75
the summer here, is In New York on busi50

75

|

£arn.

Mrs. Frank Brainerd.

beat,

50
Beat collection of doilies,
25
Second best,
50 j
25 ! Best Batten bo rg doily,
Second best,
50
Best embroidered doily,
26
Second best,
50
Best draw n-work doily,
25
Second best,
60
25 Best flannel embroidery,
Second best,
.50
Best pillow shams,
25
Second best,
50
Best embroidered turn-over
25
Second best,
50
Best draw n-work turn-07er
25
Second best,
50
25 [ ltest fancy stock collar,
Second best,
50 !
25 ! Beat white skirt,
Second
50
t»est,
Best night robe,
26
Second best,
50
25 i Best infant’s dress,
Second best,
50 j
Brat infant’s jacket,
25
Second best,
50
Best infant's sack,
25
Second best,
50
25 j Best infant’s bonnet,
Second best,
50
Best tatting,
25
Second best,
1 50 !
Beat slumber shoes,
1 00
Second best,
75 i
35 i Beat led chain,
Second best,
1 Of) j
75 : Best wool blankets,
Second best,
75
Best ten yards fulled cloth,
35

his

on

George Brainerd

Best table cover,
Second beat,
Beat exhibition of fine needlework,
Secoud beat,
Ib-at collection of drawn-work,
Second beat,
Beat pair drawn-work towels,

Orange exhibitora icili notify the society
*Aa? *paeo they denire to occupy, by
Aug. J *.
h r«ilt Kalserl i>y KxniDitors*
DIVISION 5. CLASH 8.
Be*t plate (laidwins, 5
S- "lid beat,
Be«t piste M it dings,
Second beat,
B*">t plate Mussets,
Second best,
Beat piste (ireenlngs,

i)r. Alvah Abrams is making extensive

j^pairs

Beat aofa quilt.
Second beat,
Beat knit sweater,
Second beat,
Beat worsted knit trimming,
Second beat,
Beat crochet trimming,
Second beat,
Beat knit tidy,
Second beat,
Beat crocket tidy,
Second beat,
Beat lace-trimmed apron,
Second best,
Beat Mexican work,
Second beat,
Beat toilet set,
Second beat,
Beat Battenburg lace handkerchief,
Second beat,
Beat drawn-work handkerchief,

50

^

50

Third beat,
Beat crochet bedspread,
Second best,
Beat afghan,
Second beat,
Beat sola pillow,
Second beat,
iiest crochet shawl,
Secoud beat.
Beat knit shawl,
Second beat,

50

pumpkin,

Second beat,
Larged pumpkin,
Largest squash,
Bed #qua#H,
See »nd beat,

Second

76

Second beat,
Third beat,
Bed dozen ear* of corn, each kind.
Second beat,
Third beat,
Beit

00
50

Bert .fiery,
Second beat,

1

beat,

CLASS 13.
Beat cotton and woolen knit stockeach
ings,
pair,
Second beat,
Beat woolen knit gloves and mittens. each pair,
Second b*«at,
x
Beat braided mat,
Second beat,
Third beat,
Beat drawn rug,
Second beat,
Third beat.
Beat knit rug,
Second beat,
"Beat crochet rug,
Second best,
Beat ten yards rag carpeting,
Beat patchwork quilt,
Second beat,
Third beat,
Beat ailk quilt,
Second beat,
Third best,
Beat knit bedspread,

a.,-

half bushel carrots,
Second beat,
of turmpa,
Bed half bushel

Frank Sudz left Tuesday for his home

50’ in
Portland.
00

DIVISION 10.

50
75

Second

EAST ORLAND.

is making a short visit in this vicinity.
This week he has gone to Isle au Haut, ac- I
companied by his wife and son Kiehard.
L.
Aug. it.

Dr. Thomas Story has returned to New
York.

Domestic Manufactures.
Eliza L. Herrick, Supt.

80
75

Bed

COUNTY NEWS.

50
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00
50
1 00

Beat water-color
painting,
Second beat,
Beat stencil w ork,
Second best,

75
50
75

j

100

best,

Best pencil drawing,
Second beat,
Beat Incha-ink work,
Second beat,

OWN YOUR OWN
For

A

w.

HOME.

particular* inquire of
O. W. Taflky, Sec’y
Tapley Bldg.

Krvo

Prenklent.

JLrgal Sol icta.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator of the estate of
M ARY T. ORCUTT, lute of AMHERST,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs. All persona
demands
against the eshaving
tate
of
said deceased
are
desired
to
present the same for settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Harry D. Rodick.
Bar Harbor, July 14, 1913.

THE

subscriber
hereby gives no’ice that
she has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testment of
LEWIS SOMES, late of MOUNT DESERT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and given
bonds as the law directs. All personshaving
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement,.
and all indebted thereto are requested to.
make payment immediately.
Emma J. Somes.
Mt. Desert. July 26, 1913.

THE

subscriber

that
hereby
he has
THE
duly appointed administraof the estate of
gives

notice

been

tor

DEBORAH B. CONNER, late of OBLAND,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
All pergiven bonds as the law directs
sons
having demands against the estate
of said deceased are desired to present
the same for settlement, and all indebted
thereto are requested to make payment imThkodobe H. Smith.
mediately.
Bucksport, July 14,1918.
subscriber hereby gives notice that
he has been duly appointed administrator with will annexed of the estate of
AURILLA 8. BON8EY, late of BUCKS-

THE

PORT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, and
given bonds as the law directs.
All persona
having demands against the estate of said
deceased are desired to present the same for
settlement, and all indebted thereto are requested to make payment immediately.
Edward L. Warren.
Bucksport July 15.1918.

might squirm some, but when he democrats are in eight cities. The total vote
in those eight cities was practically tbe same
of the caucus he would be bound by
its action, because that is what he went in in the spring as in November. In those same
cities, in November, Mr. Taft, the republican
for.
He would become one of the henchmen of candidate, received 21 per cent, of tbe total
In tbe spring
Mr. Underwood, of Alabams, aud would vote vote (neglecting fractions).
exactly as he directed, as democrats are doing the aggregate republican vote was 3S per cent.
He would become an In November Mr. Roosevelt received 34 per
at the present time.
adjunct of the democratic caucus, and a well- cent, of the total vote.
In the spring the progressive candidates
disciplined follower of Mr. Underwood.
We don’t need any more men to represent received IT per cent. The democratic candireceived 43 per cent in November. The
dates
Maine
Alabama. We want a man to represent
Don’t democratic candidates in tbe spring received
aud the majority sentiment of Maine
Of course, there were other
get the idea that 1 claim that I can stop the 4d pee cent.
democrat roller, or make it swerve one iota issues involved, bat there are other issues
we
had
If
figures for one city only it
from its course. The fact is, neither of us can now.
accomplish a thing. Very likely the bill will would not he much evidence, but we have
be passed before anybody gets there from the figures of eight municipalitiea. in every
one of which there was a large shrinkage In
this district.
in the progressive vote, showing a tendency
“lick" man who wears soot.
in this way to unite to defeat the democrats,
Thequcstiou is bigger than that. The point and especially
whcu
significant
anyone
the
tiue
sentiment
is emphatically to express
claims that the Roosevelt rote automatically
of the district on these question*, ahall we and of
necessity gbes to any candidate who
swallow the pill, or shall we spurn It? We rises
up and calls himself progressive.
1 don't believe
can at least register a prote«t.
THOMPSON NOT ROOSBVBLT HBIB.
in lickiug the boot that kicks you—I believe
Mr. K. M. Thompson, of Augusta, the most
in “licking" the man who wears the boot.
reason
Can you give any good
why we popular and best-known candidate for mayor
should send a man to Congress who repre- received at one election 218 votes against 81)7
thrown tbe fail before for Mr. Roosevelt. It
sents only a minority of the sentiment of this
district? Last September we didn't want a seems that he wasn’t the political heir of Mr
last
November
democrat by 700 majority;
by Roosevelt! If these figures are any indica7,000, and now I believe we don’t want one by tion. If it is hsppening, as we know it is all
over the district,
thst men who voted for
at least 10.000. and If we get one It is because
Roosevelt are uniting with us !u our opposiwe are fooled by politicians.
tion
to
the
democrats, isn’t it perfectly true
Now what is it that the citizens of this district really went to accomplish? They care that a vote for Mr. Lawrence amounts to a
but little about individuals in this fight— one-half vote for Mr. Paltangall?
In other words, there are two ways of helpthey believe as I do. that principles are suis
pe-ior to persons. I take it that what the ing Mr. Pattangall. The best way for him
vote
people want to accomplish is by their vote in to vote for him direct, but if two o! us
same
effect
it
will
have
the
for
Mr.
Lawrence,
to give an effective expression of

csme out

FIRST GUN FIRED AT ISLAND
PARK, AUGUSTA.
SOUND8

PETERS

KEY

NOTE—EX OOV.

COBB MAKES RINGING ADDRESSCLAMS AND LOBSTERS GALORE.
Last

Thursday Kennebec county repub-

licans started the third district congressional campaign with a clam bake, rollcall of towns and
The affair

speeches.

was

held

at

Island

park,

a

picnic ground near Augusta.
Among the invited guests were exGov. Cobb, of Rockland, Col. Frederick
Hale, of Portland, national committeeman
for Maine, Judge B. F. Maher, of Augusta, L. T. Carleton, of Winthrop, H. M.
Bigelow, of Portland.
The dinner was preceded by a roll-call
of towns, conducted by F. J. Ham, chairbeautiful

of

man

county committee. Every
two reported, most of them

being represented by
There

mitteeman.

more
are

than

one

com-

about 375 town*

Kennebec, and nearly 300 were present
—279 by actual count.
The roll-call was followed by a stirring
address by Col. Parkhurst, chairman of
in

the State committee.
Lack of space permits a report in detail.
Judge B. F. Maher presided at the post-

prandial exercises, introducing in turn
ex-Gov. Cobb, Mr. Peters, Col. Hale and
Mr.

Bigelow.

All the addresses

of enthusiasm and

were

their sentiment on the
tions of the day.

hope.
republican

of

Mr.

for

Congress, who spoke
MR.

PETERS’

as

important ques-

MARK"’
Now consider for s moment whether this
can be done by sendiug to Washington Mr.
In
Lawrence, tbe progressive candidate.
this country there always has been, and alA maways will be. two principal parties.
jority party in control for the time being, and
cootrol next
>.n opposition party to be in
time.
At the present time the national
House is composed of 290 democrats, 127 republicans, nine progressives, seven progreasives-republicans, one socialist and one
independent, with one vacancy.
If wc are in harmony with the 290. we should
certainly send a democrat. If we are opposed
to their policies we should add one to tbe 127
To add one to the nine
—the opposition.
would mean nothing, and would simply be
shootiug in the air. I prefer to shoot st a
mark, especially if by shooting in the air you
are likely to hit somebody you don't Intend

follows:

ADDRESS.

THE SAMI OLD FIOHT.

most

Bard,

of

Waltham,

Dorchester, Mass.,

As

is visit-

to.

ji

The 2si0. gentlemen, are going to lose control pretty soon, aud then the 127, having
grown to a majority, will be the dominant
party, and then we can accomplish something. This is a business proposition, not a
matter of idealism. No doubt the nine progressives in Congress are animated by high
ideals, but they do not have a copyright on all
the high ideal* there are. They hare no committee appointments, little influence and no
hope of the future.
To my mind it would be a weak, futile aud
ineffective act in the present crisis to add
one to the nine progressives now in Congress.
Let us adopt such of their ideas as appeal
if they are not already adopted. Let
to us
us work these things out in a
business-like
without
hysteria, without prejudice,
way.
with an open mind, looking only at the ultimate benefit to the State.

:

King.
Tripp

A. L.

and

ville, spent last week

w

ith

family

his

(14

lost

a

valuable

Aug. 12.

are

wife,

and

occupying

of

The infant child

22 Calibre Rifle

A. L.

who

China Dinner Set

improved |

flsanri

l M VkZ

George Andrews

of

Bragdon is in Northeast
caring for Mrs. Herbert Martin,

is

ill.

Hibyl
Rapids, Mich.,
tives here.

Coughlin,

and Eva

Misses

were

of

Big

recent guests of rela-

«

Mrs. Henry Hammond, who has been

George Andrews*,

at

employed

his

re-

turned home.
Miss Ruth Sargent, of South Oouldsboro, and Mrs. Mariam Rand, of Winter
Harbor, were recent visitors at Mrs. W.
M. Petite's.

booth’*.

Phcpbk.

meetings

Day

by

being held at
Mr. Shea, of the

are

Rev.

Saints.

Anderson, of South Hurry, is
caring for her mother, Mrs. George Gray,
who was taken suddenly Hi last week.
Mrs. S. G. Cunningham, who
ously ill last week, is improving.
Aug. 11.

was

seriL.

BLUE HILL FALLS.

C. S. Colwell's.

Miss Alice Davidson is here

for her

va-

cation.
f

Mrs. B. A. Wood spent the week-end in
Sedgwick.
Master Ronald Gray, of South Bluehill,
is visiting his grandparents here.

FIND THE

a

|

LORD & CO.

Congress St.,

HEALTH

RESTORED

Years of Illness.
Mr. Hurd, of South Orrington, was a
constant sufferer from biliousness and
indigestion. Read what he savs:
“I have used the True ‘*L. F.’’ Atwood’s Medicine for ten years. I was
sick for a number of years, could not
get any relief until I commenced to
use
“I.. F.” Atwood’s Medicine. It
made a weii man of me. I use it for
most every kind of sickness in my
family and consider it one of the best
medicines that is made.”
A. N. llurd, So. Orrington, Me.
A large bottle accents at the nearby store, or a sample free by mail, if
you never used it. Address,
After

est way of

“L. F.” MEDICINE CO., Portland,
Me.

Maine

FAIR

REDUCED

sign indicates

From any

it

to

use

a

HEAD

quaint
SAVE

the presence of

a

pay station

Pay

Station you may talk, at a
reasonable charge, to
any of 485,OIK) Telephones connected with the New England Tele-

phone

and

Telegraph Company's system

four northern New

FIRE WORKS

England

in the

states

Also with telephones in 30,000 cities
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pace, $350

to meet

Remember

Third Day—Thursday Aug. 28
First Day—Tuesday- Aug. 26
So. 7. 2.13, trot or pace.*350
Three-year-old and under,
best two In three, trot or pace. $150 So. 8. 2.19 trot or pace.*300
No. 2. 2.20, trot or pace.$300 No. 9. 2.24, trot or pace.*250
No. 3. 2.15, trot or pace.$350
Fourth Day—Friday, Aug. 29
Second Day—Wednesday, AUG. 27
No. 10. (ireen horse, trot or pace *150
No. 4. 2.30, trot or pace.$250 No. 11. 2.27, trot or pace.*200
No. 5. 2.16, trot or pace.$300 No. 12. Consolation for non-winor

explaining your inability

hundred ways in which,
phrase, you may “LET YOUR
YOUR HEELS”
Of

l.

Free-for-all, trot

Me.

OF THE CALL
TO
YOU PROMISED
MAKE but failed to make, through forgetfulness

Daily Aeroplane Flights and Balloon Ascensions
THE

Bldg., Portland,

OF THE ENGAGEMENT FOR
WHICH
YOU HAVE BEEN DELAYED and the quick-

DORDENS, Acrobats

WILD WEST SHOW

Masonic

OF
THE ERRAND YOU FORGOT TO
EXECUTE and a ready way out of the difficulty
OF THE ORDER YOU WERE ASKED TO
DELIVER for your firm or for your home

Many Free Attractions

FLYING

VVAREROOnS

Let the “Blue Bell”
Sign Remind You

afitsrrtisnncnte

BANGOR, MAINE,
AUG. 26, 27, 28 andj29^
THE

MEADS

In this picture are ten Turkey heads. Can you find them? Outline each Head w it:»
T»
pen or pencil on this or a separate sheet of paper and numt>er them l. 2. 3, et<
:»
the fifteen neatest, correct artistic auswers will t*e given absolutely free the tif:
ion m
is
la
named.
Kerncmber
that
neatneasa*
well
as
correctne#**
in
order
prixes
consideration in making the award*. Only one member of each family is digit*’*
Only a M**k
this contest. The Judges will oe three well-known
persons of Portland. Kvery
Many are not being benefited by the sum- ; finding at least eight of the turkey beads will t>e aw sraed a sterling silver scarf
mer vacation as they should be.
Now, not- All answers must be scut in before August IS, 1913.
withstanding much outdoor life, they are
little If any stronger than they were. The
tan or their faces is darker and makes theta
look healthier, but it is only a mask. They are
still nervous, easily tired, upset by trifles,
and they do not eat nor sleep well. What
they need is wbat tones the nerves, perfects
digestion, creates appetite, and makes sleep
refreshing, and that Is Hood's Sarsaparilla.
Pupils and teachers generally will find the
chief purpose of the vacation best subserved
by this great medicine which, as we know,
builds up the whole system.”— Advt.
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DIRECTIONS

Miss Mae Friend, of Brockton, Mass., is
visiting her aunt, Mrs. A. T. Conary.
Crumbs.
Aug. li.

Eastern

6.

l

Sterling Silver Sea If Pin

Mrs. Carrie

C. R. Wooster and son Traverse, of
Everett, Mass., spent a week recently with
Mr. Wooster's mother.

No.

Roller Skates

Mon's Fancy Gold Watch

Miss Abbie
Harbor

Latter

Young’s

G. W. Colwell, of Prospect Harbor,
with her daughter Edna, spent a few days

No.

Dish

and wife is ill.

A series of

—

It is useless for Mr. Lawrence to assert that
he has the Roosevelt vote in his pocket and to
start with that assumption in his campaign.
The very fact that so many of you gentlemen
are here to-day. and probably one-half of you
voted for Roosevelt, is a refutation of that
position. Assertion does not prove anything.
Figures can be relied upon, however, and I
have some that are very significant in this
connection.
In this State the only elections we have had
since last November in which there were
three candidates, republican, progressive and

Cold Plated Clock

Lady’s Fancy Gold Watch

Smith’s.

the achoolbouse

West

—

friend,

Beautiful Lamp

ASHVTLLE.

_____

by

Chest Rogers Silver
126 Pieces >

Chafing

wife.

_

former Congressman Gould. He will argue,
and it has already been argued for him, that
he is just the man tc send to Congress in this
crisis, because he may be influential with his
parrty associates.
It is suggested that he may be able to stop
for a few moments the free-trade steam-roliej
that is about to flatten out this section of the
country, and pull a few industries from in
front of it. But he cannot do it. Nobody can
do it from this section of the country. The
ways of the secret democratic caucus are peA
northern
culiar but mighty effective.

Plated Silver

Master Hoyt Leach, of East Orland, is
visiting hit; grandpa rents, R. S. Leach and

Mrs.

—

(Hand Painted

sr

Silver Coffee Set

Martin is employed at E. If.

Miss Haute

Aug. 11.

Miss Bertha Wooster has been at Bar
Harbor a few days visiting her aunt, Mrs.
H. A. Brown.

at
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China Chocolate Set

(Jewel Movement)

to-day.

Following

WEST SURRY.

Gordon

Gouldsboro,

:

H. P. Berry and wife, of North Livermore, are guests of Rev. W. H. Rice and
family, coming by automobile. Mr. Rice
will return with them

setting)

Boston Leth sr R ock

Cambridge,

of

the

borne this

William Merrill, of Campello, Mass., is
guest at W. T. Coggins’.
Miss E. B. Crowley, of Pittsburgh, Pa.,
visited Mrs. Martha Walker recently.
W.

wife,

guests of Eben Googins and
wife.
Mrs. Fiske’s sister. Miss Kiilgren,
is with Mrs. H. O. Olsen.
are

Away

28. A 6 o’clock supper will be served at the
home of \V. H. Hammond. One interest“remembrance
ing feature will be a

a

A.

Fiske and

Mr.

Mass.,

curat

House and the

our

Fancy Carving Set

Diamond Ring
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to
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of

Carroll,
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we

Beautiful

Nathan King and wife are spending the
with Mr. Kings mother, Mrs.

Jennie

handle,

we

The ladies of the Wednesday club will
hold a small fair “on the corner” Aug.

SOUTH HANCOCK.
Leri Reed
morning.

Attracting Attention

Means of

Line of Pianos

vacation

else.
I am in tbe fight because I feel thst I am
called to the colors, and if you will stay with
me we will nail them to the mast.

1

a

illness.

Gentlemen, it is not agreeable to me to ask
you for your votes. I would not do it did I
not feel that you realise that it is not to gratify
personal ambition, so much as to co-operate
with you in finding a way to express the real
sentiment of this district. I am merely an
incident, an instrument. It is too important
a
fight to consider any man’s personal ambition or future—mine or that of anybody

This is one of the most important politics
contests—most far-reaching in its results
Miss Georgia Coggins is home from
that you have ever seen.
The election last
Massachusetts, spending her vscation
November was largely based on individualiwith her parents, W. T. Coggins and wife.
ties. The great figure of Theodore Roosevelt
of
Mrs. Alvonia Walsh,
Brookville,
dominated the field. Tariff legislation was in
Mass., who is visiting her sister, Mrs Euembryo. Everybody knew in a general way
MR. LAW' HENCE “CRAWFISH R*”.
what the party stood for. We realized that
gene Hodgkins, has bought H. L. Joy’s
The progressive candidate seems to be a
the doctrine of protection was denounced by
house. Mrs. Walsh will make this her
little peeviah about my candidacy.
He sugthe democratic party as unconstitutional and
summer home.
gests that I come over and join him. It is una robbery of the people. As a general propoW.
Aug. 11.
fortunate that there are two candidates
sition it was the same old fight over protecagainst the democrat. But whose fault is it? !
tion against free trade.
BROOKS
YiLLE.
on signing nomination papers,
That battle is now over; the democrats won. Immediately
that Mr. Lawrence and I held tbe
Miss Villa Saunders, is visitiug in North
The vote against President Wilson exceeded i believing
same views on public questions. 1 giade a
Bluehill.
the vote for him by more than a million, but ;
to him,
characterized
the
proposition
by
he won and the general propositions of the
Everett Bowden and wife were guest of
Boston Herald as “fair aud sensible”, and I
democrats are now being crystalized into law.
have beard no fault found with it except by relatives in Brooklin over Sunday.
We know what their idea of a revenue law is.
Mr. Lawrtnce and his immediate friends; and
Judge W. E. Morris, of Brooklyn, and
and we are beginning to realize its effect, but,
that was that they eliminate one of us by both
whether we like it or not. the country at large
family were recent guest of Stillman
Into the primaries as anti-democrats Kt nch and wife.
going
cannot vote again.
In this section of it, howand letting the people take their pick, the
ever, we have a chance to express our sentiMrs. Cyrena Turner, who has been emloser to support the winner.
ments.
God knows I wish we did not have
This proposition was made in good faith ployed at L. O. Fowler’s, has returned to
that chance, because it is due to the untimely
her home in Sargentville.
and adequate provision made to carry it out if
death of my friend and your friend, whom we
A
accepted by Mr. Lawrence. He refused it on
Aug. 11.
elected last fall to represent the ideals of the
the ground that Mr. Roosevelt had more votes
people of this district, and if he had lived we
SOUTH BLUEHILL.
would have been content, knowing that we than Mr. Taft, which seemed to meaentire!y
foreign to this question, and also on tbe
were adequately and ably
Mrs. Frank Emerson is in very poor
represented in
that be couldn't consistently enter
ground
Washington.
health.
enter the republican primaries.
mui we cannot snirx tne
duty that Is thrust
Eugene Johnson is spending a few days
us
LiHKr.,'1
41311M
Kl
>
sinu
upon us. even if we would. Maine's voice is
with friends in Sedgwick.
usually heard in September and is listened
I covered that point by having it underfor with interest. This time we shall speak stood beforehand that the winner should call
Frank Day has moved from Brooksville
again in September, and the result will be himself anything he desired in Washington
into the Omar Eaton house, which be has
eagerly watched for all over the country. Let | progressive, progressive-republican or re- purchased.
us see to it that we speak in no whisper.
publican. The practical idea was to make
Mrs. Charles Henderson, Mrs. W. J.
use of the only machinery that we had on
WHICH VIU YOU CHOOSE.
Johnson and daughter Frances are visithand
for ascertaining the wishes of the ing in Rockland.
As I look at it the real proposition which is
To be sure it was called a republican
C.
Aug. 11.
put up to ub is whether or not we shall send people.
primary, but that was the only primary there
a democrat to Congress.
SURRY.
Of course, if you believe that all protection was except the democratic and nobody would
the less of Mr. Lawrence if we
Fred Higgins and w ife, of Corinth, reprinciples should be squeezed out of the reve- have thought
had both submitted our faith to the decision
nue laws, if you believe that a tariff protectcently visited Mrs. Higgins' aunt, Mrs.
of
the
It
would
have
settled
the
people.
ing your business fa*m foreign competition
Mary E. Gray.
They returned home
la unconstitutional; if you had ratner have schism in the party, and we could have
beaten out the democrats in a walk, but that Monday.
the duties removed from
potatoes, oats,
is all over now. The burden is on him now to ;
Miss Delle Lord, of Altantlc, Mass., is
apples, lumber products and the other things
justify his running and not on me to justify visiting relatives and friends in town.
that we produce in this northeastern section
mine.
Spec.
Of the country where the democrats have
Aug. 12.
ROOSEVELT NOT IN THIS RACE.
little Influence in Congress; if you believe
Consider for a moment Mr. Lawrence’s
that the best way to t^im a tree is to take an
reason that Roosevelt had more votes than
axe and cut It down; then you should vote for
the democratic candidate, and if yon vote in Taft, because he evidently claims that he inaccordance with your convictions, I have herited that vote and has a lien upon it. 1
take it that there were three large reasons
nothing more to say.
Bat if you believe what the convention of prevailing here why Mr. Roosevelt got more
1860 believed when it nominated the immortal votes than Mr. Taft—Roosevelt’s popularity.
Lincoln, “that while providing revenue for Taft's unpopularity and dissatisfaction with
the Chicago convention, but Mr. Roosevelt is :
the support of the general government by
duties upon imports, sound policy requires no longer running; Mr. Taft is out of it for- !
and my nomination is by direct aud unever,
such an adjustment of these imports as to eo- j
vote of the people without the aid
courage the development of the industrial solicited
interests of the whole country, and we com- of a convention, good or bad.
Why should Mr. Lawrence claim to control
mend that policy of natural exchanges which
the Roosevelt vote? If Mr. Roosevelt had
secures to the working man liberal wages, to
in Mr. Lawrence's place he would have
been
agriculture remunerative prices, to mechanics and manufacturers an adequate re- accepted my proposition because he is big
ward for their skill, labor and enterprise, and enough and broad enough to rise above mere
There was nothing in his
party names.
to the nation commercial prosperity and independence;” if yon believe what a majority principles which prevented him from seeking
the
nomination at Chicago and
republican
of the people have believed ever since and believe now. you will assuredly take thought and a sing it as he saw fit. W by should not Mr
Lawrence have accepted the republican nomnot vote for the democratic candidate, either
if he could have
ination in the primaries
directly or indirectly.
gotten it? Especially with the understandPATTANGALL AGAINST OWN STATB.
as a part of the contract that he was only
ing
The democratic candidate well knows that
using machinery to ascertain the sentiment
the majority sentiment of the district is
of the voters—and always remembering that
against the prevailing democratic policies. he could call himsels whatever he wanted to.
He is not blind. He is in no trance, as is
REFUTES LAWRENCE’S POSITION.
shown
his nomination over his
our
—

Mr.

NAIL oca COLORS TO THB MAST.

“SHOOT AT A

candidate

uenuemen, we »r«* vmmnK upon a
reaj
fight, and I want to say that I am in it to win
We can win if you will put your backs into it.
This is not exaggeration, no mere figure of
speech. You gentlemen here represent the
activity and efficiency of the party in Kennebec county. Your county will largely determine the result of this election. You have
nearly twice as many votes as any other one
county, and if you swing solidly in any one
direction, it will be almost conclusive in the
result.
You take some chances in coming here because I have noticed lately that if more than
twenty-five men get together in any one spot
for the purpose of taking counsel together in
relation to public affairs, they are instantly
denominated a ring, and are held up to public
scorn as a part of an intolerable machine.
I take it, however, that you belong to exactly the same kind of a ring that I do. That
ring which embraces all citizens whose public
spirit influences them to abandon tbeir private affairs for the time being for what they
believe to be the good of the community. I
have been temporarily promoted from the
ranks to help lead in this fight. I shall devote all my time to it until somebody surrenders. I am enlisted for the war. gentlemen,
and I believe that you are. too.
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ing at Mrs, U M. Stratton's.
Dr. J. L. Chamberlain, of Boston, is st
W. R. King’s, convalescing from a severe
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Grace Reynolds,
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